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117ThODUCTIUli AND .1:.;.P1,4,/;,.TIO1,7 OF PROBLLid
The past decade has witnessed a decided revival of interest
in both high school and comunity choral music.

This fact is

evidenced by the increasing attention given to music contests
and festivals, by the spirit of rivalry between vocal groups of
diilerent schools, by the large number who nor participate in
church choirs, community choruses, and smaller ensembles, and by
the unsurpassed demand for capable music teachers.
For many years the general chorus vas the only musical
activity carried cn in the average high school.

This practice

was Ob.bea on 6ne theory that the chorus was the most natural
means of ccntinuing the music as taught in the grades.

Gradually,

many other phases of music education have been introduced into
the curriculum, but song still remains the bas.Lc music activity.
As a matter of practical necessity, it is the core oi

nool

music work.
No course or no organization should utilize school time unless its existence can be justified as being of value educationally.

It is the writer's conviction that the high school chorus,

under competent managenent, can make an excellent contribution
toward evtablishing the desirable habits, attitudes, skills,
knowledges, and appreciations which are inherent in true learning.
Scrie

of the educational values of such an erganization when ad-

minitered by a skillful instructor and under reasonably favorable conditicns are given by outstanding authorities as follows:

1. "It exerts a definite beneficial cffect upon tne
physical, mental, any. spiritual iiie of the indiviOual.
"It 1- rovides an c.%cellent tyie of intellectual
training.
3. "It has very hign vaa.As
a socializing force.
4. "It shcul( Ircve to be one of the most important
agencies tor bringing about a worthy use of leisure."1
5. "'then we learn music as we should, we gain a
respect toil and an understandinc cf, fine workmanship,
because we ourselves have learned how desirable aria how
difficult it is.
C. "....re learn to desire seit-expression.
7. "...ire are brought closely and vitally into contact with a vice range or culture, rith art, with literature, with biography and science."2
E. "-Jaisic is the art uirectly representative of
democracy. if the best music Is orout to the people,
there need be no fear about their ability to appreciate
9. "One who has studied music and mastered it to
the extent, ol i.nowing now to sing well has acquired a
degree of self-contrel."4
10. "The chorus satisfies the spiritual urge in L:olescents as no other form of music education can
To this list could be added many other merits of choral
work, such as the Improvement or inter-scholastic relationships,
the provision at a recreational and emotional outlet, the

440.11

LIZarl yr. UenrLcss, iJ.1 Introduction to School Llusic Teaching
(boston, u. C. Birchard O; Co., 1927), pp. 6-11.
'James L. t_urse.sa, human Values in 'music Education(New York,
silver, Burdett L. Co., 1934), pp. 381-Z82.
3Ha.zel Bcchrith Nohavec, Normal Lusic Lethods(Iincoin, The
University Puolishing Co., 19'46), p. 98.
4Clara Z. LcCauley,
Professienalized _EAT of Public School
Lusic(Knoxville,
E. ixen,
t Publisher, 1932 , p. O.
-1;cb1e Cain, Choral LILliC and Its Practice(ew Yon:,
Vitmark
eons, Educational Puolications, 19Z2), p. 30.
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development of poise and self-cenficence among the students who
participaLe, ,nd the contribution of the club to the ccmmunity.
It is in such ways as these that the chorus, when properly
cirected, can exemplify education at its best.

In summarizing

the values of choral music, uriggs states:
"It is at once the most personal and most social
of the fine arts; it searches down the heart of the
indivicual being and calls out emotions fax too deep
for words to embody....It is a social art. lusic
sweeps, fuses, and unites."6
It is important to insist that these values cannot be obtained accidentally.

sn activity of this nature demands a strong,

capable leader, one who is well-trained musically and who understands the basic priaeiples of choral work.

The teaching of sing-

ing should never be approached in a haphazard, unsystematic
manner.
The progressive movement among high schools for more and
better vocal, as well as instrumental, music is enccuraging.

iLusic

educators have long been waiting for the opportunity to help establish music in its riLstful place in the school curriculum,

how-

ever, this cannot be achieved witnout skillful, competent
teachers.
7
Durham estimates that 90 per cent ox the success of a
glee club
rests upon the director--his musicianship, his perscnal
ity, his
diplomacy.

There are many high school teachers Who nave a fairly

good bacic knowledge of music theory and who have
marked leacership
ability.

1.:any of these teachers mule be reluctant to take
the

;

6Ldward Howais vriggs, "tusic in the Cultural Life
of America,"
YeartcokV;hicago, usic .i'sdusators .Tatf.onal Conferen
ce, 192:8, p. 16.
7.
4. hur L.
J,r,.
Durham, "Building the Successful Chcral Society,
‘
I'tude,
b), 4flF.
1

7
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responsibility for directing the chorus, ti:cugh, if they have
had no training in the various phasesof choral work.

In making

this study, the writer has considered especially the inexperienced
conductor and his problems.
Statement of the Problem.--This investigation is an attempt:
1. To present the outstanding problems and difficulties which
are likely to arise in the process of organizin6 a mixed chorus
in the average small four-year high schcol, and in directing the
chorus during its first year.
2. To analyze these difficulties and to suggest techniques
of treating them, based on the experience and recomme,-.dations
of
authorities in the field of choral conducting, and also
based on
the writer's personal contacts with the field of choral music
as
a student and as a director.
•
Explanation and .Scol,e of Problem.--The four-year
includes grades nine through twelve.

high

school

The four-year set-up was

used in preference to the three-year plan in crder
that the: prcb•
ryt

lems of the immature voices of the ninth graders,
particularly
the difficulties encountered in the changing boy's
voice, may be
treated in this study.

Furthermore, the typical high school in

Eentucky, as in most of America, now operates on the
four-year
plan.

The ac_all high school refers to a school whose
enrollment

does not exceed three hundred.

In the situation assumed for this

investigaticn, there has formerly been little or
no music--vocal,
instrunentr_l, arpreciation, cr theory--offer
ed in the schoel

io attempt has been made to set forth the elements of music
theory or the principles of ccnducting which are an essential
part of the director's training.

such factors do not come with-

in the scope of a thesis of this nature.

It is rresumed that the

teacher has the necessary technical background.

Ihe problems

dealt with here are concerned principally with the organization
and training oi the chorus.
Technicue of Treatment.--The treatment employed in this
study is expository and discursive in character.
data of a statistical nature have been used.

Very little

Care has been taken

to avoid an attitude of absolute finality in
problems that may be
controversial to a t:arked degree.

The writer has attempted to

rresent as many approaches and possible solut
ions as are available to the problems cited.

In most eases, no one solution would

be applicable to all situations.

If one solution or techniue is

unquestionably superior to the others, howev
er, this fact is indicated.

It is believed that this broader and more
general treat-

ment of the various choral problems will
11;e:ke this compilation of
information more practicable and of great
er value to the typical
high school director.
This thesis is arranged around
seven outstanding problems
involved in high school choral
organization and training.
charter is devoted to each problem,
as follows: Chapter II - Leberchip, Chapter III - atcrials
and Equipment, Chapter IV - The
:.)elEction of Chcral literature
, Charter V - Seating the Choru
s
and the ?alance of Parts,
Chapter VI - hehearsal and Vocal
Techniclue,
Charter VII - Organization, and
Chapter VIII - Public Llyleasanees.

•a.

6
Scurces of Data.--The data for
this thesie have peen obtained from music educaticn text000k
s, articles in various
periodicals, yearbooks of the
kusic Educators National Conference,
'aisle Supervisors 1;aticnal Conf
erence, ana other educational societies; national music committee
reports, courses of study, informational leaflets published
by the idusic Educaticn Resesuch
Council, and booklets issued by 1,
iaticnal School Eand, urchestra
and Vocal .essociation, and the idus
ic Educaticn Exhibitcrs Association. Fetes from class lectures
of music teachers at the
Vestern Kentucky State Teachers
College, the Last Carolina
Teachers College (Greenville,
North Carolina), and the University
of 14)rth Carolina (Chapel Hill, Nort
h Carolina), have been of
definite value. Also notes taken
at the 1946 sesEicn of the
Christiansen Choral School (Chamber
sburg, 1=enneylvania), wlich
the writer attended, are an outstand
ing source of information.
Fundamental Principles of Teaching /Lis
le
Every successful enterprise must be
based on scund principles. It is essential at the outs
et of any undertaking to study
and to understand the fundamental
principles relating to that
undertaking. These basic truths will
guide, direct, aid, and
clarify.
No attempt has been made in this stud
y to compile a list of
all of the principles which apply to
music teaching. Idowever, a
few of the outstanding ones which
have been advanced by music
educaters an which the writer coil
eiders to oe of definite value
to the choral conductor, are incl
uded. The first five are

7
contributed by .karnsworth:
1. "Lxperience eLculd precede fomal instruction.
2. "Vhere it is lacking, the teachcr shoulc surply
the experience necessary as a basis for instruction.
3. "The teacher ehculd organize this experience
so that, vhile a particular cf:ect is observed and
studied,
its relation to the total effect shall nct be
lost.
4. "The motive cr impulse in artistic educatic
n lies
in the desire of the individual to express hims
elf.
5. "The purpose of education thrcugh art is
to quicken perception, clarify feeling, and stimulate
initiative
for the beautiful."6
The three principles fellowin& are set
forth by Lursell:
6. "Lducational procedures exist for one
purpose
only,--to bring suect matter to life.
7. "411 subject matter is worth having
and worth
mastering only in so far as it enables
boys and girls to
live stronger, more satisfying, more wcrt
hy lives; only
in SO far as it releases hum,n and spir
itual quality.
8. 'usic exists to serve human valu
es, and to
glorify human life. The successful
musician is he who
serves these values bect."9
The last five principles listed in
'Lis study arc stated
by Pitts:
9. "Learning is an on-gcing, neve
r-enCing series of
operation -, concerned .;:ith reco
netructin6 the self; therefore, a process that is continuous
from germicatien to
death.
10. "In the interactive process of
living and growing, the entire organism is affe
cted. J, child does not
learn with amine/ rhich, by some
magic, is separal)le from
the rest of himself. If he learns
at all, cr to put it
another way, if he learns for all
time, he learns all over:
body, heart, soul, and mind.
11. "Learning takes place most
effectively when conditions and results are meaningful
and satisfying to the
learners.

8
C. E. Farnsworth, Lducation
throu, h 1:.usic0;ew York, Amer
Book Company, 1909), pp. 6-1
ican
.
9Jamee L. 1ursell, Euran
Values in Lurie Lducation(Ne
w York,
Silver, Burdett and Co., lc...7
-4),

s

8
12. !'Interests, properly interpreted, are considered
important means of improvin, growth and enhancing the
lives of children both in and out of Echool.
15. "There is evidence thct, all people can and do
employ creative expression in varying degrees."10
Objectives cf the Yirst Year Chorus
Fundamental in the organization and growth of the chorus is
a definite idea, on the part of the conductor and the students,
as well as the school administrators, as to
to accomplish.

that the club expects

Without coals, or pre-determined objectives, the

chorus ie likely to drift aimlessly through the year, achieving
much less than its real ability would warrant.
The objectives of music education, if they are valid, will
coincide with the objectives of education in general. :Each phase
of the curriculum must contribute to the ultimate goals of education, if the school is to perform the functions expected of it.
Burton explains educational objectives thus:
'

4

"The basis of educational objectives lies in
human needs and values. Iducation represents the
attempt on the part of the adult society to shape
the develcpment of the coming generation with its
own ideals of life and to improve those ideals."11
The following list of objectives for the high school chorus
has been compiled from lists published in various =sic education
textbooks, yearbooks, committee reports, and state-adcpted courses
of study.

;

•

It ie not the writer's contention that all of these

1°Lilla
Belle Pitts, The Uusic Curriculum in a Chanr.ing
Vorld(bevi York, bilver, .euractt
L Co., 1S-344), rr. 31-35.
11Barr,
Burton, and Brueckner, Liurcrvieion(New York, D.
t.ptdeton-Century Co., 1938), p. 160.

••••••
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objectives could be attained
in a year, cr in ten years.
They
are merely guides, goals tow
aLd which oDwork, rather tha
n
arbitrary standards which mus
t be achieved. If the chorus
progresses nomally, each object
ive, though it may never De
completely realized, will be achieved
to a greater extent each yea
r.
Ubjeotives for the beginning
high school chorus should include the following:
1. "To arouse and develop int
erest in music. H12
2. "To retain and increase ple
asure in group singing.
3. "To foster the
desire to sing petter indivi
dually.
4. "To lead to greater ooserv
ance of some of the elements of good singing--pleasin
g tone quality, free tone pro
duction, accurate intonation,
distinct enunciation, appropriate expression, musicianly
phrasing and breathing.
5. "'io as:dst in develoring health
ful and attractive
posture, poise, and self-cont
rol, including stage deport
ment.
C. "To build, in he Ldnds
of the singers, standPrds
for he evaluatien of singing,
individually and in groups.
7. "To increase the a.Dprecia
tion of music through intelligent, intensive study
of good choral material.
8. "To inspire greater attent
ion to the reading of
music, by demonstrating how muc
h ri-xire effectively the activities of the club can be car
ried on when notation
difficulties quickly disappear
.
E). "To motivate through prepar
ation for public performance, the perfecting of detail
s, including memorizing.
10. "To surengthen the concep
tion of social responsibility by contributirc_to sch
ool events often and to community
events occasionally.""
11. "To articulate closel, for
the pupils, individually
and collectively, the music int
erests and activities of tne
school with those of the homes
and their co=munity.

?Hazel B. Ncha7ec,
Iducation
(Chicago, Lusic Lducator
:"aticnal Ccnff_r1=nce,
C. U.

iroaare,

New
Cc., 1S1,

;
s•

r. b.

chocl Music Eandbcck(Eoston
,

* -'I'•
' :t.
...

•

...

...•

..

• $5.

10
12. "To reccenize and enccurae the special individual music capabilities, as a feature of an avccational
as well as a vocational ste of development."14
13. "high school music Should have for one of its
most irpertant ob„ectives the preparaticn of the students
for a worthy use of leisure tizi,e after they have finished
school....and while they are yet in school."115
"To utilize music as a wholesome emotional outlet."'

Summary

JL

chorus is like a machine, consisting of many parts.

element has its functions.

Each

The total result is determined by how

well each of these elements lives up to its responsibilities.
The quality of all enseii.ble playing or singing is dependent upon
three factors:

(1) the quality and conditien of te instruments,

(2) the power and skill of the s.ngers or players to manipulate
their instruments, and (3) the conductcr.17

In singing one should

remenber that the instruments are the singers themselves.

A large

majcrity of the students in the first year chorus must be taught
how to use their "instruments" after they enter the club.
in choral work, a great deal

is

Therefore,

dependent upon the teac,Ang-learning

14
Ochn W. Beattie, Fifth Yearbook, The Junior Eigh School
Curriculum(1:ashington, D. C., The Department of Superintendence,
1927), p. 321.
lbiLcCauley, RE. cit., p. 218.
Course of L;tuoY, pp. 160-181.

.

r 222.
of Studv,p. 46.
17_
:1

Lducators

.

Reprinted from the North Carolina

Reprinted from the V.ashingten Ltate Course

Dann, "Sor.c, Lssentials of Chcral SinginL," Aucic
curna1, ).:-IV(September, 1937), 27.

The teacher holds the key to a vast store of resources thrcuih which thc

may be brought to discover

the Ereat satisfaction in choral participLAion, and to exeri

If the chorus is to contribute toward the great mission of
all education, it must ue established an sound principles and
developed on effective techniques.

responsi-

bility for the attainment cf the best results in choral work lies
in the director.

This study is 'Lade for the director whose

iowl

of high school choral problems is insufficient to meet this responsibility and opi.brtunity.

12
Cii.APTIli II
17
:
1 13LESIIIP
To crEanize and build a successful chorus in
a small high
school which has formerly had little or no vocal
music in the
curriculum may be a difficult task indeed.

Such a project

necessitates not cnly "selling" the organization
tc the school,
but also gradually lifting up the musical ideals and stand
ards
of the entire community.

The number of available students will

probably be limited because of the size of the high
school.
Therefore, the director needs to have the persc
nal magnetism
and the musicianship that will appeal to stude
nts and inspire
enthusiasm for a nging.
The first important step ie to enlist the coope
ration And
support of the superintendent, principal, or other
s who comprise
the administrative staff of the schoo
l.

Their add will be in-

valuable in building up an organization of this kind,

in fact,

the chorus is almost certainly doomed to failure
or mediocrity
if the superintendent oppLses it, or even if he
is indifferent
auout its progress.

It is he who has the final authority in such

matters as schedule, financial aid, credit, and publi
c performances.
As the successful musical organization is obvio
usly an asset to
any high school, not only by increasing schoo
l spirit and increasing the effectiveness of the educational program,
but by advertising the school through publ.c performance, it
is likely that
most high adminirtratorc will lend their support
and influence in
organizing tbe mixed chorus.

13

.1

It is also desirable to solicit the
support of the faculty
at the very beginning of the year. Anot
her point cf eignificance
is for the director to stress the fact
that the chcrus is not jur&.
ancther cluu to take up school time,
or to offer competition
with the existing organizations, but an
excellent rLeans of correlatIng all of the work in the hIgh
school an helping the other
organizations. The teachers m&y be
of great service in arousing
interest among the studeiAts and buil
ding up the number who want
to participate.
The director should not hesitate to
e.dvertise the chorus to
the community. The parents, especial
ly, Should be informed.
Even before school begins, it woul
d be rise for the director to
ask the local newspapers to carry an
article, or a series of articles, about the plan for the orga
nization of a high sehoo2 choral
club and some of the objectives the
director has in mind for the
first year's wcrk.

.•-

Some choral organizations have prom
inent citizens of the
community as associate members. The
membership may or may not
involve a small fee. This plan serv
es as a season ticket to all
musical and social events of the chor
us to the membets and also
gives them some standing as patrons
of worth-while things. However, associate members do not actu
ally participate in the choral
work. Clara Barrett, in defending this
plan of sponsorship, said,
"A list of associate members that
includes the leading lights of
the ccmmunity adds distinctly to
the prestige of the chorus, and
the dues are a source of revenue
usually oadly needed."1

1"A Choir I:ember Speaks," Itude, 1IX
1'

ro.

6(Junc, 1941), 383.

14

Local church choir directors may be a great help to the
high school airector.

They Lill Ircbably be able to offer a

list of students that woule make t„ood members.

idec they may be

willing to encourae these and other young people of their particular churches to ilein the chorus.

Choral participatien and train-

ing of the students in school will, in turn, undoubtedly improve
the quality and capacity of choir work in the churches.
Important as it is to publicize the chorus to the faest:_t3
and to the community in general, it is absolutely essential that
the director put on a campai6n that will appeal to tele students
tIlse:_selvee.

It is not enough to see thet they know that the

course is beinE offered.
organization

The conductor must somehow make the

attractive to them, to give them an insight into

the vast possibilities of choral work, the ,;cy of singing, the
fun of working and sin.;ing together, the thrill of experiencing
eons, deL;ree of artletic cncral perfection.
he director

must use initiative and comslon sense in de-

ciding how this ma; best be aceomylished in 'Ais particular situation.

Posters, writeups in the school newspaper, announcements

in assembly and homerooms--these are devices which will at least
call attention to the chorus.
A

positive attitude nust be instilled in the rinds of the

students, particularly the boys, toward vocal music before anything

an be accomplished.

The general school assembly is the

beet place to contact the entire student tcdy.

et the first of

the year, when the whole school is restless and unsettled,

nd

before the other oepartments are sufficiently cr6anized to want
•er•

%MO
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to sponsor assembly programs, the Lusic teac
her will fine an
e:xclient opportunity for "selling" musi
c to the school throual
the chapel program.

Singing is an enjoyable experience; asse
m-

bly singing programs can be

SO

cunducted that the students will

becoL_e interested and will ask for i_ore prog
rams of this type.
Songs should be selected with care.

Variety in the moods and

styles of the compositions -will make the
program more interest2
ing. Winslow suggests using numbers that
appeal tc i.he bcys*
particularly, such as sea chanteys, cowb
oy and mountain songs,
songs with themes about outdoor life, acti
cn, strong rhythmic
swing, and other material which depicts
virility.

In consider-

ing the values of assembly s1ngin6, Dykema
and Gehrkens sL,y:
"Chapel singing, when directed by an insp
iring
leader, and rhen genuinely arLis.ic music
is usd,
stimulating to both esthetic anC, tdc soci
al sen..Ecs
as is almost no other experience; and unde
r reasonably ideal conditions, it maiy- induce a mcod
cf
exaltation resulting in a spiritual rele
ase that is
highly desirable in these days of over-empha
sis on
the intellectual and the material.".
)
Other types of rf.usical chapel programs are
also effective
in creating interest in singing.

If there is a Public

ddress

system in the school, reccrds or radi
o broadcasts may be used
to advantage. J, program given by an
outstanding visiting
choral group or soloist is, in the opin
ion cf the writer, one
cf the stronEest incentives. Perh
ars a good church choir or
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27Robert
Vinelor, 1'16:ale Vocal Problems in the Seco
ndary
School," Lucie .Lc:
ucators Journal,
1S4C), 58.
3
aocrt Vilson, Hirh L,chocl Lusic(Ik.ston, C. C. 1-.ir
chard
Cc., 14C), p. 42.
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a glee club from scmo nemsby town would consent to core.

Jasu

ensembles, particularly pus quartets and girls trios, are unusually appealing to high echool students.
It is the director's responsibility to try to cultivate
aLong the students the feeling that it is an honor to belong to
the chorus.
great deal can be accomplished if the director can enlist a good number of boys.

any boys enter high cool with

hostile attitudes toward vocal music.

If they are once induced

to try to sing, they are a)'not certain to find the close harmony
in the range of changed voices fascinating.

Krone suggests

that if a few boys who are prominent in athletics can be recruited, others will follow suit quickly.
"If you cannot get the older boys or athletes
into the chorus or glee club your first semester, you
might try recruiting them for sta€,e assistants at coneerte--moving the piano and platfc=e, pulling the curtains, working the lights. t.t least you have them at
the concert, and tha may be the first step to getting
them into the gro"/
1
4
The organization of a boys' quartet or double quartet in the
school has been known to help greatly in influencing other boys
to become interested in singing.

If the boys are enthusiastic

in their work in the chorus, there will probably be no difficulty
in enlisting the girls.

usually when music is popular with the

bcys it is popular with the entire school.
In attempting to secure adequate enrollment for the chorus,
it ir highly desiralle that the director contact the students

17
individually.

In the small high school this may be possible.

Several devices have been found useful in providing opportunity
for persona/ ccntacts with each student.

The new choral leader

in ic me high schools offers to test every vcice in the school
J.

as a special guidance service to the students.

Re stresses the

fact that x-iany students are not aware that they have good voices.
Rarely do students refuse to cooperate, even those who co not
wish Lc sing.

'.hen they come to tell ti-A director they are not

interested, it is often possible to persuade then to try.

Li

This

presents an opportunity to point out the cesirable qualities of
the student's voir:e and the value of chcralexperience.

In cne

county system of fourteen mall high schools where this procedure was followed, eighty-five per cent of the entire high school
5
student body were members of elective choral groups.
441other technicue which has oeen foun(. valualt is having
the director listen to voices in an assenbly sing when the entire
high school participates.

The director, in order to listen to

the students as individuals while they kbg in the group, goes
through the rows as the song is sung.

J-;.e designates the promis-

ing voices, and Ecue of the regular teachers take down the name.
The leader thus secures the names of students for later personal
ccnference and an individual test.6

The writer feels, however,

that this (.evice is not to be highly reccrrendied because it destroys

511Vocal Lusic in the 1-41nIa1l Ligh
School,"
Lducation Research Council a the - Lusio :6;ducation National Con2erence, Information Leaflet 17o. 10E, p. 1.
6
Ibid., p. 1.

-
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the internality ad spontaneous eneyment of greup singing in
the assembly.
The suestiens thail have been included thus far in this
chapter cannot be used in all situations.

The director may have

to devise his own methods of stimulating interest in the chorus.
The means of accomplishing this are not particularly significant.
it is of great importance, however, in establishing a chorus,
that the students realize to some degree their own vocal potentialities and thLA they cultivate a real desire tc sing.
Selection and Classification of Voices
At the beginning of the year, the ccmiuctor must decide
46

whether membership in the chorus shall be voluntary or selective.
If it is to be on a veluntary basis, the problem of individual
or grcup tryouts is automatically eliminated, leaving only the
matter of voice classification.

It is the opinion of the writer

that some system of selection shoulc be followed, if it is at
all possible.

The psychological effect of having satisfactorily

met a recuirement tends to make the organization appear mcre
worth-while and more desirable to the student.

Certainly it

helps create the feeling that being a member is, at least to
some degree, an accomplishment and an honor.

The competition

element also helps promote interest.
I. Understandinr: the high schcol veice.--A basic understanding of vocal development on the high school level is

fundamental

and is a prerequisite, to proper analyses of the voices.
A. Girls' Vcices.--It I.:, quite unusual to find a really

4VN•

mature soprano or alto in the high school age group.

•

In the
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choice cf materials the conductor will,
cf course, consider this
factor of vocal Immaturity as well as other
weaknesses peculiar
to the grcup.
early age.

Occasicnaliy, it is true, a voice matures at an

Eowev(r, in the beginning group a scarcity of
mature

voices and of voices with extremely high or
low ranges is Lo be
expected. According to 1rone,7 most high schoo
l sopranos are
light, lyric voices, and most altos are mezzo
sopranos, assigned
to that part because they can read music.

The director must

decide whether each voice is essential; sopra
no or alto.

There

are many borderline voices that make this disti
nction difficult.
. 8
Dykema and Cundiff insist that practically
all high school
girls should sing with such light tones th,A at
least rithin the
medium register from middle C to e, fourth space
of the treble
staff, unison singing will be of much the same quali
ty thro,Ighout.
Of all the girls, second sopranos generally have the least
colorful voices; this is partly 'sue to their limited
ranLc.
By all means, ,..xtrelliely high loud singing shoul
d be discouraged.

Immature, untrained voices may be seriously injur
ed

by forcing tones and trying to imitate mature drama
tic and coloratura scpranos and contraltos.

The chorus leader should_ try to

avoid eny situation which would encourage this
sort of thing.

As

a rule, the girls' section of the club will prove
to be loyal, interested, eager to sing, and willing to work.

7
.9
.2. cit.,

T•

3
Ur. cit., p• 2'2g.
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Vcices.--Loys present a great man, more diffi-

culties in the high school chol'us than do girls because of the
natural lowering of their voices.
rt.

The cause of the change in

tne boy's voice is the rapid growth of the larynx, which almost
doubles in size.

The time of the change varies from three

months to three yea.L.s during the abe of puberty.

--aturally, it

is difficult fcr the young bcy to adjust himself to this transformation, thus resultine, in the peculiar breaking and skipping
of the voice.

',right explains briefly the change which may be

expected in the boy's voice, arid the approximate grade in thich
these changes occur, thus:
"About the fifth grade an increase in resonance
and brilliance in the voice occurs, rhich is retained
until approximately the seventh grade. Fcr most boys
the change begins about the seventh year; their voices
begin to get heavier and they find more difficulty in
singing the high tones....By the time they are ready
for the eighth grade, C, third space treble staff, is
as high as mcst of them care to sing. In the eighth
grade there is still more lowering of the voices of
some of the boys until G, seccnc line is their highest
tone. 1,11 cf this time the lowest tone has reL.ained
constant--about G, third space below the treble staff.
1-.ow
,
they have a ccmpass of about an octave, and some
boys have even less. By the last of the eighth year,
bass voices begin to appear, and toward the end of the
year, approximately one-fourth to over one-third of the
boys in the class will have changed vcices. I am speaking of the average age class, of course."9
In thf four-year high school, there will undoubtedly be a
number of boys, particularly ninth graders, whose voices
are
still in the process cf change.

Some music educators advocate

that they refrain from sinEinc during this period, until
their

-Ralph V.. Cright, "runior Ei61.1 School Choir and
Chcrus
Protlems," Yecxbook(Chicago, usic Supervisors 141t1onal
Conference, 19Z,2), pp. 1Z5-154.

I-.1
voices have definitely settled.

Cn the other hand, a gl-eau many

authorities reccm::.end this only for extreme cases.

it is the

writer's conviction that, under wise and skillful superv
ision,
singing in the chorus

is

decidedly a beneficial experience, rather

than a harmful one, for ninth and tenth grade boys.

Intelligent

use of mezzo-vcce, the "half voice" rthich restrains the volume
of
tone, removes, at least to some degree, the danger of forcin
g and
the resultant strain. Hollis Dann10 found the mezzo-vece invalu
able in high school choral work in that it removes the danger
of
forcing the upper tones of the voice, while at the same
time it
increases the possibilities for the chorus repertoire, making
practicable the use of music with uider compass and more strenuous passages.
Pre:luent testing and observation are very essential during
this period of change.

Often it will be necessary to assign boys

to different pz:rts as their voices begin to assume a more or less
permanent quality and range.

If singing causes hoarseness or in

any way seems harmful to the voice, it is wise to let the voice
rest until this difficulty passes, unless there is some obviou
s
fault in the vocal production which can easily be corrected.
ore than likely there will ue a scarcity cf first tenors;
in this case the second tenor with a well-developed mezzo
-voce
can safely sing the higher part.

Loy tenors are quite frecluent-

ly used on the first tenor part.

This is legitimate and may be

very effective if forcing end strain are avoided.

10"Vcice

The 1,
7 Usic

Classification in :iunier aim Senior Eigh schools,"
Yearbcok(Chbago, 1;:usic Lduoatca.s laticnal Confer
ence, 19Y), p.
26a.

VA.

Lducauiun he search Council f,ays:
"In order of excellence, the sugested sabz,titutes
for tenor would be rated as fc.Llows: best, use of alto
tenors; ncxt best, use of boy tenors; ;cast desirabl
e,
use of baritone voices cr girl altos.""
IL, is quite probable that a majority of uoys
will be second

tenors and baritones.

Usually low basses are rare in high school.

There is a temptation to assign baritones
to the second bass Iart.
This is a dangerous rraeticc, hovcr, ofte
n resulting in bad
12
vocal habits and the ir.:pairnent of voic
es.
II. halagts.--The folloying are the rrac
tical ranges that rir:y
be exrectcd in high school

7GiCCZ,

as set forth by 1
- :zcne:

—7744
4
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The list of ranges by Dykema and
Gchrkens is given az a guide
in placing the voices in their
prorer classifications. In the
writer's opinion, these ranges
somewhat exceed the capacity cf
average untrained high school
singers. It is believed that the
authors cxtcnecd the ranLes as
follows to include the unusual
11
Inrorration Leaflet L'o. 108, El.
cit.,
12Hollir Dzzin,
or..r5t., I. 267.
130n. cit.,

r.

27.

2.

Dykema and Cundiff present still another set of arproximate

Several authorities have, been quoted here on the matter of
high school voice ranges in order th point out that there can be
no pre-arranged standard that will always ;rove to be exact.

Wale

there is a striking similarity between the various lists, it is
evident that there is no complete agreement among specialists as
to exactly what the ranges should be.

It is i=perative for the

director to realize that any group of ranges is tntended to be
atproximate rather than arbitrary.

It has been the writer's

IMO

24
experience in cbserving high school voices that the practical
range of the average untrained singer does net extenc ever an
cctave and a fifth.
III. Characteristics of Lifferent Voice TyTes.--An important
indicatien of good choral work is that the leader kners the
qualities of all the voices.
in anarticle entitled

This is emphasized by Baxrett16

Choir ilember :peaks."

Befcre satis-

factory assignnent of parts can take place, a knewledge cf the
particular quality and characteristics which distinguish the
various voice types is necessary.

The quality cf a voice is

at least as reliable an incication cf its proper classification
as is range, although range is a significant factcr.

It is not

unusual to find, for exple, a high school girl having soprano
range and alto quality.

In general, it mey be sale that the

tenor and scprano tone is lighter in character, less sombre, and
frequently r:cre flexible than .alto or bass.

The latter types

arc usually darker, fuller, and more capable of developing gi.eater
vclume than the higher voices.
First 12.otrancs.--a light, thin, lyric, resonant quality
Is characteristic of the first soprano 'mice.

The immature soprano,

having the characteristics cf the first scpranc, uut lacking
reecnance, should be assigned to this raxt also.

This light type

of voice is desirable because it usually blends well with the rest
of the chorus, and this type i s not prone to "stand cut" abcve the
rest.

l6

cit., D.
••••

•

i••

3. SecenC So-ranos.--Thli; section may be composed cf (1)
the light soprano voice which has a good miedle range, and (2)
the voice with a deep, mezzo quality anu a high rangc.

The

quality of the latter voice blends with the high, light first
sopranos, and gives a roundness and maturity to the soprano section as a whole.

The lighter type of second soprano is good

"fill-in" material; it can usually be depended on for accur
acy
of ritch and a Good stable tone without the danger of its
penetrating above the other voices.
C. First

ltos.--The alto voice may be distinEuished from

the soprano because it possesses a darker, huskier,
and usually
more dramatic quality anC_ shows a limitation in
the higher range.
The first alto and second soprano ranges
quite often coincide.
thile it is net necessary for the first
altos to have deve7r)ped
an extremely low range, with practice they
should be ca:,-,able of
singing a resonant 4 natural or B flat below
Liddle C without
forcing.
D. Second idtos.--The deep, npund, resonant,
mature tone
which marks the contralto, or secono alto,
is rarely found in
the high school. It is the easiest
voice quality to recognize,
howevcr. The contralto usually has
a well-developed natural low
range. Because of the volume and reson
ance of this voice, only a
fer will be needed in the sectien to
balance the chorus.
E. First Tenors.--The high, lyric quali
ty of the first tenor
corresponds with the quality of the first
sopranc.. Real first
tenors are very hard to find, not
only in high schools, but everywhere else. Kowever, one or two can
balance a choir of corsiderable
size.

Va.
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F. Second Tencrs.--This voice is quite similar to the first
tenor except for a limited range of higher tones and a little
deeper quality.

,1 number of second tenors may be used to re-

inforce the first tencr parts on lower passaes.
G. Other First Tenor Substitutes:

(1) Counter-Tenors.--

Once in a great while a counter-tenor may be found.

That is, a

voice that sounds like an ordinary lyric tenor in the middle
range, but can continue on up e ashy and with light quality past
the limits of the first tenor.17
(2) Alto-Tenors.--This term has been tbdor,ted to refer to
the boy's voice as it starts in the mutation period, as the voice
has alto quality but

EIGER

range of the tenor.

If the boy has not used his voice severely,

of the low tones that are in the usual

as in frequent yelling and shouting, and if he has gradually
stopped using the top notes of his voice as the lower ones appeared,
he may go right through this stage without L.ny abrupt change in
his voice.

It may gradually and easily get lower.18

H. First Basses.--liost high school boys' voices tend to land
in the baritone, or first bass, area after they change.

Hence, a

great majority of the boys in the chorus are usually baritone or
low tenors.

TLis voice (baritone) is easily recognized because of

its firm middle range, and its quality, which is deeper than the
tenor, but not as deep and resonant an second base.
I. Second Basses.--Corresponding with the quality of the contralto, the second oass is easily recognized by its extreme low
range and (lark, rich, sonorous quality.

17Lax T. EronE, rre Chorus an
Kjos u_1.1EiC Co., lY4,;, 1. L.

Olaf C. Christit;.nsen

Its Ccnductcr(Chicago, Neil
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classified the secon

bass voices into tre tyres—the reedy

voice with thin, white quality, and the mellow voic
e with 'cello
quality.19 Amonz the older 1116h school boys,
there rill probably
be a number whose voices may be classified as rea
l second basses.
\',Ith the beginning chorus, it is not likely that
the

music

which will be practicable will necessitate as
complete a differentiation of voices as is presented here
.

t first, possibly

or even unison music rill be used excl
usively.

However, it

is of supreme impertance that the conducto
r be aware of the various
classifications of the vcices with
in his group.
better and more
effective balance of the different
voices can ue made if the
director knows the quality, Characte
ristics, and approximate range
of each singer. While th(=, beginnings
of the chcrus may be humble,
it is the leader who must sense its
potentialities. The first
year chorus is laying a basic foundati
on upon which the Lusic Department must build. From this
foundatien may some day evolve
a
boys glee club, a girls glee club
, an a cappella choir, and vari
ous
ensemble groups.
The director needs to have vis
ion, foresight,
and unquestienably, musicianship
, in order to establish an orga
nization worthy of such a gcal.
IV. Trvouts.--If the selective
basis for membership is to be
employed, there must be some sor
t of audition, whether it be
actually called a try-out, voice
test, conference, or scmething
else.
The main objective is to give
the teacher a chance to hear the
applicant, to note ths features
of the voice, and to deciie whet
her
19Lecture, Christiansen Chorsl bco
ol,

uly, 194G.

or not it has pronisin;: ensemble characteristics.

The immediate

problem of selecting the desirable individual member
s,
course, paramount.

is,

of

However, the blend and ensenbl, effect of the

group, the balance of Iarts, an

the resulting combinaticn of the

various voice qualities are aspects which sho
uld not be disregarded.

.i, formal tryout may net be necessary inc
very instance.

If the director can discover the quality, tim
bre, approximate
range, and particular weaknesses of eve
ry voice by some other
means, then the indiviCual tryout is
indeed superfluous.
The tryout, or audition, should be
as simple and informal
as possible.

Care should be taken to try to put
the student at

case tcfcre he sings.

This is an excellent occasion for
the

director to become better acquainte
d with the individual members.
Choosing and ciassifyinL voices
is a delicate task; utmost tact
and discretion, as well as kindne
ss, must be exercised.
V. Factors in the Choice of Sin
gers.--The teacher must have
in mind definite elements upon whi
ch to base his decision. The
re
are SOME rudiments that are
accepted universally by choral
leaders as indicative of good pro
spective memoers. The signif
icance
of the voice quality and range
has been discussed earlier in
this
chapter. It is generallyagreed
thz,t these are twc outstanding
phases in selecting and cla
ssifying voices. Krone 20 con
siders
three factors to be supremely
important; (1) Personal qua
lities
(physical, rental, and soc
ial); (2) musical qualities (go
od ear,
sense cf rhythm, and a fee
ling for good phrasing); and
LZ)) vocal
20
Li.
. cit., pp.
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qualities (Quality, range, pitch,
and absence of tremolo).
Valeon says that the applicants sho‘ild
be sincere .Ln their
purpose and should give evidence of
an ability to:
1. "sing an easy song rhythmically and expressively,
with a pleasing quality of voi‘:e.
2. "Vocalize over an extended rare of approximfate
ly
an octave and a fifth.
3. "Carry a voice part inLependentl
y.
4. "head music of wderate difficult
y, employing
diatonic progressions.""
F. Z
- elius Christiansen believes thLA
a great many factors
must be ccnsidered if the audition
is to live up to its purposes
adequately, as evidenced by the
quotation below:
"To insure a smooth-working cho
ir that vi-1 produce beautiful singing, the cho
ice of vices must receive expert attention. When pup
ils ._re tried cut for
the best choir in your high
school, they should be
tested on the following points
:
"1. True to pitch in upper and
lower octaves.
"2. Vibrato
"3. Breathiness
,Atack without glottis stroke
flexibility ano siLoothness of
tone
"6. Color: fluty, reedy, cr
mixed (light, dark, or mediur
"7. :_ize of tone and blendi
ng quality
"8. iven tone color throug
hout the scale
"9. Breath control
"10. Concentration and streng
th cf personality
1111. Metacry and reading abilit
y
"12. Compass and best tones
in the voice
"13. The use of the langua
ge in singing
"14. Rhythmic feeling."22
The State of WashinLton COIL
se cf .Study has set up the
folloving requirements for
glee club membership:

21LE.
4,4

cit., p. IA,64

22"Lnsenb1r. Singing,"
YEarbock(Chicaco,
tiationia Confcrehce, l9
j, p.

USC Supervitcre
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a. "1-1casing voice quality
b.
live interest in Lusic az revealed in class or
community music.
c.
fair degree of ability in readinc music
d. "Hamonic consciousness strcng enough to allow
the student to carry an inner pert of a hymn tune."23
The preceding requirements were set up for a schccl which
boasts of an excellent, long-established music department.

Natur-

ally, chorus Lembership in such a situation should demand a great
deal more of applicants than would be possible for the beginning
chorus.
Kintz says that three items daould be considered in the
selecticn of vcices, namely, musicianship, vocal range, and
classification and balance of tone."
It is the writer's suggestion that the directcr of the first
year chorus omit from the test sight-reatinc, or any phase of the
examinaticn which requires some previously acquired musical skill.
In vie

of the fact that, in

he situation

calmed for this study,

there has been little or no music taught in the high school, a requirement of this sort in the try-out would not be justified.
Different Techniques for Conductir2F Trouts.--Varicus wayB
of conducting the voice test are advocated by different conductors.

4

The technique itself is important cnly in that it ie a

means of attaining the previously-stated objective.
The individual test is recommended by a great many authorities as being the superior type.

tright says," It must be done

indiviCually because of the varying characteristics of each

cit., p. 324
1,

24LImer E. Lintz, "Selecting VLices for the Special Chorus,
*
Yearbook(Chicago,
Lclucators Kational Ccnfcrence, 1CZ7),
L90.
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Krone points out another value of the private audition:
"Even if your material is limited or for any other
reason you know you will take everyone who applies if
he con carry a tune at all, it is psychologiceeily a good
practice to have an individual conference Tithe ach applicant so that he may feel that he has been 'chosen.' It
is a fundamental trait ci human nature that everyone
wants to belong to a selected group, whethep that group
be a club, a lodge, a church, or a choir."4u
Albert Stoessel, distinguished American conductor, is also
in favor of the individual tryout.

An ,i.ccount of his particular

way of conducting this type is given below:
"In examining candidates fcr admission to the
choruses which I am privileged to direct, I use a
system which, I believe, is calculated to reveal the
innate musical qualities of the aspirant rather than
hisacquired skills....First, cf course, I test the
vcice quality by asking the candidate tc sing a few
arpeggios. then I am satisfied as to timbre and range,
I test for musicalability....his responsiveness to
tone and rhythm. First I strike a number of unrelated
notes on the piano (within the candidate's singing
range, of course), and ask hin to sing them. The
accuracy with which he reproduces the pitch and the
promptness with which he responcs indicate his earquotient. Pext I play a few chords and ask him to
sing the upper voice of one, the luiddie voice of another, an so cn. This Irlicatc2 not CL ear-ability,
but musical ability in recognizing and following voices.
....Finally i test hiz feeling for rhythm and his ability to maintain one rhythm against another. If the
candidate makes a satisfactory showj, ....he is, in nor
opinion, eligible for choral work."'
The cooperative group tryout is highly recommended by .a
number cf directors.

(22. cit., r.

Its most cbvicus advantages over ',he private

133.

260n. cit., pp. 19-20.
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"Problems in Choral lAnging," Etude, L'AI(Ouly, 194:), 488.

test are the conservaticn of tine and effort, and the educa.tional value to the entire group.

Cooperative testing fosters

personal responsibiaity for all the members as well as for the
teacher, and helps establish a friendly, workoble atzuosphere.
The procedure of the grcup tryout may well determine the

irit

of all the rehearsals to follow.
The voice testing procedure recommended in the VashinLt
on
State Course of ,Study, based on the group plan, is as
follows:
"Call upon a base, analtc tenor, a soprano in
succession. Conz-ent upon the. derth of civa
lity and
low pitch of the first voice. The richness and
medium pitch of the second, the lightness me'
high ;itch
of the third. Luggest that cne will protally
be bass,
another alto tencr, and. the other scprano)
invite thE se
care students to sing a fevi tcries rithin the
r_robable
ra.n__.e. New a singing voice claEsificaticn
ray be
given. .Leanwhile interest and curiosity
have been
aroused. In order to arrive at a tentativ
e classification of the grcur, invit.e each student
to classify
his ern voice, using the three voices alre
ady tested
as a basis for judEnt. Seat the students
in croups,
according to their tentative classificati
ons, then begin individual testing oeiroKake definite
classification,
aprealing to class members for their
decisions- and
holding class interest by cerz_enting
and ccrai:ending."28
If this type of procedure is followed
, provision should be
made for the teacher to have the fina
l rcrd in the classifications
and selections. T.-e limiti
of the types of voices_ to bass,
alto-tenor, and soprano would indicate that this
plan is ncre
appropriate for clerientary schcol or junior high
school children
than for senior high s chocl.
procedure very ciriila.r to the preceding
one was demonstrated by Eelen Ea/1 and a Lrel.L cf icr
etudents at the

287.ashingtcn Ltate (2CUrE,C of stue- for
Hirh School
Ther-.as

usic

and L:cnior

• A

Supervisors National Conference in 2.Z.1.

4r account of that

demonstraticn appears in the Lusic EuperviLers rational Conference
Yearbook for that year.

i brief resent.; follows:

Several students

were selected as sJodele for the various voice types.

lath one

was requested to listen carefully and to classify personally each
voice, as each student was tested separately.

Lurinc the test,

cemiLents were :Lade upon pcsturc, smoothness ane roundness of tore ,
anC ranEe.

J.fter being classifiee, the boys were accordingly

L9
assigned to the proper parts.
Uee of Scientific Tests and Leasurerznts.-- It is new pcssible tc use scientific Leans in the disccvery, analysis, and rating
of musical talents.

These tests are so constructed that each

factor in rucic is isolated and tested alone.

R.

Tro irportant

classifications of musical talent tests are aptitude ando achievement.

borne choral Cirectors have used the former as a part of

the trycut.

this is recorirended especially if tk re is any doubt

as to the musical ca.1:acities cf any of the students.

The artituCe

test is a psychological =early of evaluatinc cbjectively inrate

tI

capacity such as pitch, intensity, tire, rhythm

caecrimination,

tonal merxry, melodic and harmonic rensitivity.

Searhcre and

Kwalwasser are outstanding ren who have contributed to this branch
$

of music education.

Others whc have done reeeare

Shone, liosher, and Eillbrand.

ln the field Lre

If the concuctor ie not fudligx

with the musical background of the sinEers, thit device tz_ght rrcve
very beneficial.

Hintz,

Valuable as t'Lis aid msy he in cvalueting the

cit., p.

11.•••
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innate musicianship cf a group, the writer would by no r,eans in,

fer that it could take the place of the actual voice test.
The voice test is a means cf selecting and classifying
members fcr the chorus.

Llso, however, it ie a means by which

the conductor can come to know the voices in hA organization.

if

he is conscientious, he will wntinue to study these vojces all
during the year.
School Credit for Chorus tork
Several decades ago, before musical organizations
grev to
be accepted as a part of the regular school prog
ram of studies,
credit fcr stucents who participated was out
of the question.

As

the organization grew, however, they dema
nded much more tire and
work.

laso college entrance requirements have grad
ually become

more flexible, both in the type of activities
which are grauted
credit and in the number of credits in music
which are accepted
for graduation and ..or college credit.''0
The lesearch Council of the Lusi
c supervisors National Conference, in cooperation with the rational
Bureau for the Advancement of -tusic,Trepared a significant
publication entitled, "A
Survey of College Lntrance Credits and
College Courses in Kusic."31
It is evident from this surwy that
colleges recognize the educational value of music study as carr
ied on in high schoole and
30 Lilson, sm. cit., p. 300.
31Pete
r
lykena, Kusic for Public Schocl
.i4minirtratcrs
kEev York, Ilireau of Publicat
ors, Teachers Cellege, Gcluia
Univers.Lty, 1931), pp. 96-97.

•
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that they are willing to include it
in the subjects yresented for
entrance to college, and that they
are more and more frequently
raking provision for courses which
will enable students to continue in college the music study beg
un in the high school. In
this tabulation of 594 college instit
utions, it was found that
seventy-six per cent accept music
for credit, while twenty-four
per cent do not. The trend is appare
ntly toward a greater number
of schools accepting high school music
credit. The amount of credit accepted varies from half of one
credit to seven credits or
units, the two predominating numoer
s being -one and two. In a
majority of institutions, a studen
t may present at least two of
his entrance credits in music.
V.hile only a small percentage of
high school students expect to con
tinue their education after
graduation, it is nevertheless a
significant fact that memy co1leges
and universities recognize the
merit of high school music courses
and accept credits for them.
. It is the opinion of the
writer that some credit should
definitely be given for choral
work, if best results are to be expected. V.hen the chorus istrea
ted as a regularly scheduled class,
attendance, for example, is no
longer a voluntary matter, since all
absences must be excused. Thus
one iLAportant problem would be
eliminated. Credit, even though
it be only one-half or one-fourt
h
of a unit, is an incentive for
the students to do a higher type
of
work. It will perhaps also
make them feel that there are certai
n
objectives to be accomplished
. It is evident that building up
an
adequate membership for the
first year chorus will be much eas
ier
if credit is offered.

_
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The specific amcunt of credit tLat will be gra
nted for this
course will have to be determined at
the beginning of school,
or earlier if possible.

There is no one practice nhich iF.7 accept-

ed universally; many school systems have wor
ked out arrangements
which have been satisfactory for their
local situations.

However,

the granting uf credit in high school
is predcminantly on the
basis set up in the l4 standards
of the Norti, Central 4iE.50ciatien,

namely:

unit course of study in a seccnd
ary schocl
is defined as a course covering an
academic year
that shall include in the a6gregate
not less than
the equivalent of 120 sixty-min
ute hours of classrocm work--two hours of shot
or laboratcry wcrk
being equivalent to one hou
r of prepared classroom
work.... class in theory or mus
ic history or appreciation which meets fcr the
minimum of 26 weeks 5
times a week in a recitation
period 40 minutes in
length and which has regularly
assigned work for
outside preparation equivalen
t to that required
in the other acadpuic subect
s, is entitled to a
unit of credit.""
On this basis, glee clubs
and other organizations which do
not require systematic outside wor
k receive labcratory credit. Ior
instance, a club meeting twc
b0-minute periods a week would
receive
a quarter credit for the
year.
In advocating credits for
high school chorus, Gehrkens sai
d,
"The very fact that crcdit
is offered will stimulate both pup
ils
and teachers to do finer
work. I an, ready to reconnend tha
t credit
be given for all chorus
work done within school hcurs.°3
If the
music instructcr and
the school atminiE,tratcr
s can devise some
7,41°

p.

C.

-27

41:

26irchard Co.,

4.41

Gehrkcns,
P- 56.

Jeachini(icstcn, C. C.

sr.
41;

:57
means of granting credit for the chorus which will be practic41111
able in their situation, it will be a decided aid in building
up membership.

Keeping the Grcup Interested
After the voices have been selected and classified and
an
adequate membership for the chorus has been establis
hed, it

is

teL:ptation for the odirecter to feel that
the job is complete.
It is essential, however, for him to use ever
y device possible
to maintain the interest and enthusiasm that
has been built up
at the initial stages of the organization
.
The first rehearsal is particularly impo
rtant and should be
planned well in advance. If possible, an
acconcanist, Eve:. if
it is only a student, should be secured.
The room thould be
clean and attractive.

The best available materials, especially

the music, should be ready for use.

In str,rt, the conductor

should have everything prepared befo
re the period begins so that
he need not take rehearsal time to see
about trivial details.
'rile first ccncern is that the stud
ents enjoy the session,
that they experience a satisfaction
in
n-inc together. In the
selection of song material fcr the
first few rehearsals, it would
be wise to remember that inte
rest in music is stimulated by
Llany directors begin vdth songs
the students already
cr songs with which they are
at least slightly
The music that the students
will find appealing and within
their
capacity will not present seri
ous veco.1 or sightreadinL, oifficul
ties
at any rate.

4-40k,
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Gehrkens34 suggests having the chorus learn a unison song, like
"Out of the Leer:," and a simple part scng, like "Stars of the
Sumer light," teaching the parts by rote, at the first rehearsal.

Scme of the nembers may be good readers, but a majority of

them rill not have had an opportunity to acquire this skill.
Landau'5
- insists that interest nay be secured by giving
the beginning

rour a certain alount of sel-i-popular music to

sing, that is, music which is hardly great, but Which will never
harm the formation of good taste.

As examples of this type, he

lists "Sylvia," "Turkey in the L.trar," "Water Boy," "Deep
hiver,"
"I 1,ream of Leanic," "Grieg's Barn bong," and any of the
American
folk airs that carry the feel and spirit of the people.

Vhile

the conductor Should strive to select music which will serve
as
a challenge to the group, it shoul6 not so far exceed their
abilities that it beccmes a dull, routine drill.
It is possible for the director to conduct the class
in such
a manner that every rehearsal is a delightful experi
ence. ilyra
—
Maynard,
oupervisor of Kellerteti, Iowa, finds that, while
accuracy is important, the director should not become
so absorbed
with details that interest in the composition is lost.
music cannot be arbitrarily forced on the students.

Love for

igluch can be

4Ear1
Gehrkens, "Beginning a HIgh School Glee Club,"
Etude, LVII1, No. 2(iebruary, 1940), p. 94.

4041.-

35Irving

Landau, "Better Results in Chcral Y.trk," Etude,
CIX(October, 11), T. 66].
36

"School L:usic in a &clall Town," ,1 ,:us1c iducat
ors :Journal,
XXVI, Lc. 4(Yetruary, 1940), p. 32.
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accomplished toward developirs„ arpreciatien
for music, however,
if music is presented to them in a varied and clev
er way.

Ehort

sololprts, novelty numbers, and recordings
of the groul, t,a&e, for
variety and have been found to have a high moti
vating value in
manY choral groups.

The teacher must be enthusiastic apout choral

sini;ing, and must always be on the lookout
for ways of improving
the atmosphere of the rehearsal, if he is to
inspire the desirable
attitudes in his students.
Bulletin boards may be used to good
advantage in making the
members more keenly awa:.e of current
tendencies in MUEiC. Pictures
and writeups of various outstanding chor
al groups, particularly
those of high school level, may help
bring about a deeper aiIreciation for their own organizatien.
The Vashingten State Ccurse
of Etudy37 recommends the bulletin boar
d as cr of the most effective
means of making a direct contact betw
een the child's classroom experience and his recreational
life.
.Another device which may oe used
to create interest is to
select a name for tile club. Kron 38
e
has suggested that such names
as Aeolian Club, Treble Clef Club
, Lpollo Club, Orpheus Club, and
The Troubadors have been used
by various glee clubs and choruses
.
The fellowshil: feature of the chor
us is very important, e specially in the early days of the club
's existence. In stressing
the significance of this phase,
.ixthur L. Durhasi says, "In the
interest of hcleing the members,
which, of course, is of prime
L77

cit., P.
.

1:1
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importance, it has been my experience that there must be a
delicate balance between music and club fe1lowship."39

Social

activities, such as parties and informal get-tegethir affairs,
should be enccuraged.

,:ftei the work is under way, occasional,

if not frequent, public appearances may be sufficient to maintain interest and inspire pride in achievement.
One extremely impertant duty cf the conductor is to see
that the chorus receives proper publicity, not only while it is
being organized, but all during the year.
ways cf advertising musical grcups.

There are numerous

The best, perhaps, is hav-

ing tile chorus perform in public often—the frequency, of course,
depending upon the ability and progress of the group.

Parents,

naturally, are interested in the advancement of their children,
and it will not be difficult to obtain their support if the- are
kept infomed about the dax us activities.

The local newspapers

will usually be glad to feature a writeup, and even carry a group
picture before impertant programs.

If possible, the na;-nes of tie

members should be included in such write-ups.

The singers are ai-

riest certain to be in great demand, if the community is made aware
of the fact that the high school chorus is a success.

It is hi011 y

desirable to have small ensemble groups and soloists that can represent the cherus, if the entire club does not have sufficient repertoire to take care of all invitations to sing for local churches,
Parent-Teacher ,:ssociatier, ;-:.nd civic crganizations.

It is a gocd

roicy to encouracc_ the grout to feel tl-- at rendering this important

49Durham, "Building the Successful Choral Society," 'Etude,
LXIII, No. 7(July, 1,
.-4b), 377,
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service to their cornunity
A

is

an honor.

In performinc for

ocmmunity affairs, the chorus is automatically addin
g to its
prestige while it obtains valuable experience
.
Important as vocal drill an(

the learning cf music are in

chorus work, the spirit of the organizaticn
should never be
sacrificed in order to obtain these objectives.

Landau empha-

sizes the imIertance of this point, thus:
"Professional quality can never be maintained without tremendous enthusiartic drive, the joy of discoverin6 new music, and the genuine pleasure tc be derived
from singing.....The sane enthusiasm, _joy, and pleasure
must be instilled in any choral group before performanc
es
approaching professicnal quality can be undertaken "°
.
Suml ry
building up and maintaining adequate membership
for the beginninc, chorus demands a great deal of initiative
ano continual
effort.

The success cf the organization depends to a
large ex-

tent on the director, especially in the beginning
stages.

He must

believe wholeheartedly in the worth of tl-e
project, and the possibilities for attaining at least a measure
cf success.

Tact, dis-

creticr, and diplomacy are essential in the
selection and classification of veices.
T-ne chorus may be voluntary or selec
tive, depending upon the
size of the school, the material
available, and the general
attitude of the students toward this type
of organization. Ey
all mean:-, if is desirable to have
the chorus composed of the best
4C0-,
cit., p. 714.

voices in the schocl.

If tryouts are used, the conductor must

decide which particular techniciue will be most appropriate and
effective for his Lituation.

The procedure used by a number of

outstanding music educators have been described in this chapter.
ro one process, however, cculd be recomnended as being totally
superior to all others in every instance.
It cannot be emphasized too strongly that a strict attitude
of impartiality must be observed in all dealings with students.
41
Patton
finds this to be one of the best guarantors of success.
Included in this chapter are suggestions that may be helpful in
selling the new organization to the students, the school official
s,
and the community.

14er,bership in the chorus should be considered

a privilege rather than a burden.

Vbile the feeling of superior-

ity should be discouraged, students who participate should 17-

made

to feel that they have a speciid iapility which should be shared
with others.

Having this talent should carry with it the respon-

sibility cf upholding the reputaticn of the chcrus.
Public performances, valuable as they are as a motivating
factor and as a service to the local area, should not be considered
the main objective of the organization.

To give every member the

opportunity to exmress in music the beauty that lies in his own
soul; to give him a chance to experience the joy of singing with
a choral group; to create in him a love for gcod music and a greater capacity to appreciate it; to cultivate harmony among the

4
l_Ealph ii,. Patton, "Lcbili%ing the Choral Forces of the
Corunity," i‘ecreation, :/:XVII(J,uguct, 1C;2,:i , 2:4.

ev.41

memberc—these are the important elements in builcing a beginning
chorus and in maintaining an enthusiastic and hardworking =embership.
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aiiiIPEEkt III
LATLhIi1Z AlTD EWIPELT
The prcEress of many high school musi
c departments is
sericusly hampered by inadequate rooms, equi
pwit, and materials.
Lven su:perior teaching--if it is possible
under these conditions-cannot entirely compensate for these elem
ents which are so vital
in carrying on a sucL:essful program.

Equipment is just as

essential to choral instruction as typewriters
to a ccmmercial
department or as basketoalls to the school
basketball team.

The

lack of the physical plant of the school
in keeping up with the
development cf school music is noted by Dyke
ma and Gehrkens:
"With the development of music instruction
from a very incidental supplementary activity
to
an independent subject of great extent and
variety,
it is not strange that plants which
were constructed
with no stecial thought for the needs of
music,
should have made many readjustments nece
ssary."'
The need for improving physical conditio
ns in high school
music classrooms is practically a
universal problem.

committee

from the Research Council of the Lusi
c Supervisors iati
onal Conference made an extensive study 0i musi
c rocms and equipment in
24. In this report there is the foll
owing list of the most
common faults found with music rooms in
high school buildings;
1. "Ordinary clasrooms assigned to music
service
without ccnsideratien cf the special requirem
ents for
successful music teaching.
2. "Ordinary classrooms remodelled for
use as
music rooms withcut regard fcr conv
enience, interference with ether clasec, accustics,
cr health.

--Yker.a. and tfehrkens, Cl. cit.,

r.

,
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3. "Expensively ccnstructed music rooms that cann
ot
be used because of ecmethint; that was
overlooked when
the building vas constructeo. Examples a;:e: (a) inad
equate insulaticn, pernitting transmission of scun
d to
other classrooms, (b) common air duct, connecting
music
room witil other classreoms, transmitting scunds thro
uehout the beilding, (c) resilient walls and ceilings
, resulting in lengt.ny reverberations.
4. "Videly separated locations for 1Lusic classrooms, music library, instrument storage room
s, and
auditorium state.
5. "Auditorium designed with due regard
for
beauty but entirely lacking in serviceabili
ty frcm
the standpcint of acoustics.
C. "Gymnasiums planned also to serve as
music,
rooms, in which no acoustical treatment is
given."4
In this chapter the ideal choral rcom and its
equipment
will be discussed.

daso suggesticns will be presented as to

what can be done to make adequate provision for
the choral room
in buildings constructed with no thought of musi
c.
The Ideal Choral hoom
Some schools are fortunate enough to have
a choral rehearsal
room which was built for that specific
purpose.

,L.11 to often,

though, even these items are designed
by architects vdio know
little or nothing of the functional
uses and acoustical properties
that such rooms should have. Ihe aura
l as well as the visual
aspects of the room are of greatest impo
rtance in choral work,
both to the teacher and the students
. Lladdy3 insists that entirely
satisfactory music rooms, auditoriums,
and gTmnasiums can be built
2
Jo5eph L. Yaddy, "Liusic hocms and
Equipment," Lsic Lducaticn,
Part II, Thirtv-fifth Yearbock
, Naticnal =)ociety for the Study of
iducatich(Bloomington, 111., Publ
ic ;:chool Publichinc Co., 19Z6),
167.
'It id., p. 1E3.
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at little or no Lore cost than unsatisfactory one
s if the requirements are known at the tine pla
ns are being considered,
and if architects are told a these reouir
ements.
According to Krolic4 (see Fig. 1),
the ideal choral room
is built like a ss.all autitorium., with
the seats cn risers
acccmodating about two or three
hundred students. The "stage"
is up a few steps from the floor.
These steps serve as permanent
risers and are similar to the
portable risers on which the cho
rus
stands in the auditorium. The
floor space between the stage
and
the seats is wide enough to pro
vide for the easy passe cf
the
students. The back of the
stage is blackboald space, whi
ch may
be covered by drapery for spe
cial occasions. The ceiling
is
arched and high. There is
enough sound absorbent mat
erial on
the ceiling tc prevent ech
oes, but nut enough to pre
vent the
resonance which is necess
ary for good blend and int
onation. The
aisles are so located that
there are not n.ore than fou
r seats between
at the widest part of the
room. This gives the
directcr a chance during
the rehearsal to get close
enoucJi to
every student to hear him
individually.
The ideal choral mem as
descrised by roble Cain5 is
one
which is almost square vit1
a high ceiling. (Low
ceilings have
a tendency to become a
reflecting medium similar
to the reflecting
side of a long rccm.)
The rom should, if pos
sible, have a ceiling with arches or slo
pes upward toward a dom
e or peak. If they
are not tco spacicus,
such rooms have, as a
rule, excellent
4
Krone, El:. cit,,
t..)
.a

cit., p.

Fl.
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acoustics.

It is only when they are too large that they become

an absoroing medium and constitute a hindrance rater than a help.
The locatio,, of the choral room in the school building
should be one of the first concideraticns in planning the ideal
situation.

-on6 music educators, it is a point of general agree-

ment that it should be located near the auditorium.

This is es-

pecially convenient since the music teacher and his various groups
often play a large part in assembly activities.

J.so tile music

library and storage rooms should adjoin the choral room.

Ulson6

suggests that, for acoustical reasons, the room should be located
so that it is separated from other classrooms by corricors,
courts,
storage roams, stairways, or by rooms where there is a minimum
cf
rehearsing or practicing.

It is important that the music depart-

ment not disturb cr inconvenience the r est of the schooi
any more
than is absolutely necessary.

Dykema and Gehrkens7 even recommend

the placing of the major portions of the musical activit
ies in a
separate building.

This could:d be accomplished by renting or phas-

ing a building near the high school, a building consisting
mainly
of a large room 7:hich coulc. bc used as a rehearsal hall, and
thici
could easily be remodeled.

The expense and inconvenience involved

in this plan make its practical value seem questionable,
however.
The shape and size of the room shculd be the next item for
ccnsideraticn.

Some authcrities prefer the fan-shaped room of

the amphitheatre -type, one rith semicircular side
and rear
EL.
Z. 4.
•
•- 1 • 1

,., .6.

3.

8hronc, o-. cit., p. CC.
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Liaddy1.3 specifier that tLe chorus ream shculd
be wider than it
is long; it should be double the size of the average
clastroam,
-

allowing at least six square feet of air space per
pupil. These
are the same recommendations which Iykema and Gehrkens14 advance
.
The Fifth Yearbook of the Le-cartwent of Superintendence also

•

reccmmends a room which is rectangular in shape, if the
seating
15
16
is across the long side.
Smallman and Lilccx
suggest that,
in an oblong room, the chorus should stand at one end and sing
the length of the rcom.

This plan maes it much easier for each

singer to hear all the other voices in the chorus.

However, there

seems to be a predominance of opinion in favor of the former
type of room.
The importance of proper lighting for the choral roctim
ust
nct be under-estimated.

The light should come fron_ the back and

sides of the singers, never from in front of them.
lights should be directly over them.

t night the

If the light is tco br.,ght,

a glare results, causing fatigue among the students.

It has been

the experience of the writer that lighting which is too bright
is one of the factors which contribute to poor iiltonation.
sufficient light is depressing.
harm by causin6 eye-strain.

In-

It may also do a great deal of

Vile it is not always rracticable

to obtain indirect lighting, this softer and .better diffused

`'Thirty-fifth Yearbook, Part II, p. 171.
14
2.z. cit., p. 422.
lb

The Junior 11.5.r:11 tz:chocl Curriculum, p. Z2S.
16.,chn
ane
4-..rt of
inr(Oliver Ditson Co., Philakelphia, n. C.),

CCZ-12ei1a
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illumination is.highly desirable for all music rcums.
and Vilccx17 find that the right amount of indirect lighting
helps establish the proper mood for an enjcyable rehearsal.
In a chapter entitled "The Practice of Choral

ialEiC,"

Cain

emphasizes the irportance of gcod ventilation.
"In the process of singing, there is much bodily
activity. since it takes place within doors and with
the bcdies of the singers confined to one set of seats
or plates until the rehearsal is over, it follows that
all body poiscns thrown off in breathing or throuEh the
pores of the body are not dissipated as they would be in the open air where there is freedom of action and
ventilation. .t.bsorption of these poisons ie sIt to be
the result. The air becomes poisoned and fatigue of
the singers thereby becomes a probability. t18
Singing in a room which does not have good ventilation tends to
cause flatting, poor tone quality, and dullness of spirit.

Fresh

air, on the other hand, makes breathing easier, is conductive to
_4

sustaining the pitch, dissipates physical exhaustion, improves
the spirit, and is good for the health.

In order to prevent

drafts and to insure an even temperature (689, controlled rather
than direct ventilation through the opening of windows is ruch to
be preferred.19
The ideal choral room is attractive, neat, and clean.

The

conductor should realize that surroundings affect the mental attitude of the chorus during the rehearsal.

lach details as good

pictures, flowers, and an interesting bulletin board can do a
great deal toward inspiring the members of the chorus to take

18Cain,

cit.,

n•

- -•

19
:Dykema and Gehrkens, or.. cit., p•

I-
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pride in their organization.

Ali the members should feel
a re-

sponsibility for the qppearance
of the choral room so that the
atmosphere of the rcom will stir
lulatt proper resionsivenest to
the spirit of song.
In planning the choral rehearsa
l romp much thcught should
be given to acoustics, the scientif
ic study cf sound. If possible
,
a professional acoustician should
be consulted.
In order to avoid interfering with
other classes while the
chorus is rehearsing, the reom shou
ld be sound-proof. Ulsen
has compiled a 1i:A of cautions to be
considered in sound-proofing roams:
1. "Music rooms should be located
so that they are
separated from other classrooms by
corridcrs, ccurts,
storage rooms, stairways, cr by roam
s where there is a
minimum of rehearsing or practising.
2. "Materials used in ceilings, wall
s, and floors
should not serve as conductors of
scund.
3. "Lbsorbing materials may be used
on the ceilings,
walls, ano floors.
4. "Sound-proof doors should be
provided.
5. "Ventilating ducts to the mus
ic unit should be
separate from those to other rcoms
to prevent transmissicn,pf sound from the music room
s through these
ducts.""

,

Dykema and Gehrkens offer these addi
ticnal suggestions in
the soundprocifing and acoustical trea
tment of the chcral room:
"It is extremely difficult and expensiv
e to confine the sounds of a music room to the
music room.
The most accepted methods axe to lin
e the walls, ceiling
and flocr with sound-aosorbing materials;
leave air
spaces between the walls, ceilings and
floors (this is
of little avail unless all supports and connecti
ng members are of materials Which are non-cond
uctors of
sound), and by filling in space betw
een walls, ceilings
and floors with scund-z,bscrbin3
materia12....Vse
raterials in the valls, ceilings and flccrs which

24/7ilscn, a.
. cit., r. Z26.
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dc not serve as conductors cf sound. Wooden
studdings
wad joists should be avoided. irovide air spac
e between the layers of wall, floor and ceiling
materials.
....Provide each doorway with two doors, one open
ing
each way, with door frame sawed to prevent sound
tranmissicn through the frame."1
The choral rcom which is good acoustically
has enough resonance to give brilliance to the tones of the
singers, but not
enough to cause a confusing echo.
heverberatien, or the re-echo of sound, is
one of the most
serious of all problems in acoustics.

The reflection of sound

pulsaticns by walls, ceiling and flocr is
less harmful to song
than to speech because the rate in singing
the enunciation of
phonetic elements is less rapid. However, if
the reverberation
is sufficient, it may be seriously detrimen
tal to a rehearsal
or performance. If a given note is prolonged
by reverberation
until it mingles with other notes following it
in the score, the
resultIng harmonic coloring that reaches
the listener's ear will
be quite different from that intended
by the composer. This
difficulty may be prevented, to a great exte
nt, if a competent
authority on the subject of sound is ccns
ulted while the room
is being desl.gned. He will know the
best ways of preventing the
walls, ceilings, and floors from reflecti
ng toc much sound, and
will be able to prevent the reflecti
on to a degree that the
effect will not interfere with hearing.
calls that are rough
24
reflect much less sound than walls that
are smooth. This is
21

,
4+
U.A4,

6910

A
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22John Redficld, J
- amie
Knopf, Inc., 19a.), p.

Exience and 4,:n Lrt(New York, .].fred
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especially true if the roughness extends to the point of breaking the surface of the walls up into pockets or recesses of
considerable size.
On the other hand, come rehearsal rooms do not have enough
resonance.

This is usually caused by the use of special prepara-

tions for walls and ceilings aes.Lgned to aeaden or absorb the
0.‘
sound.' The result is the so-called "dead rocm," such as
is
founc in the average radio station.

In such a case the acoustics

of the room would be improved if some of this absorbing material
were removed.
The Auditorium
The choral conductor will be concerned with the acoustics
of the auditorium in the school if the chorus is to give any public performances there.
Redfield, in Music a Science and an Art,24 considers most
auditcriums acoustical failures, and the remaining ones failur
es
also vthen their present efficiency is compared with the effici
ency
which they might attain if we had complete knowledge of
the behavior of sound.
"It is not at all unusual for an auditorium that
is acoustically bad to have a reverberatory period as
&i..eat as five or six seconds, or even ten seconds rhen
it is empty; i. e., a given sound will continue for that
period of time after it is produced before it becomes
entirely inaudible. It is thus apparent that, under
very poor acoustic conditions, the first "F" sound of
"Iourscore and seven years ago our fathers brought forth
on this continent--," might not have entirely died away
until the hearer would have received the beginning of
the "t" smear forming the close of the clause, and that
the "F" scund wculd be commingled with all the phoenc
tid
elements of the clause between it and the "t"
souno."25
2LCain, cT. cit., p. 35.
240D. cit., r. 21,8.
r.

%O.

Overcomine these difficulties is eometiLes a very comp.lex
and expensive latter.

lhe smaller an auditorium is, the better

its walls abscrb sound, sirce the reveroeratory pericd of an
auditorium increases with the size of the auditorium and decreases as the power of its wails to abscrb soun6 increases
(Sabine's law).

Therefore, it is necessary for walls in a large

auditorium to absorb sound instead of refiectin6 it.

.,ecording

to the best informaticn obtainable at present, walls of hard
plaster may reflect as much as 98 per cent of a sound and walls
covered with hair felt an inch thick may reflect as little as
As'

40 per cent of a sound.

Naturally, it would be ix-practicable

to cover walls with hair felt, but the same purpose may be served
by using tapestries or curtains.

The use of beams and groins

in the ceilings and walls will help in making an anditerium
•-•

acoustically effective.

s much as possible, the plane, amcoth

surface of the walls and ceilings should be broken. 6
Corrections for Common licoustical Difficulties
The choral cenductor may find that he is confronted with
many problems in the acoustics of the rehearsal room, problero
over which he has no control.

He viii not, in all prebability,

have h,d a voice in the planning of the rocn.

Eoreover, the

imnediate remodeling or rebuiloine may be Lmilpossibie.

Vhile he

may not be permitted to alter the locaticn, size, or shape
of the
roc:L, it would be well for him to be aware of certain
acoustical
situations which may be improved with a minimum cf effort
and

aid., pp. 259-262.

.
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expense.
If the snape

e

the roam is n.,t ideal, it is wise
to ex:-

perment rith the arranLement of the
chorus.

4-different pc-

sition of the singers in the room migh
t improve the situation.
In the matter of lighting, the conducto
r should arrange
the singers so that the light comes in
at their left and back.
k
- iever have the chorus facing a window.
If it is necessary to
use electric lights, they should shine
on the MUEiC and on the
cond.xtor's hands and face.
simple rearrangement of the
group m.;4y eliminate this difficulty.
The importance of ventilation has
already been discussed
in this dhapter.

The main con ern here ie the dang
er of drafts,

particularly in small rocms.

This my necessitate opening win-

dows at their tops, or placing screens
in front of them.
Reverberation.--The treatment of reverber
ation is, according
to Culver,
'
-7 the nest im,i_ortr-nt single factor
in the acoustics
of rooms which are to be used‘ for publ
ic address and the rendition
of music.
"There are certain,common materials
for this purpose
(reducing reverberaticn) such as hair
felt, plaster, cork
board, and various fitcrEl. The grea
tly increased interest
in architectural accustics has led
to the developc.gnt of
man;" varicus patented sound-abscrbing
materials."'
Ideal reverberation time, or the time inte
rval between the
sounding and the dying out of a note, is
from one to two seconds,
27
Char1es .Culver, lazsical /-.ccustics(
Philadelphia, The
*lakiston %;o., 1G41), p. ir/u.
2eGeorge Z. Ltewart and Robert B.
Lindsay, .r.ccuetics(Yes
York, L. Van Ilastru Cc., inc., 2..C.:a
.),
Zul-:.
- 02,
i•

be
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dependinE on the si:r.e of
the rcom.29
The "hispring Galler
y" Lifect.--uccasionally in a
large
building there exists a spo
t where you can hear crdina
ry conversations of pereons fifty
feet away. This 'whispering
gallery"
effecL is explained by the
fact that the walls cf the
room are
so shaned that sound coing
froL cne c-rsot is reflected
and focused
on another place sone distance
av:ay. Examples are Statuary
hall
in the Capitol huilding at 1..as
hington, the L.or
mon Tabernacle in
salt Lake City, and St. Paul's
Cathedral in icndon. This sit
uation ri.y be prevented by the
proper design of walls and cei
linEs.-°
"Lead ,Srots".--When sound is
reflected unevenly throughout
a mom or auditorium, there wil
l to places in which a speake
r can
bi heard easily, and "dead spo
ts" in which he can scarce
ly be
heard at all. ialso, yhen mus
ic is played or sung in a
closed room,
the sound may be reflected in
a pattern that is different
for
different tones. In this cas
e, a person in cne seat may
hcar
the h Eh notes rather distinct1
;, while someone in another sea
t
rill hear lcr notes to coed ae.
vantage. In attemptinL to rem
edy
these faults, experiments sho
uld be conducted by a competent
authority on acoustics to dis
cover what architectural fea
ture
is responsible for this situat
ion. It may be necessary to alt
er
cr remodel the roorl or auditoriu
m in order to correct a difficult
y
31
cf this nature.
"Lead spots" also may result whe
n too rich
29.r.o
bert h. Buntaine,
;Zanning Co., 124), z. le.
30 .
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absorbing material is used on tix wall, or if the total abccrcin6 power of the necessary equiment is too ,reat.

This

absence of rescnance may be reduced by painting, varnishing, or
• •";

•:1

,

otherwise treating some of the surfaces."
Reinfcrcement of cound.--"It sometimes happens
that there are certain areas in an auditorium in
which the sound intensity level is too lorAt produce satisfactory auditory results. tAach places
are usually on the main floor underneath the balcony
and at the rear of bhe balcony. 14-odern electroacoustical facilities make it possible to correct
such conditions, providing careful consideratien
is given to all factors involved....The aim is to
establish unifcrm intensity over the entire seating
area. This end may be accomplished by i-aking use
of a sound pick-up device (microphone),
amplifying system giving the pow output, and one or more
suitable loud speakers."
Lhile there is yet a great deal to be discovered in tie
science of acoustics, a nunber of extraordinary invcnticns and
discoveries in the field cf cound have been made in the past few
years.

Outstanding scientists and psychologists who have con-

tributed to this develorz.ent are -Lewis, Travis,

chnson, Tiffin,

heger, Fairbanks, and Cowan.34'
Equipment
all theequiptient necessary in the vocal departnent, the pi,no is probably the Lost vital iteLl.
tunf:d twice a year to

440.

It should be

uut-cf-tune pianos nqi do a great

deal of ham by causinG out-of-tune and off-pitch singing.

„.
"Stewart and Li!- dsay, cr. cit., D.
Culver,

14. l? -l&.
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In time it could even develop amung ..ome of the singers
a
faulty ear.

This, of course, will make good intonation for the

chorus extremely difficult.

Pianos that aie continually low in

ritch not only affect a orilliant musical

performance, but over

a period of time may affect the normal range of .-oices.-5

Up-

right pianos may be used in small music rooms although a
small
grand is preferable.

bpecial roller frames facilitate mcving

the piano without damage, and heavy cloth covers are
recommended
for the protection of the instrument when it, is Lot
in use.36
possiole the choral room should be so constructed
that semicircular steps are built in with the floor
.

These steps

shculd be 6 inches to 6 inches high with ZO inch
treads, each one
to accon.cdate one row of chairs, all facing
stand at the front center of the rocm.37

he director's

if raised seats have

not been constructed in with the room, ccllapsibl
e risers should
be a part of the permanent ecuipment of the chcru
s.

These are

available .Ln folding equipment from manufactur
ers or they may
eas ly De built in movable form se that they can
be transferred
to other locations.'

Risers enable the students tosee the con-

ductor more easily and to hear the voices of the
other singers
better.

Often a chorus will sound entirely different when
risers

are used, as resonance is increased and tone quali
ty is improved.
The tone of one row is not blanketed by the
row in front of it.
351-.11son, or.

F.

10.

36Dyker.a. and Gehrkens, o. cit.
•'
I•
vi
Ai-adoy, al•
p. 171.
':Dykema and Gehrkens, et. cit.
• P.

-
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The result is a more musical perfor
mance.
Chairs.--Seas should be of the
kind that encourage good
posture. The correct sitting pos
ition for singing is an easy
but erect posture, leaning forward
slightly to permit unrestricted action of the lover rib muscles in
deep ureathing. 9 Therefore, a straight-back chair is pre
ferable to the folding or
opera-type chair. L'eats with tab
let or desk arm and receptable
for extra books and music are desirable
. This provIdes a place
to put the music they arc not using whe
n the singers are standing.
Eobes.--thether or not the cho
rus owns vestments, robes, or
some type of uniform willdepend
upon the desire of the group,
the financial status of the org
anization,
the attitude of the
school administratore. ikiore tha
n likely, the first year diorus
will not be able to purchase
them. Ecwever, it is a fine goal
to work toward as the group pro
gresses, and may prove an incentive for the students to hel
p build up the chorus.
"Al choir actually seems to sing bet
ter when dressed
in robes....The visual unity
seems to give tonal unity.
since the choir is so often cal
led upon to sing for the
public, it is much 1Lore impres
sive when robed. The type
of robe or uniform will depend som
ewhat upon the repertoire of the choir, bit robes or
uniforms are definitelx
a part of the equipment for suc
h singing activities.'I'
Music.--Absolutely necessary
for choral work, if it may be
classified as "eq,lipment," is
music. The Fifth Yearboek41 of
the
Department of Superintendence
considers three collections of son
g
raterial to be the minimum fcr
any high school vocal depart
ment.

ct., p. 328.
40
Ibid., p. 329.
41
U. cit., p. 323.

be
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In a first year chorus, the collection of music will probably
of necessity be very limited.

Kore than likely, the school ad-

ministrators will be reluctant to invest a great deal of money
in music or equipment for a new organization, at least until it
offers some evidence of progress and success.

reverteless, the

director should insist upon a minimum amount of music appropriate
to the ability of the chorus, and varied enough in ccntent to
appeal to the interests of the students, in order te get started.
Ifter the chorus is organized, it can devise ways of raising its
own money to buy music and other supplies if necessary.
The Lusic Library.--lal:h time and confusion will be saved
at rehearsals if the music has been filed co.srectly and may be
distributed in an organized manner.

A music library may be a

room designed for the sole purpose of storing and filing s.usic,
or it may consist of shelves, cabinets, and /or steel filing
cases, depending upon the size and financial status cf the chorus,
and the amount of music it already possesses.

4:1.t any rate, saLe

efficient and systematic method should be used in carIng
for the
music in order to guard against needless destruction and
loss.
If the music library is a separate room, it
should be located near
the choral room. lalson 42 suggests having leaders ef each
section
of the chorus assigned to get the music for the section
and to be
reeponsible for keepivg it in aood repair.

any directors find

that an effective plan is the use c.f.' folios or envelopes,
one
42
.

r

cit., p.
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for each member of the chorus containing everything the choir is
to sing turing the rehearsal.

This eliminates passing cut and

collecting music between each number.

Lach member is responsible

for his own folio, for marking any places in the music which the
director suggests, and for keeping his music in good condition.
A simple card index should be kept containing information about
every set of music, such as, the title, cemposer, and/or arranger,
voice arrangement, rublisher, and number of copies.
Other eoui=ent.--Other items which are desirable for the
choral room are a staff-lined blackboard, a desk and music stand
for the conductor, oulletin board, phonograph, records, and a
self-recording machine.
Summary
In this chapter the writer has described the materials and
equipment which are necessary and tesirable for high school choral
work

Some suggesticns have also been given for improvement or

elimination of certain physical diffipul-Ldes which are likely to
be found in the average high school set-up.

In very few shcools

will the ideal situation be found, although manLi of them have a
number of the outstanding and desirable features set forth in this
chapter.

It is the obligation of the director to co all in his

power to lift the standards of the music department in the school
by trying to secure adequate materials and supplies.
equipment is a definite handic,.p.

Limited

However, no amount of equipment

can take the place of good teaching; and sound methods, enthusiasm,
and the musicianship of the conductor can go along way toward
making up for a handicap of this sort.
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The selecticn of literature for the chorus is perhaps the
greatest single factor in cleterminini; the succesL of the organization.

It is of great it:porLance that the cunductor make his

selections only after much thoughtful ccnsideraticn.

In the

study of music, thc music itself should be the greatest eoucator.
The conductor, if he is a sincere wad conscientious musician, will
realize the opportunities he has, through discrimination and good
judgment in his choral selections, to uplift

be ideals and stand-

ards of music appreciation, not only for his chorus, but for the
entire school and community.

One of the outstanding obectives

of the vocal department is to lead the students to a positi,re love
for good music, not merely a passive awareness of it.
What Is Good Music?
;Ster that objective has been established, the problem of
deciding what music is of merit naturally follows.

Ko-one can

arbitrarily determine aesthetic excellence, it is true.

}low-

ever, the inexperienced choral conductor will in all probability
feel a definite need for expert advice and suggestions that will
guide him in kaisic selection.

it is the aim of the writer to

present the opinicns of some or the outstanding music educators
on this phase of choral work, in order that tile reader my
become
awa,e of some of the posciule ap;roachcs to the
Lan.., critics ccnsicer "good music" as 4,hat which is technically
excellent.

They are mainly concerned with absolute qualities
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inherent in tne wusic, as demonstrated
in the followin_2 F.nalyses.
1 i-:ere arc some of the characteristics
of Good
music--stron material, a sense of cltm
ac, unity, varlet', proEression from ?Dint to 1)Dint, all
those thinzs
which we can describe as music's le,;ic.
4-rid if a composition liar; ,_;ot thoso
rall"feel t:lem
.7.ndil t.e
A :z- %e2tc.:77
:
- is alacel
"The four 'Lost Important requisites of
successful
musical composition are: firstly, =pie
comprehension
and command of the relations and associat
ions of Uric;
secondly, an active and fertile imagination;
thirdly, a
strong and well-balanced intellect; and
fourthly, the
life-breathing attribute of emotienal
passion."'
inuMber of music educators rlace majc
r emphasis on the aesthetic quality of L.usic, as evidenced
in the references liszed
below.
"Any artistic creaticn must first of all
arrest cur ,
attention and a?leal to Us thrcugh its
quality of beauty.""
"Good music (music gocd for reoplej
embodies a civality of idealism that every kind of perso
n recegnizes i ,
some degree to be an answer to his own
questinE sprit."'
"Every fine musicia cor.rositien
eillbodies and conveys a distinctive mood or way of
feeling, and does so clearly and ccnvincingly. V,hat makes certa
in music a joy forever
to us as individuals, and also to
s.icceeding generations, is
the vitality, sincerity, anC significan
ce of its human feelme:, and the clarity with which that feelinE is expr
essed."'

11). IL. 6chcles,
Aritreciation:
miL.E. and Technics
(New York, V. '.itmark 4.; i:icns, l5j,
p. 192.
.
'Percy Goetschius, The Lor.othcnic
Fcrms.of Lusical Cony.
osit:enkl.ew York, G. 6chirmer inc., 189877
-77 1.
`1). N. Ferguson, Itz History cf 1:1-usical
Thoughtk ew York, F..
6. Crafts 4; Co., 19Z,5), p. zoe.
41)itts, EL. .cit"
oames L. 'Alurc,e11,
Zdiivcr, Lurdett e. Cc.,

r.

E.
sic in the American Lchcols(1:ew York
,
r. 104.

Lax I. /Crone, outstanding teacher aflu writer in the field
cf choral music considers nusic "good" if it is, amonc other thins,
appropriate--appropriate to

he students, their abilities, their

backgrounds and interests, sad apprc7.riate to all the other asrects of the situation.6
there are no absolute standards of 'good'
and 'poor' music, these are relative terms that had
better be nodified to 'pcor for whon?' or 'good for
whom?' 1. lech chcrale, a Pale strina motet, or a Cherubic Eyl-n from the itussian liturgy may be good music
for one group and very puor music for ancther, in ters
of the significance of the music as an aesthetic
emoticnua experience in the lives of the singers."
...u.usell also erphasizes the significance of the muly different
kinds of gcod

usic.

He points out that there is an excellence of

jazz, another excellence of folk If.usic, another excellence of
light opera, etc., ar

that we shoulc be sensitive to all of then.

There are two questions thu.t always should be asked in dete
the merit of any type of composition.

They are:

(1) does the

corposer set cut to tell something worth telling in the medium of
tone?

(2) does he Lanage to get his Lessaii;e acrozs?8

ix:cng educators there is a widespread belief that a high
cerrelation exists between the study of all cf the arts.

Lspecially

do authcrities find many basic sircilarities in the criteria
for
the selection of literature in the fields of music
and Lnglish.
This is particularly cbvicus when the fellowing list
ef principles
for selecting high school literature in the English
dellartr±nt is

cit., 1.. 97.
/

ItId., p. 97.
8
cit., p. IC5.
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compared with thLse ;resented earlier in this
charter v.:Lich had
reference to choral literature.
"The first principle that sho-ald guide us in the
selection of literature is interest. On the basis
of
interest we shall give a large plz,ze to fiction,
drama,
and narrative poetry. The second principle in selec
tion
is importance in world literature. The thire. trinc
iple
is the contribution of a classic to the student's
use
of language. The fourth principle is adaptatien to
the
advancemept of the student. The fifth principle
is
variety."
In a report published by the Lational Council of
'_eachers
of English, the Curriculum Commission advises that whatever
literature is harmful to the child or youth, such exper
iences as
the immature cannot sustain with ease, should be exclu
cled.10
This principle might very well apply to the selection
of choral
music which is too difficult, tco mature, or too insignific
ant
musically to be of positive value to the child.
Krone suggests that the ccnaucter test every chcral selec
ticn he makes to see if it pcssesses musical and textural
qualities that will stand up; if it is vital melodically, harL.o
nicall.:,
ccntrapuntally, and rhythmically; if the text is one
th_t has
'merit and is of interest to the students;
if it possesses lasting
beauty rather than passing appeal; if its difficulty for the group
is in keeping with the values inherent in it; if it is suita
ble
to the stage of develcpment of the students

if it is suitable to

the audience rho will hear it; if the zone can be learned and
sung

'VirE,•inia-3. Craig, The Teaching cf Ugh
York, LongLans, Creen L.. Co., 1C.;ZC i, p. 19.
cilber Hatfield and others, Ln Experience Curriculum
in Lnr-lish, Latienal Council cf .1 .e.a.chers of Lng1i
Eh(14ev York,
-D. 1,rpleton-Century Co., Inc., lc?Z,Z), p.
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without undue strain en the voices; if it serves a particular
purpose within a program or within your repertory.11
In the choice of good nu.(fic, tilson consiCers the text, as
well

the music itself, to be of supreme importance.
"The music and texts Should be of superior tyke
,
well adapted to fit the character and capacity
of a
chorus.
Choose music that is worthy musically and
poetically; music whose tone and words are weld
ed into an artistic whole."12

tilson alre cautions the conductor agai
nst the silaging of
music that is too easy and trivial to offe
r a challenge to the
students. It is a great mistake to unde
r-estimate the ability
13
of the chorus.
Dykema and Gehrkens have made some
suggestions for the
inexperienced conductor in the trea
tment of lhis problem:
"it. Use both sacred and secular of all
schools
of composition, erlikloying good artistic
tast
e
at all
times.
if.B. Young people enjoy good music
but they soon
tire of the obvious.
"C. There are quantities of good musi
c siLplc
enough for beginning choirs, but
it must be sought by
careful research.""
In atteu.pting to set up sone conc
ise guides to aid the
teacher in selecting music for
high school choral groups, the
list following was ccmpiled by
the Choral Techniques class at
the estern 1Zentucky tate
Teachers College, fall quarter,
1946:
11
Krone, sm. cit., P. 98.
12a.
p. 1;52.
13
itid.
14
Dykema and Gehrkens, 21. cit.
, p. 122.
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Consider in Selecting Choral

'444
't
•

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Ability of students
Environment, interest
Audience appeal
Text
ii1elodic, harmonic, rhythmic, contrapuntal aspects
Purpose—variety, program,.season, and repertoire
Range of voices (tessitura)
Beauty
Arrangement
Composer
Educational value
Ability of conductor
Publisher
Price of music
size of chorus
Carry-over value
Choral Forms Listed and Defined

Every choral conductor should have a knowledge of the forms
which have been utilized in the outstanding vocal corpcsitions.
The list presented here, while not all-inclusive, defines the
shorter forms which the high school director is most likely to
find appropriate.
The Air (or ayre)--a forerunner of the art song, it is a
composition for solo voice with or without an accompaniment.

It

is not so polyphonic and involved as the madriga1.15
Anthem—originally a hymn set to a simple, devotional melody.
Today it refers to any short secred choral composition.

Its words

are usually taken from the Bible.16
a

Aria—an elaborate melody for solo voice from an opera or
oratorio.

It usually has an instrumental accompaniment.

An ex..-

emple is the tenor aria frcm Eliah by la:endelssohn, "If with All

15
Krone, .91. cit., p. 107.
16

Ibid., p. 108.

WPM
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vcur :earts."17 .
txt Son—a senL in rhich each verse of the poem has an
appropri—te musical settin ; the music reflects
and interprets
the meaning cf the Doela throughcut.18
short and sitple son;, usually in a narrative
or
descriptive form.
19
dancing song.

Prior to the sixteenth century it denoted a

Con--a mucica2 composition in which two or
more parts
imitate each other quite strictly.

he repetitien of the melodic

theme, phrases and motives are exact, but the pitc
h at which
succeeding vuices enter may vary/0
Carol--a

yfüiL.ang of praise and Oevotien as sung at
21
Christmas and Later.
Cavatina--(It.) a seng, aria or melody cf a
simple for:::
usually without a second strain cr a ":1)L_
Ca

0.

Chanson—the French term for song, hence the coun
terpart of
the German lied. 3

17

Giddings, Earhart, Baldwin, and Lewton, rnusic ixrr
eciation
in the Schoelrcom(1;ew York, Ginn & Co., 1926), p. 67.
18Ibid., p. 391.
19Giddings, ou. cit.
20
.
1016.,

1.

112.

21
Lee uran Smith, Century ,:uz:icaL J
- Actienar-,- 1:ew York, Cen*Lry
-2ublishing Co., n. d.), p. 11.
22„
. .
Larvafd Lictienary cf
Cambridce, Farvard
University r
- ress,
p.
3ILid., p. 120.
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Chant—monophonic, unacco
mpanied singing in free rhythm
;
it is in the character of pla
24
inEcng.
Chorale--a metrical hymn set
to a simple, devotional melocy.
It was intrcduced into the chu
rch service by Lartin Luther 25
.
Loxology—a hymn or aJng of
praise usually sung at the clo
se
of a prayer or service.26
Elegy--(G.-Elegie) a musica
l composition of a sad or mournf
ul
27
character.
Finale—the last piece of
an opera cr operetta. The
y are
usually of greater length and
elaboration since a great
deal of
the dramatic action is lik
ely to take place near the
end of an
28
act.
Folk song--a song that has
originated among the people
s and
has been used extensively by
them. Folk songs are usuall
y based
on legendary or historical
events or on incidents of
everyday life.
Frottolw—a type of late
fifteenth and early sixteenth
century
north-Italian poetry and
music.50
Glee--a short secular com
position which flourished in
England between 1700 and
1825. It is usually unacco
mpanied
24

pel, Rp. cit., p. 133.

25E1'one, 2p. cit., p. 108
.
26Smith, RE. cit., p. 19.
27
Ape', RR. cit., p. 239.
28
Ibid., p. 26.
Giddings, sm. cit., p.
322.
30
Apel, RR. cit., p. 284.
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and of a less intricate construction than
the madrigal.31
Gregorian chant--a style of the plain chant
as revised
and estaLlished by Pope Gregory I in the ez.:-th
century.32
Hymn--a religious or sacred song usually
sung by a congregation in praise cr adoration of God.3
3
Lied—the German art song, asuEr1k6nign by
Schubert.34
'5
lullaby--a cradle song.
iladrigal--the vocal setting of a short lyric
poem of a
contrapuntal nature, usually sung unaccompan
ied. It is the
secular counterpart of the sixteenth century
motet.'6
Part-song--a short choral work for two or more
voices
in which the parts harmonize the melody.

There is little or

no contrapuntal movement.
Recitative--a declamation or recitation in
music.

It is

designed to imitate anG to emphasize the natur
al inflections of
speech. The text is usually of a narrative
nature.38
Round--the common name for a circle canon.

31
Krone, RR. cit., p. 107.

32Smith, RR• cit., p. 27.
33Ibid., p. 29.
34
dtpe1, LE. cit., p. 40b.
22. cit.,

r.

34.

36Eron
e, RR. cit., p. 106.
-7r. 10?.
35;:pel, 5..L• cit.,

r.

629.
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canon each singer returns from the conclus,cn of the melody to
its beginning, as indicattd in the following scheme:
I
II
III

abc
a b
a

a b c
:c a b :
b c a

39

Spiritual--a religious song with strongly marked rhyt
hm,
usually the graphic narrative method of the folk
ballad.

It is

peculiar to the negroes of the southern United Sta
tes."
Villanella--a sixteenth century type of voca
l music originating in Naples. It is similar to the madr
igal, although its
text and musical:, tyle are considered to oe
inferior to that of
41
the madrigal.
The

iaxger

)rms.--For the newly-organized high scho
ol chorus

to attempt the larger and more diff
icult forms, particularly the
first year, would be, in most case
s, disastrous. The wise conductor will insist upon using musi
c which his chorus is capable
of learning and performing reasunab
ly well. The music should
challenge the musical abilities of
the group, but cot to the degree
that it brings about discourageme
nt and failure.
From the standpoint cf appreciation
, it would be an excellent thing to acquaint the chor
us with sone of the outstanding
operas, oratorios, etc., through
records, radio programs, and
community concerts. The director
can, through this type of
38
Ape', u. cit., 1"-• 629.
39
Ib1d., p. 653.
4°Ibid., r. 482.
41
Ape', RR. cit.,
P- 793.
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activity, ao a great deal to lift the standards and tastes of
the students m,sically, and to point out their omn weaknesses
by coLparison pith professi,mal choruses and soloists.
The opera, Mhich is a drama set to music for voices and
orch:stra, with scenery and actaon,42 makes a great demand upon
young voices.

1..anY large and well-estaDlished high school cho-

ruses do present operas annually, but even for the very talented
and highly trained groups, it is a tremendous unaertaking for
young singers.
Spaeth, in Common Sense of Music, said, "Ls compared with
the opera, oratorio L.; a vor:7 Iluiet and zelf-contained proceed43
ing."
The oratorio is ccmposed of solos and ccncerted pieces
for voices and built around a theme taken from the Bitle or sacred
histcry.44 It is rossible to use arias and choruses from oratorios,
especially Eandells i:essiah and Lendelseohnle L1La, for high
school students, but the beginning group uill probably find them
extremely difficult.

This is also true of other sacred choral

forms, ruch as the mass, requiem, passicn, and motet.
The cantata, a short oratoric, represents the influence of
45
opera cn sacred music.
4-i5 a rule, the cantata is sacred in
text; hcrever, a few have been written with secular words.

42„.4u
4

u. cit., p. 4C.

43
(Wer York, Boni

LiveriEht, 1924)

--Smith, pl. cit., 1-••
•
45
Krone, o-•
_ • cit., F. 109.

1•

p. 275.

It is
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possible that the high schocl conCuctor can use
scme of the
simpler cantatas even for a beginning chorus.

The fo..lowing

are lioted by 1.1r. Claude Rose, menbcr of the ih!.usic Deyart
Lent
faculty at V.estern, as poseibilities for high school
chcral
work:

Before the Paling cf the stars (Christmas) by Dale,

Gallia by Gounod, Hear 'al i)ec -ole by iii.endelssohn
, Chilc

ecus

(Christmas) by Clokey, The Crucifixion by Evans
, Hail, Hely,
Babe (Christmas) by Idcrnschein, The Prince of Peace by Gamy.,
The Far Horizon (Chinese) by Cadman, :Land cf our Hearts by
Chadwick, f.;ring
Cameth by Ebuntz, Hiawatha's .eoding least by
Coleridge-Tgylor.
The operetta, a "little opera," is generally light
in character.

It is in the operetta that the high school conduc
tor is

most likely to find the larger vocal form that Lore
adequately
falls within the capacity cf the beginning chorus
.

Az suggested

in Chapter II, the use of the operetta is one of
the most effective
means of creating interest in the chorus, not only within
the
school, but throughout the community.

However, because it does in-

volve a great deal of time, labor, and expense, the ccnductor
should give the matter serious thought before making a definite
decision.
Dykema and Gehrkens, in Hight School laAEiC, defend the operetta
because (1) everybody likes to see and be in a play, (2) it has
favorable social and integrating effects, (Z)) it revives music
al
interest when it is at low ebb and builds morale, (4) it Elves

46aMith, 07.

cit., y. 40.

va•
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prestige to the muaic departLent, (.,) it has
legitic.ate educe.tional values if selected properly, (6) there is
a chance fer
correlation, cocrdinatIon, and integration with other departments in the school, anc (7) the operetta is capable of welding
into unity the various interests of the entire school in a faszion
that almost no other enterprise eeel_s able to uccorplish.47
These additional Lrguments for giving an operetta were
sugLested by the Choral Techniques class at Vtestern in the fall
quarter, 1946:

(1) it gives variety to the music rrcgram,

2)

it has value in character training, (a) provides cLmmunity entertainment, (4) it is a financial aid to the music department or
to the school.
On the other hand, Dykema and Gehrkens enumerate arguments
against presenting the oierettaa
"1. Because in any kind of a musical play music has
to Share honors with the plot or stcry, with acting and
dancing, with costuming and stage setting, and other matters;
it is therefore harder to rut on a performance that is
musically impeccable because the interest of the performers
and audience is so uivided and scattered.
"2. Because most operettas are trashy in both libretto
and music and of little or no value as music education.
"3. Because it takes so much e=tra time and involves
so much a6diti9pal work onthe part of the instructor and
participants."°
The Choral Techniques class referred to pruviouely also listed several objections to the operetta in addition to
mentioned by 4kema and Gehrkens.

he ones

They are (1) it is undeomcratic

(does not include all stuCents ), (2) it is expensive, (3) it increases the teacher and pupil load so much that it might became

47_
.uykema an

48Ibid., p.

Gehrkens, EL. cit., r•
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a burden, and (4) there may be a disciplin
e ;_roblem resulting
from

the large nunber of people involv
ed anC the fact that the
teacher will h.Ave to devote
tAlch attention to mall groups at
a time.
The conductor mmt know his cho
rus, the schcel, ano the
community well in order to
determine whether or notlia cpe
retta
would be a success, and if
it would be a worthwhile projec
t.
The actual production of the
operetta is not discussed her
e
Etre the mechanics 02 giving
all types of public performan
ces
are presented in Chapter VII
I. In this chapter it is suf
ficient
to present the advantages and
disadvantages involved in giv
ing
the operetta.
lso, tLc ccnductor night
find it helpful to have
a list cf the easier operet
tas as examplec to guide him
in
selections for his partic
ular grcup. The list bel
ow is taken frcm
1lUsic in the Bir,h. School
; it is ranked in order
of difficulty:
;round the
Christopher - a pageant,
operetta of the
nations
Yuletide at the Court of
king itrthur, Eoppin - Chr
istmas
music druLa of the sixth
century
Belle of the Barcelona
, Chaney - Spanish
Tulip Time, ;Johnson Dutch scene
hosamunde, Schubert kelodrama
,.)erry of Jericho Road,
Clark - 4merican scene,
light comedy
Trial
Z
. ury, Gilbert-Sullivan
- One act, forty-five minute
Gilbert-Sullivan operet
s
tas (iclanthe, The Likado
, Patience,
Pinafcre, and Pirates of
i'enzance) in abridged and
fiec ed.ltions. Lta
simplindardAditions of these are
too difficult for the first
year.'
z
thile the Victor Herber
t operettas are, like
those by Gilbert
and Sullivan, too adv
anced for the beginning
dhcrue, they would be
excE Ilert to haveas a goa
l after the Froup h&c acc
uired r_cre
J,OtiticLal cperetta shg
testeC by various bembers
of the
1.11son,

CD. Cit., JITend
iX•

41.
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gusic Lepartment at

estern are:

The EiT.perer's Clothes by

ClokeY, In Arcady uy Bergh,
Picd Pir,er of Hamelin by lr
own,
apa. IlLver by lodge, Luck
' .;ace by Harrison and Lils
on, Tune
In, by Vilson, Oh, Doctor by Cl
ark, Robin Hood by Benedict
,
Lantern Land by O'Hara
(treble), The Lass that Lo
ved a Sailer
(folk songs), Johnny rp
lesecd by Loomis (Lrebl
e), Capta.Ln- of
the Guard by Steckel (SAL
), Har.sel and Gretel by Hu
mperdinck
(simplified), zTince
of Peddlers by Clark,
L-erry Christmas by
Brown, Lami Boy oy itasba
ch Ondia#, Norwegian
Iiights_ by Augustine and Vard.

Choral .chools and Co
mposers

:t

Another way in which th
e conductor might ap
proach this
problem of choosing mu
sic for his chorus is
to select from the
various periods of mu
sical development.
This insures a chan
ce
for great variety in
the ',Ise of differen
t styles. A "school"
of composition refers
to a group of compos
ers who were domina
ted
by the characterist
ics am, methods of
one of their contem
poraries.
The director should
not go back further
than the latter fift
eenth
century to find music
that will appeal to
high school youngs
ters.5°
In fact, pre-ninetee
nth century works
should be used spar
ingly for
the first year ch
orus. A knowledge of
the different school
s of
composition and their
place in music hist
ory would be of de
finite
value in arranging th
e numbers to be pe
rformed in a cencert
in
their logical sequ
ence.

°Erone, c- cit.,
p. log.
•

-
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Krone has classified the choral sch
ools cf ceLpcsition, rith
their outetandinc, composers, up
to the twentieth century as
follows:
I. Late Fifteenth and Early Six
tee
Counterpoint became a beauti nth Centuries (1475-1525)
ful art instead of merely
a technical one. Lobt of the
music was sacred. Ilemish
composers were dominant.
Joaquin des Pres

Heinrich Isaac

II. Sixteenth and Barly Sevent
eenth Centuries (1625-1625)
This was the Golden Age of
polyphonic music. Composers
wrote mostly for the voice.
The
most obvicus changes were
rhythmic freedom in part-w
riting and the appearance
of the
major and minor modes.
A. Netherlands Composers and
Those Influenced by the
Netherlands Schoci.
Jacob Arcaoeit
Lartin Luther
Clement anne quin
Lic
hael Praetorius
Orlando Li Lasso
Ludwig Senfl
Adrian Lillaert
B. Italian Composers and
Those Influenced by the
Italian School.
Gregor Alchinger
Lacob Gallus
Gregorio
Car
los Gesualdo
Felice Anerio
Han
s
4.4eo liassler
Costanzo Festa
Luc
a
1.,
e-renzio
Giovanni Gabrieli
Cla
udi
o
Lontevercd
Cristobal 4.-orales
Jan
Pie
ter
szoon bweelinck
Giovanni 1.:aria 1-4anini
Ora
zio
Vec
chi
Giovanni Palestrina
Tomas Luis da Victoria
C. English Composers
tilliam Byrd
Thomas L:orley
John Lowland
Tho
mas Tanis
Orlando Gibbons
thoxas "Weelkes
John Wilbye
Seventeenth Century
The opera, oratorio, and
cantata came into being.
development of instrumen
The
ts aao of homophonic
music brought
apout a decline in int
erest in choral mus
ic.
Heinrich SchUtz

Henry Purcell.

IV. Eighteenth Century
The baroque period of
the first half of thi
mark'ed by profuse orn
s century was
amenta.tion and virtuo
sity. Tihi classical
period marked a culmin
aticn of the monopheni
upon musical form..
c style and apphasi
Tnis marked the bEcinn
ing of musical cor4ccition in ArLericL.
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A. Germany
Johann Sebastian Bach
Franz Joseph Haydn

George Frederick Handel
Wolfgang ALuaceus mozart

B. America
Lilliam Billings
C. kngland
Jchn V. Calcott
Jenjaain Cooke
John Lanby

J. JAazzinghi
Ulliani Shield
Samuel Webbe

L. Italy
Giovanni xtrgolesi

Giovanni B. lartini

V. Nineteenth Century
This was the romantic period, wit
h emphasis upon freedom of emotional expression, lus
h chromaticism, an freedom
from restrictions of form.
Choruses were written more for
sonority, than for beautiful
part-writing.
Germany-Austria
Ludwig van :17.eethoven
Franz Schubert
Johannes Brahms
Robert Schumann
Yelix 1.endelssohn
Ludwig Lpohr
Richard Viagner
B. France
Hector Berlioz
Cesar Franck

Francois Gevaert
Charles Gounod

C. Italy
Guissepi Verdi
D. Bchemia
Anton Dvorak
E. Scandinavia
Jean 6ibelius
F. America
Horatio Parker

Edvard Grieg
Edward kacDowell

G. Lngland
Alfred Z. Caldicott
George 1..acfarren
Samuel Coleridge-Taylor
Robert L. de rearsall
john Goss
John Stainer
,,rthur Sullivan
H. Russian
.Alexander Arkhangelsky
kodeetE lioussorEsky
AlexandEr s
- krddin
:Jergei Rachmaninoff
Dimitri Bortniansky
1;ikolas Rimsky-horsakoff
Cesar Cui
Constantin SchveCov
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Alexander Dargomijski
Lichael Glinka
Alexander Gretchaninoff
Alexanoer Kastalsky

Serge Taneyeff
Peter I. TscLaikowsky
Paul lscLesnokoff

Suggested List of ilusic Suitable
for the Small Eigh School Chrus
It is difficult to find vocal
numbers which are simple enough
for the beginning chorus and which, at
the same time, have definite
value musically. In order to give a few
exampies of music which
measures up to both of these requireLle
nts, the easy numbers listed
by School Islusic Competition-Festivals iisnu
al, official publication
of the National School :band, Orchestra, and
Vocal Associations,
nave been included in this chapter. Numbe
rs marked * may be sung
a cappella.
kixed Chorus Numbers.-Bach-Earhart
*Blessed Redeemer
Bantock
*Requiem
COB....274
Bottomley-Pitcher..*Ety Bonnie Lass he Smileth
CC:o...1094
Cain
America Ly Own
HF...81132
Cain
Fomeland
HF...
81053
Croft-Barton
0 God, Our Help in Ages Past
CFS..
.1Z87
iarrant
*Call to Remembrance, 0 Lord
HWG...1751
Fox..
ky Heart Is a Silent Violin
OF.i4585
Hassler
*Dancing and Singing
CF....6501
Tkach
*To Thee We 6ing
Arcadelt
*pre Laria
CCB....326
Arkhangels4yKibalchich
*Incline Thine Ear, 0 Lord
Tit..W2689
4.rne
*Vhich Is the .eroperest Lay to Sing.GS...8773
Each
*Christ the Life of All the Iiving.CFS...1380
Bach
Sleepers, ;ake, a Voice Is Soundng.GS...7427
Bach
'ake, 0 Vake*
CY..0x1645
Beethoven
Glory to God in Nature
Gs....b055
Beliman-hokanson .*zutterflies at Haga
CYS...a)90
Bortniansky
*Cheruoim Song No. 7
GS....8022
Brahms.
*In .-ilent Night
GS...5848
Clokey
Eye Song cf Saint Bride
CCB..
..491
arr
*Ding-D ongkerrilr
GS....8,48

5lrsone,

cit., rp. 11Q-114.
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Lady of the loveliest
*s lorrents in SuL:rer
EF....b1068
Rain and the Elver
CCB....1088
E:xaltation
BIN;
502
*How Glad with Smi.Les the Vernal
Liorn
GS
2588
Hbworth, arr
Czecho-Uovaidan Lance Long...UhLa....J..a70
Huerter
'-;.11ca T-silight Shadows Fall....rrI'
35°
Irish ilir-el(en
I Jove 14 Love in the Lerning.--.b
1044
jacob
*Brother ja.,es .6ir
Cil...0CE763
Jensen-Cain.
lullay
HT....81104
Johnson, arr
*His Name bo Eveet
CF
4e0
ra:Tylor-vilhousky...*hEavenly Licht
C-P
197
Leontovich-Erone....The Blue...tiros....
LcKay
-Y:i.,ernini,.; Prayer
Schubert-Vilson
ab A. .Azi..ic
7: .4.- •...1070
bibelius
*Vale of Tuoni
Hi.:Ai....10E1
Stainer
*t,od Lo Loved the Lorld
IP
6290
Tschaikosky
*The Nightingale
.l€49
01:...
Varlamoffi.schenbrenner
';'ne hed Sarafan
1-10Z6
landy
Elgar-Cain
Fox
Gip°
Gluck

;eeziale Chorus ITunbers.-reneky-s'ace
Cradle beng
-.CB
8.7.-..
Brahwis-baar
Tie Little Dustin
01'...C
ILL
-11C
Brahns-Lefebve
Bittle .:andman
,dc...,-1.
7 767
Cain
America. I.Ly Om
Cain.
.6u11a..
:y
vulesian
'Tea.., L:rii.-is.s bailing
Hahn
',he Green Catredral
"-.0038
Humpercinck-1,eddick..Chilt.ren's Prk'er.............
lt...
Y2966
1.evin
*-1-t.oLdn in ,the Lilac Bush
CCE
861
SchuLannIszchenbrenrier
.be Chestnut Tree
CF...C1 5250
Tschaikows4-1.:Orris..The Nightingale
Bach-':Jaar
*nearest Lord .esus
OD
1400
Bach-Tillinghast
To Thee Be Praise Forevor
CT,
E07
Bainbridge-ZezLecnik. 5-the .ind at Night
Cain
vki• - sic Lhen bolt Voices Lie..
.83121
Chilean-lie per
Flowing itiver
CCh
2E6
Ldwards
,onc of Joy
6439
Franz-Parnell
:Jedication (SS
Cianz-14.rning
r frenory
W:=
8.527
Hiller-Olds
Be Thou with J...e
141X....2515
rxrner
L)inLs the Lute
Johnson, arr
Ltei ,way
CF
'1214
EleLr
- bberi:erd's Tunc
ca:;..
..1338
- Esthete, arr
°riddle Cakes
...;1•961
La ZcrLe
Iplaint
lit.
..1
1...acCarthy
1,:eaLe c' the "E'cile, Thc
CC:1-.... 1 07.
1.ende1esohn
?Lift Thin.- 1-yes
0.1
E20
Loore-aera..1
i,crest 1--,yL.n
cz-sf
I.Loore-Trinkaus
%her Boys le idlic
C-.7...C.C1Z9

Scarlatti
SchabertLr6an
EindinL-i:cyd
StricIli=d-Cain
Y.are-bprose
'..eiser
Txodford--kinden
Vorth
Yale-JLith

T --e Violet
-y tne sea
'-ylvelin
.._y :Love if.. a -ieherL',..n
Lout :on,1,\.c Omes ) Oraccfull.i
iill 1 Vake
ittle i
- cusee
0 Happy ind

OD...149E9
-I)i-J01
CI"

(=LI...106S

le Ohorue Nu=bcrs.--

Bach-Lefebve...
Bach-Trehaxne
Bartholomew
Brandon-Laecnik
Cain, arr
BeEbven
Haydn-i.:atthe-,
Jones
Kountz
O'Hara
Parry-i,nders,r
Repper
Schopp-Luvaas

c.,-.--,
song of the Fisherboats
0109
-I uot Shoes
7144
G.:
ance ...y Ocmradec.....
le Gospel Train
EY....C2117
k-iypsy Trail
179
TP
lown tk Oten Road
560
.bi.
Ric'e of the .;ossacks
-q,---i...41607
*1.here Lies the Lane..
COB...1321
*iscng cf 7rienOehl:
214
CU..;
Passing By
CF
21Z7
Lleerers, 1,ake, a voice
Is ounding
GS
EZ62
1111eluh
G,X....1057
Let 1,11 Give Thanks to Thee.GS
842
*Steal i.way
736
GI:
J.:ovinL: iilong
SF
0157
-Gle .:.ri-'s ,-Loverin'
.82114
Tinker'sSong--i-toir Hoo(...CL
e,t3
*Spacious .iirli_a„ent
HP...85020
The Barefoot Friar
OF
2219
Softly at Lightfall
Y.it...Y.2,.65
T Love a Little CottaLe
SF
016
*.g, 7)rayer for These Lays
COB
579
*Homeland
COL.
018
*Learest Jesus, Draw Thou

Scott
Strickland
Swedish-Pitcher
Tierney
Volkman-Luvaas
rennerberg-Luvaas

The Old Road
GS
6942
Viking L,ong
CT...CAL:2161
*Varmeland
COL
560
Ranger's bong from Rio Rita.Fti
*right bhades ise Gently Falling.COB.12b
-i-.I I.loonlit Light
COB
92152

Bainbrit.ge-Laecnik
Bartholmev, arr
Bennett
Cain, arr
Galloway-Herrmann
Raney
Kororth
Y.alin
Lork...ar.
Purcell-Oaar
Bach-Lown.Lng

Some directors find that collections of choral music are more
rractical for their particular groups.

There are many of these

" 52
SchoolL
nual(Chicago, i•:aticnal
School :td, Orchestra and -vocal
.hesociation, 1Y42), p....9-1o7.
.444

•44

La
which

re ineyg.neive and well-a

pted to high school r(r:.

of the leading publishing houses and music stores rill
to inform the teacher

2-.ny

be glad

out the available material of this sort.
urdering Lusic

:be efficient cendactor realizes the value of knowin
g the
procedure cf ordering music
as where to obtain it.

and materiale) that he needs, as well

iluch time and effort mi,e.r be saved by be-

ing specific in the orders.

CoLplete infcrmatien shoulo be given,

if possible--the number of copies, title of the compositien,
ccmposer, arranger (-f an,), arrange. ent (SSA, T:1B, SAL, etc.
publisher, number, and price per cozy.

11

It is important also to

designate the key of the selection, if it is published
in different
keye (sometil..es vocal numbers are li..ted as high, medium
, and
low).
Ihe following key to publishers is the most recent
list
which has been published by the and Vocal Associations.

tic,ne..1 School .band,
orchestra,

Eaving the nanes of the outstanding music

publishing companies, their addresses, anc keys can be of
service
to the conductor in oroering
Al'
PILP

Ana
Aech
Bar
Bel
BFW
BLH
Bilks
aB
CB
CF
CFS
Ch
Char.

av

Alfred kueic Co., Inc., 145
45th bt., New York, 1S!, W. Y.
Associated usic Publishers, Inc., 2b V.. 45tn bt., New York.
Albert
Andrand, 2671 brie Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
Imil „„scher, inc., 640 ie,adiscn Ave., Kew York, 22, IT. Y.
C. L. Barnhcuse Cc., Cor. high Ave. cz 4
, St., Cskaloosa, Iowa
Belwin, Inc., 43 V. 23rd St., Lew York 10, N. Y.
The B. i. Wood lamic Uo., E8 St., Stephen bt., Boston, .11-E.ES•
Breitkopf
1:artel, c/o iltP (same address)
Bdcsey
Hawkss, Inc., 668 Fifth Ave., lier York 19, E. Y.
The Cundy-s
- iettoney Co., Inc., Braclee c. _ciscn Lts., Eyde
Park, z
- oston 36, k
- iass.
C. C. lirchard
Co., 2E5 Columbus Ave., Bcsten 16, Lacs.
Carl Yiecher, Inc., 56-62 Cooper Square, 1- ;er York 3, :J. Y.
Clayton
Sunx:y Go., 235 b. abash 'ye., Chicago 4, Ill.
The ;;ohn Church Co., c/o TP (sas.e. acdrcsc d
Chappell,Cc., Inc.,iu Ileg., r.o.5:1.e1e1ler Center, I. Y.
Crawfcrd LUSiC UCrr•, c/c
kesne f-Cdrervi
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Con
CP
Dau
LE
DG
BCE
E1-11
ILI
LV
EW
Fel
Fill
Fol
FP
FS
GB
Gh...
GUO
GS
bar
HF
HP.4.1
HP
HWG
Int
JF
.713
Jung
Kal
14xli.
King
KLK
Lee
Lud
Kar
Lil
LIIP
LP
MPH
kiI
NAK
Nov
OD
Ox

!

Pi,,
Pro
RAH
RAm
RLR
Nem
' Ric
RL
Ru

Concord usic :.uolishing Co., Inc., 2u W. 4th St., N. Y.
The Composors Press, Inc., E.13 Seventh Ave., 44. Y., 19.
john P. Daugherty, 1417 Georgia St., Los Angeles 15, Calif.
Dimit-Edition, 117 I,. 46th st., Bew York, N. Y.
Lagid Ckornston, 117 I:. 48th st., :6E77 York, 19, 1.. Y.
L. C. ,chirmer Lusic Co., 221 Columbus .ve., s
- oaton, - sc.
.n H. Lurris ,,- Co., 'sc., 1619 sroad
Erdw,
way, New York 19, :J.Y.
1.d1tion 14usicus-ber York, Inc., 23 ';.. 4th St., New York.
Llkan-vobel Co., Inc., 1716 Eat..son St.. Thiladelphia, Pa.
Ernest Williams, 153 Ljcean Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Leo Feist, Inc., 1629 Broadway, New York, r. Y.
Fillmore usic House, 528 lam Lt., Cincinnati 2, Ohio
Charles Foley, 67 W. 44th St., liew York 18, Y. Y.
Panne. liusic .eroducts, 28 L. 'Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, III.
H. T. FitzSimons Co., 23 E. .:.ackson lavd., _Chico 4, Ill.
ueorge F. Briegel, Inc., 1240 Sixth Age., ilew York, N. Y.
Gamble hinged Ji.usic Co., 218 S. Vabasil Ave., Chicago 4, ill.
Galaxy Music Corporation, 17 "; 46th Lt., .tevi York 19, N. Y.
G. Echirmer, Inc., 3 E. 43rd St., er York li, L. Y.
Harms, Inc., RCA Blc.g., ikockefeller Center, B'ew York, N. Y.
Harold Flammer, Inc., 10 L. 43rd St., New York 14, L. Y.
Hall cc McCreary Co., 454 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, Ill.
Hampton Publications, Inc., 400 i.ladison Ave., New York, N. Y.
The EL 'W. Gray Cu., 159 E. 48th Et., New York 17, N. Y.
International Lusic L;o., 509 Firth Ave., New York, L. Y.
J. Fischer 4-- Bro., 119 V. 4Oth St., JAew York 18, N. Y.
The Joseph z'atelson Llusic House, 158 '... 56th St., Ne- York
Rosa jungnicka, Inc., c/o Sehirmer, Inc. (same address)
11.dwin F. Kalmus, Fox 476, scarsdale, 1;. Y.
hay and Lay Lucie 'ub1. Corp., 1658 Broadway, ,1 Y. 19, Y. Y.
Rcbert D. King, 7 Canton St., North 'Easton, Lass.
K. L. King Lusic House, Box 763, Fort Dodge, Iowa
-‘,eeds -lusic Corp., 1270 Liixth Ave., liew York 20, New York
Ludwig kucic PUbliching co., 323 Frankfort Ave., r. W.
Cleveland 13, Ohio
:6dward :S. Larks Lucie Corp., BC.:i. Bldg., Radio City, New York.
kills usic, Inc., 161. Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
i- iiodern husic Press, Inc., 6541 Iverett Ave., Chicago, LA..
LUxic Products Corp., 28 L. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, Ill.
MUsic Publishers riolding Corp., 12.0 6th Ave., -6ew York 20.
kusic 2ress, inc., 113 '... 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Neil At. Ejos Lusic Co., 223 ',-. Lake St., Chicago 6, Ill.
Novello & Co., c/o The H. Ii.Grey Co., Inc. (same address)
Oliver Ditson Company, c/o TP (sae address)
Oxford University Press, c/o Cr (same adores)
Paul A. Schmitt -usic Cu., 68 S. Tenth St., ..innear.olis. 2, Linn
1
,-aull-PioneerLUsic Corp., 1657 Broadway, New Yorh, lir. Y.
Pro-Art xublicatims, 24th St., 14v, York, Y. Y.
The .r.gyrond ... 1..offman Co., 509 E. 'V.alasi. Avc., Cnicao, Ill.
Auccian-Ameriean k...usic 4"
- ublisherc, :inc., 19 -V.. 44-,h St., N.Y.
1.. L. Row kusio ';o., 725 :toyleton St., I-06ton, ass.
ReLAck :Lamle ';or..,
.
14.C;. Bice., 1-.ockefe11er Center, Yew York
LT. hicordi cc co., inc., 12 t.
. 4.,t'.. St., New York, 19, N. Y.
Eobeins Lucie _Grp.. 799 Seventh St., New York 1C., J. Y.
Eubank, Inc., 736 E. Carrbril ,gcog nicago 12, N.
.
_

£5
SBilvcr,.ourdett Co.,
45 L. 17th St., lYiew York 3,
Y.
SF
Sa.m Fox Publist-4inb Co., 12bO
6th ve., Blew York 20, 14. Y.
Sw
Swain's i;:usic house, 1....a.n
sfield,
TP
iiheodore Presser Co., 1112 Che P.
stnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
N:ea
1.i.aner-nevant Publicaticns,
117
46th St., Lell York,
tit
titar. 4; Sons,
Bldg., .e
- zckefeller Center, i;ew York
Lcrds and .t.:usic, Inc., 1697
.
-eroadway, Ivew York 19, N. Y.
j.Aisic Publishing Cia 0/0 Cha
ppell u Co., Inc.,
KEDildg., hockefeller Center
, lie,/ York 20, N.
-Lhe Coryright Iv.--Composers
and publishers sho invest the
ir
talent, efforts, and capital
in publications are entitled
the
income from the sale of these
publications. iny practice
of copying which deprives them of jus
t royalties and sales is a
violation
of the United States CopyriE,ht
-uaw. The statement below
is issued
by the Standard ki.usic Publis
hers' Association of the Uni
ted States:
"Ccpying by any process--by
hand on paper or blackboard, by multibra.phing, mim
eographing, photostating. or
any
other method—of any part of
a copyrighted work, no matter
for what purpose or use (relig
ious, educaticnal, theatrical or otherwise), without
the permission of the copyri
ght
cwner, is a serious cffense
against the United States
law
:•unishable with heavy fires
,
beEinning at one hundred dol
lars,
The United States copyright
laws are very strict in this
particular and many actions
are now being conducted aga
inst
teachers, directors and oth
er offenders making unauth
orized
arraneements cr copies.
The practice is unfair to com
posers,
authors and publishers."54
For most operas and operet
tas and for some choral and
instrumental compositions, it is
necessary to obtain permissio
n for puolic
perfcrmance. Usually the tea
cher can rely on the publis
hing company
from which he purchases his mus
ic to provioe full inform
ation regarding performance requirements.

53Selectjve usic ;Lists fer
Lar.6, Orchestra, Chorus,
Etrun.cntai lmser.ties(Chicz.g
o, 194G), pp.
-54
The 77.7ein C
hanocce k.
ILusic I.ducz.ticn(Chica4-go,
cation I..;:hii,jtors .e.ssocia
Lucid Idution, 1941), pp. 11-12.
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Suramary
In Lids chapter tiie writer has included the topic
format.Ln that seem to be most pertinent to the Lieh
director's problem of selectinz
rule-J covernin

MU2iC.

.1a( inCiOOiunul-ad.

c
h.rcL
are nc iron-clad

the ceorce of excellence of Lusic.

Lven amonc

authorities, there is considerable disagreement in this connection,
and it i

obvieus th_t there are many possible approaches to the

problem.

Lach

irector rust deter:Line his cwn reactions, ald must

rely on his personal (
;udgment, discrimination, initiative, and
musicianship for his p rticular situation.
vhich he honestly respects ,..nd
tacicus.

;.1:7- 1"OVES.

snould tech music

Lnthusi,...am is con-

In teahing music v:nich he hil..self loves, the director

can much more ..dequately interpret the music in such a 7ay that
vill incriro his students to love it also.

In the teach.ing' Lf

music, notninc can take thc place of c'enuine sincerity.
:S.

••••

6?
V
.TI1

iii

OixtTS IT THr..

OF F1

In order to use all cf the vcices in the chor
us to the best
advantage, the director must take great
care in workinL out a
seating arrangement for his group. The
positions of the varicus
parts have a very definite bearing upon
the total ensemble effect.
Balance and proportion of tones, as
well as blending, are absolutely essential in achieving any
degree of artistic finesse in
choral werl:.
Cf course, the conductor must do the
best with the material
he has. Particularly in the beginnini,
chorus is he likely to encounter difficulties in finding good
voices and in rlacinLthei
in the best possible arrangeL.ent.
Included in this chapter are a
number cf seating arrangements whic
h have been used by outstandintL, chorea conductors. 1.1any of them
are suggested for use in dealing with srecific Troblems. Ther
e is no one plan which is universally accepted as "best." '.-hatev
er arrangement. the director
finds to be mcst appropriate for his
chorus is the one which he
shouic use.
While the conductor cannot rely
solely upon the number of
singers en each part for good bala
nce, he shoulo have SCLk conception as to the apIroximate numb
er that is likely to Le adequate in proportion to the total
number in the chorus.
Lax Krone reccr:Lends the 60-40
ratio, as illustrated in the
diagram which follows:

Vim

L8

6%;

40;:.
Bc-7s

Girls
60,4
Sopranos
6c_
40;0
Firsts-econcis

kolv.
60;J
40
Firsts-Seconds

Ter ors
40.
60f;
,
Firsts-Seconds

▪

- es

Ilrsts-Leo:31

Diagrau of Listributicn cf Voices 1Co. 1
1-igure 5"Peter Tkach, in a lecture in the 1946 session of
the
Christiansen Choral School, pointed out thLA the nur_oer
of altos
and baszec is often the sane.

He recoi...Lends this distribution

cf pLrtc for a sixty-voice chorus:
.omen: 33
Sopranos: 17
First-10
Second-7
4-12tos: 16
First--7
Second-9

Len: 27
Tenors:
First-6.
Second-5
Basses: 16
First—b or 6
Second-10

Diagrau of Dirtributicn of Voices Lc. 2
xigure 6
Olaf C. Christiansen, at‘the saLe session, presented the
proportion of pL.rte r;hich he has foun6 successful in high
school
choirs:
Choir of a:

Sopranos - 14 or 12
- 10 or 9
Tenors
- 5 or 6
Basses
- 7 or a

Choir of 60:

First sopranos - 10
Second sopranos- 10
First altos
7
Second altos
9
First tenors
5
Second tenors
6
First basses
Second bL.ssc..;
7
Diagram of Distribution of Vcics
Figure 7

1Lronc, c. cit., r.

•

It0
.
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Christiansen observed that
tl:e secont: oopranos are
usually the weakest sectio
n of a choir. Le prefers usi
ng 1/3
or '4/5 men, 20 per cent of vhich
dmuld be tenors. Christiansen
disagrees with Erone's pl,..cem
ent of the first sopranos (se
e Iigure
15), nc insists upon keeping tbem
on the front row, as in the
arrangement Lelow:
Bass II
Bass I
1-sorrano II
Loprano I

Tenor 11
Tenor I
illto II
,ato I

Kixed Chorus /rrangement
Figure 8

ro.

1

Dy-4ema and irehrkens find tha
t these proportions Lore
nearly forL perfect balance wit
hin the section as: well as witi
lin
the entire group:

For a choir of

voices

21 female:
Lopranos-12
'irst--7
Second-5
satos--9
First--4
Second-5

14 male:
Tenors--5
First--3
Z)econd-2
Basses-9
First-3
Second--6

Balance of Lixp.d Chorus
Figure 9'
In working rith the beginn
ing chorus, the direct
or will, in
all probability, discov
er that same sections are
much weaker than
others. The practice wit
h many experienced conduc
tors is to move
the weaker sections to
the front, and thus com
pensate soLerhat for
2a.
cit., p. 119.
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their weakness.

If the weaker section

is

in front, it cGn more

easily follow the director, and at the se time the singers will
have the support of the ether parts behind them.
help keep them on pitch.

This tends to

lase:, if these singers are inaccurate

in pitch, rhytha,, notes, etc., these errors will not penetrate into the audience as much as if they were on the back rows.

This is

particularly true if risers are used.
If the conouctoi- finds that be has a number of weak
singers
in various sections, he can aid these students, not by calling
attention to the fact that they are inferior, uut by placin
g them
next to individuals Tith stronL voices and who are alsc
dependable
readers.
Intonatien.--This is one of the greatest problems with
which
the inexperienced chorus is confronted.

The singers must not only

keep on pitch individually, out they must stay in tune as
an ensemble.
to sharp.

There is a common tendency for boys to flat and for girls
If the entire male secticn is enclosed on two or more

sides by the higher voices of the girls, it is much more
likely
to maintain correct pitch.

The bcys, if they are behind the girls,

cannot hear the girls' voices as well, and are likel
y to cause the
entire group to flat.

Ihe diagrams which follow illustrate how

the tenor and bass sections may be surrounded by the
girls in order
to correct tendencies to flat.

Figure 10 (page 91) is more

effective for a choir of 2U0 voices or more,
while Figure 11 is
more appropriate for the small chorus
. These are especially
planned fer groups who hAre access to a raised
platform or risers.

91

I

In

Lai

43asses

a^4 Ten

Chcrus Arra4gement 1:o. 2
Figure 10`'

I

-Reek S o Fran°
Second

•
Saurrti

SoFr*no

-T;i•vso r

•••••

Sword
Setend

Frt

5012n1410

Alko

illixed Chorus J-sra2gement ic. 3
l'igure 11tilson also suggests a formation that helps
in keepinG the
chorus on pitch, especially when the grou
p is stadini or Eitting

`tain t
4Erone,

cit., p. 47.
cit., p.

u.

on a level whIle singil,:

4n1
Aao

SOrttno

Llixeo Chorus 1.rraneuent
Figure 12'
"T.hen the male sections are encircled by the higher
voices cf the girls, less flatting will occur and
there will be a 'Letter chance for true intonaticn.
The uen are in quartet formation and have access to
the front line center facing the audience. In rehearsal the young tenors and basses are near the conductor and he can duickly assist them in oifficult
passaLes. if any cf the altos are used to strengthen
the first tenor section, they should sit directl! behino the boys to give then added courage.
The diagram following re resents another vell-knewn arrangerent.

'While it is especially popular with church choirs, it would

be wise for the average schcol chorus to try scme other plan, particularly if the group has trouble staying on pitch.
boys behind the girls

is

Placing the

likely to increase the tendency to flat.

Also, the arrangement offers no possibility for using the inner
cr double choir.

There is, however, an advantage in the fact that

in eight-part music the first and second tenor parts often double
the first and second soprano parts.

--Lson, et. cit.„. 12t.
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V-Ii

i St

Z P-4 •

iS
i

-Bass

-Bass

-TWrior

-Finer

10

t. si

Ilk

X.11

5orr&no

/Alfa

Alto

5opre.no

.Lixed
Chorus Axrapgement ito. 5
Figure 151
Interdependence of parts,.--1Lany conductors advLcate the
placing of inner harmonic Darts (the tenors and altos) close together.

These voices often have harmonic phrases together.

It

is comparatively easy for the soPranos and basses to get their
-parts because they are the "outside" voices.
however, are likely to have difficulties.

The inner voices,

Placing the basses

and sopranos together also improves the intonation of the entire
choir because the rundamental tone of the basses assists the sopranos in rLaintaining pitch.b

The illustrations folloving are

two of the standard arrangements used in placing outer and inner
voices together.

7
Ibid., p. 125.
8Ibid., F. 142.
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2!i
a.55

"
Tin crr-

z1-4

I
So pra o

I
"7-42.10, or

rUi

t-.

Sivra.no

-Axed Chorus 1zrangecnt lc. C
Yigurc 149

511

Sofran o

z

zrol

Ltixed Chorus Arrawment No. 7
Figure 15"
Krone gives three reasons why
tenors z.-1,6 altos, sopranos
and basses should be next to
each other in t he chorus:
I

If the tenors need support in
a high phrase
from some of the second altos,
the two 1-:arts
are right together.
"11. The two outer parts, sop
rano and bass, can
hear each other and are more
likely to stay
in tune.
C. Gull choral writer
s know the effectiveness
of using altos and tenors tog
ether, and sopranos and basses together
for color effects,
anO they frequently write due
t passages for
these combinations.
a.

0
- Ibid., 1. 14.2.
101_,rone,
cit., p. LC.
11„.
p. ZO.

4
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Balance within Sections.--It is important tow ork for good
If one voice or

intonat.‘,11 and blending within each section.

cne type of vcice predominates, tne ensemble effect will be
spoiled.

Lany authorities advocate a plan which alternates "reed"

and "flute" types of voices.
by a

light,

The "flute" type is characterized

thin, lyric quality, with a very penetrating tone,

while the "reed" type is distinguished by a heavier, deeper, and
more resonant quality.

Alternate seating of these two types is

especially effective in securing a good unison in the secticn,
for the two types La quau..,ty tend to offset each other, whereas
two of the same type together reinforces that quality and makes
12
it more difficult to secure a good unison.
Olaf C. Christiansen demonstrated at the Christianse Choral
School how the two types of voices can be alternated in a double
choir forrlaticn:
Choir I
..,.. .k,ass
I
`lenor II

Bass

i

.1. T nor
IT ato
-1

i.lto I

Bass I
Tenor II
idto I

aorano II

f I6 Tranot
etc.)

Scrranc II

X - reed type
Y - flute type
Lcuble Choir xxrangeEent iTo. 1
Pigure 16
There are many variations cf the standard arrangerents
which may bc used tc ae_vantaE',e iL erecial numtcrs or for tore

12
Ibid., p.:12.
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elaborate and cletailed work.

itssiely even a beginIsiLL

•

EdEbt s,...ccessf_lly use one or two nurers which requirtr. L "ecic"
cr. "ecLo" choir in tic center of the entire L;roui.

This inner

chcir 0: better vices serves as an intcnaticn anchor for the
:thole chorus, besides being very ueeful for :
,
;ecial effects, ccrtraets, and more oclicate L:r difficult rassaes than tLe entire
personnel r.iEht be able to accmplish.1'6

unc way tc a.rran6e

is deslonstrated here:
Solo

e-kts‘r

Mello 5t?_p_ra_1_12%

Solo Choir 4,rran6ement
wiuure 1714
In using a double chorus, the fcllowinc„ seating 1:lans Llay
be used.
tht.A.T Z

Choir'
13
—
las
.
I
thewI Gh•irit
Choir IL

1

ti
Tel,r
Choir 11

.°
1 1°;r1
I

Louble Choir J.arran6e;.Ant iO. 2
Figure 16'

;
•

Choir.1

1

Choir ..rrangqient
Figure 19'

Double Choir i,rrankjent Lc). 4

Cain explains Figure 20 thus:
"The whole choir is ready to sinE numbers which
call for re-enforcenent of parts or fo r
division into
separate ctoirs. This rnr be effecteel without rJaking
it nectesary for any member of the chc ir to
change
his seat.
"Choir 1:
Choir 2:
Tenor
Bass

96
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If tne chorus is large, there 1_,y be occc-sions when it is
neceaF,ary an(; 17.erhal.e desirable to divide the group..

This forma-

tiGn of the divided Li:Led chorus has been used cy the testern
Chorus in pliulic perfomances and is illustrated belcv:

:Divided 1-ixed Chorus txrangeL.'ent
ure 21

6ummary
.rL nut...0er of possible arrangerlents of voices have been
rresented in this chapter, but not, however, with the point of
view that any one of them is tho ideal set-up

fcr every occasion.

Rather, they are included in order tu give the reacer a concet
of the vide range of possibilities in dealing vith tiis problem.
Suggestions by authorities in dealing A.th and treating cutstanding difficulties which the high schocl choral director is
likely to meet, have been given.

however, no one riar can cover

up all vocal faults cr compensate for actual luck of skill.

T:lere

are no substitutes for the fine attriutes of geed tone cuality,
precise titch, and artistic intertretaticn.
arrangenent

i=gcrta::
- t, it

\'.hile the seating

ncreay a device in ac.1-..ieviL:Lthe

best possible results, and it must always be considered as such.
The chorus shculd constantly strive for rr:ore perfect ba-Lanac--

;
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balance of tone,. balance among parts, and within sections.

This

is one of the dominant characteristics of the profescional cLorus.
Some thought should be given to the appearance of the group,
especially before an important public performance.

4..s far as

practicable, the cunductor should arrange tie singers according
to height.

However, the quality of the performance should never

be sacrificed simply for the sake of the looks of the group.
It is important that ensemble singers learn tc listen.
-

It

has been said that occasional listening may correct bad intonation, while habitual listening will prevent it.

The conductor

should encourage the students to listen to the other parts.

r.hey

must form this habit before they will be able to sing in tune
with each other.

The director can do a great deal toward pre-

venting bad intonation by so arranging the chorus that each
section is aware of the other parts.
SoL:e rearrangements will undoubtedly be necessary as the
voices change and develop.
wise to experiment.

if one plan seems inadequate, it is

Possibly different selections nay demand

changes in the positions of some of the voices.

The director

must be on the alert constantly in order to detect Changes in
range and quality in individual

voices.

Only by knowing Lis

'singers, and by being aware of their vocal problems will he be
'83ple to help them as individual singers, and at the same time
discover the best possibae arrangement for his chorus.

e-

t p.
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no phase of choral work that reflects planning

and well-organized preparation on the part of the director
ti
the extent that the actual training in the rehearsal
does.

The

chief reouisites for success with a chorus, as the
writer sees
it, are (i) knowledge of the principles of singing,
l2) an
understanding of you.'6 pecple, (3) adequate mater
ials, (4)
efficient planning, and (1-)) good leadership.'
4,11 extensive
analysis of the technioues involved in
conducting rehearsals
and in voice production would exceed the limits
of this study.
However, the basic fundamentals of such vital
processes in slnging as breathing, diction, and tone prcducticn
are treated bi:efly here in order that the reader may bette
r unuerstand the nature
of choral problems. some of the most obvic
us and widespread
difficulties are presented in t.is chapter,
along with suggested
means of treating these difficulties.
A number of vocal and breathing exercises
are presented in
this treatment.

In many of these exercises the originator is

unknown; however, the authorship is indicated
by footnotes
cases in which it is definitely established.

for

A few good exer-

cises used consistently and thoroughly, rith
definite purpose, will
achieve better results than a large number
performed in a haphazard
or unsrstematic way. On the other
hand, the ccnducter r,:z.y be able
to Get the Cesired results witho
ut using exercises at all.
Vocal control on the part of the singers
is absolutely

1
f
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essential for good enseMble res
ults.

VI-ale the students who

enter the beginning high school
chorus probably will have the
necessary initial talent, they und
cubtedly v;i11 need training
in developing that talent and in ach
ieving same measure of vocal
control. '6hatever means are
to be exercised to accomplish
this
must be decided by the tea
cher. Techniques in themselve
s are unimportant. :;one technique
s and devices will be necess
ary, however, and the director mus
t decide uhich ones will be
most'effective
and practical for his group
of singers.
Little improvement can be
expected In the chcrus unl
ess the
director himself understan
ds the science of voice
production, and
unless he is willing to
diagnose conscientiously
and sympathetically
the weaknesses of his cho
rus and to carry cut a
systematic and
fundamentally sound plan
for remedying those wea
knesses.
The Rehearsal
Lany a musically medioc
re choral conductor has
excelled by
using comm‘al sense in
planning an effective use
of rehearsal time.
In order to insure rap
id progress, the cLn
ductor should have
definite koals fLr each
session; furthermore, he
should have in
mind the means by which
he intends to attain L.h
ose goals. }leder
says,"4,nyone who has eve
r been al/lei:1,1)er of a mus
ical organization
has realized that no suc
h group is ever better
than its rehearsal
1
.
period."
:Anne the rehearsal is
tremendously important,
every unnecessary or impractic
al item should be
eliminated sc that all
of
1Kat
hryn Eanders ideder,
"lAreamlining Choir .Re
Etude, LXIiI, j.c. B(A
hearsa14N
,ngust, 1944), 449.

164.

the time may be used to the vest adv
antace.
The ideal rehearsal room, the
necessary zaterials and equipment, and the Cetails of orLanizati
cn involved in a choral practice are diec-ssed elsewhere in this
study. Therefore, these
elements will not be treated aga
in here.
he supreme factor in
musical achievement is efficient
rehearsal. "ence, the following analysis is presented in order to
der,onstrate how the rehearsal
time maw se utilized to insure the
most desiraLle and worth-while
outcomes.
The Rehearsal iicur.--If the cLn
ductor has a voice in the selection of the rehearsal hour,
he Should choose a tie at whi
ch
the siLgers are likely to be fre
sh physically and mentally.
If
the students are in proper condit
ion, they can put forth a great
deal more energy and concentra
ted effcrt, and thus the maximu
m
amount of work can be accomplis
hed. Erone2 suggests choosi
ng a
time late in the morning, just
before lunch, or an hour or so
after lunch. Early in the nor
ning the voc.1 cords are not
sufficiently flexible and unoer
ccntrol to do the best work, end
'
just after eating and late in the
afternoon are not good ti.:es
from a physical standpoint.
In describing the condition cf
the
voices at different stages of
the day, Cain says:
Sarly in the morning he bod
y is fresh physically
but the voice lacks spirit
. The voice improves as ti4
day rears on, up to an hour bef
cre sunset. There is then
a drop of potential voice bea
uty and power until about an
hour after sunset when the vci
ce again improves and continues to attain brilliance
and clarity as the evening
prcgresses."°

2.

cit., r.

32.

cit., 1;. Z7.
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If possible, the chorus re_earsa.l.s sho
uc be confined to
scho(1 hours. Just before a concer
t or sot:e other iLportant
event it Lay be necessary to scheou
le a few extra rehearsals
at night or after schocl. Seveiai points
should be taken into
ccnsideratien if the cluo is
compelled to meet outside of the
regular schocl day: (1, the
usc of artificial light, (2) lack
of heat,
the competition with athletic and
other organiLations for attendance, (4) the fac
t that some students wor in
the afternocns and at night, (o)
the fact that scmc pupils
live some cistance from the sch
ool and might have transportati
on
diffict)Ities, ano (6) cveryonc
is tired, including the teache
r.4
;.arming LiL.--Just as instru
mental players usually sec that
their fingers, emnouchures, ins
truments, and strings are
'prepared before playing a taxing
nui,.ber, so the chorus member
s
Ehculd have a short period in
which to "wanti up" their voices
before attacking the principal
reliearsal work. Vocalising, whe
n
intelligently dir&ct.
,
.-d,
,;ct into condition the vocal
cords
and the ether body muscles req
uired in singing. Eieder end
orses
this practice as evidenced by
the following ciuctaticn:
"Begin the rehearsal with some
vocalises. The
average choir singer does not
practice daily. he is
not in voice. 11. few humming exe
rcises properly done,
a few warming-up exercises on ah,
may be the means of
patting him into ccnditicn to
sing well and with enzjoyment.
he tones which would have been
fcrced are
new vibrant and free, full of
the resonance of the natural
singing voice. Yhe famous Lest
zLinster Choir of Lr. 4hn
Pinlej Ulliason has always
followed this practice."'

ivonavec, .s.z. cit.,
5
Ur. cit., p. 44E'.

,
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cz.cprecautiors shEuld

ouserveu in usinG warm-up devices.

If the exercises are not vji.y chosen

c ca.refully directed, they

may not only be u waste cf valuable time,
but actually harmful to
the singers. Eumming aria soft vowel ton
es are excelient for warmin -up purroeef..., uut exercises whi
ch strain or Zar the voice—as
in lcue staccato singing—should bc
avoided. This activity, although
important—should never take
more than a few Linutcs cf rehear
sal
time. The value of this type
of exercise is realized by consis
tent,
purposefui use, anc:
. a maximum cf five minutes spe
nt in thie way
will be sufficient, if the exe
rcises are prtterly directed.
Variety in the selection of
vocalises insures Greater intere
st
on the 1:art of the students.
If the members dislike for
mal
vocalizatiLn, the same result
s may be secured by replac
inw the
exercise rith a familiar
song, such as "Old Folks
at lime" cr
Bennie." If a song is use
d for this rurpose, it is
wise to
have the chorus hum it, cr
nE it using vowels instea
d of the
usual wcrds.
The following exercises are
several which may be used for
warm-up purposes in high
school choral work:
"ne good ray to 'warm up'
the choir is to have
then stand and s-;;ing the
upper part of the body in a
circle from the waist.
Then let the arms hang loo
sely
from the shoulders, and
bend forward from the hips
swinging the arms from lef
t to right. Luring this
latter exercise, ycu close
the lips lightly and emit
a vigcrous thml as you
exhale. IA first this is mor
e
spoken than sung. Then let
your voice find whatever
tone comes naturally, and
hum on that pitch. Try
to
fiil your face and L)cdy
with the tone."6
•6

u

Krone,

p.

10 b
The exercices below arc to oe runc
in unison, ths boys
singing an octave lower than the gir
ls. The cirector should
begin the vocz..li
.
ceb tit u point wi.ich
easily within the range
of all the studentu aLa pro6ress u or down chr
omatically at
his own Ciscretion.

,^
•4 (t.
-
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hehearsal Techniqucs.--There
are innumerable ways of conductin
e
a chorus rehearral. In fac
9 every director has his own technique
c
and his individual manner of
-7
procecure. Cowart).
maintains that
there are three outstandinc pla
ns of conductinc rehearsals:
(1)
the Conventional Generalizing
u.ethod, (2) the Critical Particula
rizing liethod, and (3) the Coll
.partLental 4ecia1izing kethod.
Choral
conductors usually use all thr
ee of these at cone time or oth
er,
singly or in combination, whether
or not they call them by these
particular names. Condu:tors
ehould know the oistinctive fea
tures

henry Coward, Clcral Techni
- ue Eale Intcrzretation(licy
E. W. Gray Co., inc., n.
York,
6.), 1. 0.

ICe
and differences of these bas
ic rehearsal st:f les, am the
y
should
ow the best stage at whic
h to use each. Coward giv
er
an analysis af these plans
as follows;
"The Conventional Genera
lizing 1.ethod is the on
to be followed chiefly as
the foundation of all reh e
earsals.
It consists of going thr
ough the music time after
time until the general outline
of it is mastered, and
the spirit
of the composition fully
grasped by the singers.
ally this is quite coL•re
ct, and, as such, this use Theoreticful and
necessary process is fol
lowed by the great majori
ty of
conductoxs. 11.i.ost of the
m, ilowever, fail to achiev
or at least distinction,
e success,
bec
nettled...Tile Critical Par ause of the limitations of the
ticularizing iiethod ccnsis
in striving for perfectio
ts
n in each detail—music,
words,
expression, etc.--to att
ain which the method is
necessary....The little
absolutely
known and little practi
ced CompLxtmental Lpecializing -eth
od consists in taking som
point or topic, and con
e special
centrating all attention
on it, and,
for the time being, ignori
ng everything else. For
if note-perfection of
instance,
a difficult phrase be the
object
scught, all faults of ton
e-quality, words, bre
pressiLn are passed ove
athing, or exr."8
The vise conductor will
have at his disposal the
technir.ues
for using any of the plans
mentioned, or any combinati
on, depending
upon his a:.proach to the
problen and also upon the
needs of his
cborus.
Ifter soe "warming-u
p" device has been used
to get the vocal
cerds c: the Lingers in
proier condition for work,
the principal
rehearsal material aay
be started. If a familiar
or T;:_rtly-learned
ecnc is used first, tbe
studfints, since they vill
not have to
worry ,out techn.xal dif
ficulties, can concentra
te on the finer
detuik of artirtic expres
sion, and at the same tim
e get settled
and ge.t in the mood for
serio-,s work. xsycholog
ioally it is a
sounc :Llicy to begin
the rehearsal, or any
un•crtaLin,, with
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something vn.ich tne lartic
iianti can co fairly won.
This is
not only a pleasant unu exhile
rating beginning for tne pra
ctice;
it i&
leo a good motivator ano ins
pires group cenfience.
The ckneuctor ,
1..ay have ideas of his own
as o Loy; to cirect
the group into - brief period
of relaxaticn between scnEz.
.
directors reccmmeno uein6 som
e interestinE vocalise or
letting
the chorus harmonize "barbe
rshop style" for a few minute
s.
activity of thio sort ten
ds to relieve the nervous ten
sion which
is necessarily iresent in any
intense effort. If tids oev
ice
can be used without the gro
up's getting out of ccntrcl,
it can
be beneficial to the singers
while at the same time it mak
es the
rehearsal more interesting.
..t11:
yr

Y.hen presenting new materi
al, tie wise conductcr wil
l ccnsi6er thc mental process whi
ch generally takes pl-cc
whEn reaL
learning occurs.
xcording to 1;utt, the mental
process is b.s
follows:

t,4. .„
.1r. .„. .

1

• 1

"(1) lhe mind sees whatev
er is presented to it as
vague whole. (2) It ana
lyzes this vague whole int
o
its essential parts or ele
ments, noting the signif
icance
cf each to the whole. (6
) It eiscovere the domina
nt
parts or elements and rec
rga
elements around the domina nizes the other parts or
nt one. The mind now see
s
the thing as a significant
cr known whole instea4 of
as the vague whole with whi
ch it started. (4j The r4.i
repeats this process of
nd
analysis and synthesq unt
il
the significance of the
whole becomes habit. u"
This basic pattern would
be excellent for the con
eucl-cr to
follow in teachint, ecng
material to his chorus.
It is very irportant that, before the
group begins wcrk on a
new coL.pocition,
the members have an cve
r-vie of tie song as
a whole. Points
8
Hui,ert tilbur butt, .rr
incille9U)
s cf Te:..chirw. 1-.11
eurils(hew York, The Cen
1 1
,
tury C.., 1), pp.
B1-61-.
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of interest concerning the style, text, music, or
cor-poser ccule
be given by the director.

4-.1so the accompanist shculd play the

entire song over once or twice in order that
the students ms.y
get the feel of the .hythw, the pLtterns of
the mclocy, the
progression of the harmony, and a sense
of the mood as felt by
the composer.
crone lists six general principles
which aloply to teaching
a new scng.

They are:

"1. Choose an easy section of the song
to work en
first, EO that the choir feels that
they are 'getting
their teeth into it.' •
"2. In drilling on a separate part in
a hor:.ophonic
song, let the piano fill in the other
parts quietly.
"3. kiorbine vocalization with drill on
parts, by
singing some passages with a vowel at
first.
"4. Donot drill on too long a passage
at a tire,
and avoid keeping one section of the choi
r working too
long while the others have nothing
to do.
"5. Take the part that needs help by
itself, drill
as needed, then combine it with another
part or parts.
"6. In homcphonic m4Ric, work on harm
ony parts
first, the melody last."'"
lAnce few of the chorus merbers will
have had any technical
mL;sic training, EOLie simple explanat
ions by the teacher may be
necessary. The director should make
sue that every member
understands rhich staff or line of
music he is to follow. A
knowledge of the basic rhythmic patt
erns is also essential.
There will scarcely be time the firs
t year to teach the chorus
how to read music unless most of
the rehearsal hour is devoted
to drill. i.Lost of the songs work
ed on by the beginning chorus
will have tc be learned by rote. Howe
ver, the teacher can present
scme of the fundamentals of sight
reading and lay the foundation
10 )7.

cit., pp. 4(2.-t.O.
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for more thcrough work in the years following.

The first year

chorus cannot be expected to aprec-.ate a great deal of
technical
drill.

If the students themselves can be made to feel a
need

for sight-reading, this desire En their part will
prove to be
the first step toward actually acquiring the skill.
(if all the factors involved in conducting an effic
ient and
successful rehearsal, the essential and ail-impo
rtant one is
that the director himself be prepared.

He must have made pro-

vision for routine details so that they function
smoothly, as
means, however, and not ends.

Above all, the director must

know his music; he must know specifically what
he wants to
accomplish during the rehearsal and how he plans
to accomplish
the objectives he has set up.

Ee dlould be able to budget his time

so that none of the important and necessary
features of his plan
of voice training have to be crowded out. Furtheiacr
e, the director
should bc ready to start the rehearsal on
tiL.e. If he is careless about this, it follows loLically that his
,t.lidents will
have a tendency to neglect being prompt also.
Leeping the group busy in

tirsuing a well-planned, well-

directed procedure curing the rehearsal
not only tenos to make
the pupils feel that Ole practice is worth
-while and interesting,
but it also eliminates the pcssibility of
many discipline
pro lens.
1.xtencive instructions and meaningless
repetitions should
be avoided. The conductor can help
in saving the voices of the
students if he is alert and can cuick
ly recognize ol_portunities
for doing this. For exavple, Olen
rshearsing a passage elich re
quires the use cf an extreL.ely high range
, -Lhe music can os

I
. •
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practicee an octave—or perhaps only a minor third—lower.

Strain

and diecouragement can oe avoided if the students are allowed
to sing In the easy range of their voices while they are learning
ticir prts.

Of course .he wise coaauctor knows also how to

save his own voice.
At all times the choral ccnductor ehoula remeMber that he
is dealing with human beings.

The importance of coms_endation

and encouragement cannot be unnerestimated, particularly for
beginning singers.

Recognition cf conscientious ane sincere effort

is never amiss.
The conductor should plan his rehearsal so that
he can end
it on time.

It is unfair to require the etuaents to stay longe
r

than .he allotted time in any course.

This is especially true

if they have other classes to meet the following
period.

If

possible, the ccnductor should allow encugh time
at the end to
close the rehearal with a familiar song that
all the members
enjoy singing.

If the chorus period is the last one in the schoc
l

day, the ending song may be one which has a
brilliant and thrilling
climax.

However, if the rehearsal takes place scmeti
tie within

the regular schedule, a wore subaued closing numbe
r would be more
appropriate. Since the students will be going
out into the halls
and corridors, it is unfair to the rest of the
school ,o send
them cut in a boisterous t.00d.
LikciTaine.—It
.
has been the experience of the writer that
the most effective way to prevent
dieciplinary proclems in ciudral
rehearsals is to beep the entire group
busy. In order to Co this,
the rehearsa.L must be efficiently
planned an6 direct(c. ;;11 of

,

Wm.

the materials should be reacy i'or use before the hcur.

daeo

the director must know exactly rhat he wants to 6et cone and
how he will go about accomplishiLg hi L oe.;ectives.

J%kivance

plannirg is very eseential if the rehearsal is to plogre
ss in
an orderly and business-like manner.

In consieering this

phase of the rehearsal, .afred ;aither wrote the follcwing in
an article for the Etuae:
"As to discipline, the choir's spirit of
fair play Should be apeal to.
Everyone likes
to see an organizaticn funcuicning with preCIElOn and showing unfailing devotion to its
duty and loyalty to its director and the people
it represents, whether it be a church choir,
a high .ohool band, or an American 'Legion drum
ccrps."
To master music--or any other skill-is a chalienEx and
a
fern of discipline to the learner.
cised in order to excel.

This luea

Lelf-contrcl must be exerbeen expressed in an

editorial thus, "The absorbing porer of beautiful music
is cne
of the greatest cisciplinary forces in life."12
value of discipline in
spiration with effort.

The great

is found in the col.binatien of in-u_usical difficulties chou--C be approached

and conquered, not for themselves alone, but for the deliEn
tful
experience of acconplishing something worthwhile and beautiful.
It is imperative that the nembers of the chorus recegnize
and respect the authority of the cenducter.

cit.,
121Lude,

he is the one who

r. 827.
1C(ucteber,

626.

.

Os,
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Lust decide the ;clicies to be used in tri-ininL the Lrc.ur, in
interpretation, and in perforuance.

Tne finul product--the re-

sults cf the year's work--should reflect the director's ;erscnality, his skill, and his concepticn of the 1Lusic used.
it Lay be difficult for the students to get used tc follcwing a
leader.

If they do not understand the fundamental beats or the

other rJanual instructions that the conductor uses, these should
be explained.

The director should try to Lake it easy for theni

to follov his dIrecticns anu to respond to

is wishes.

Intentional erratic conduct..ng is reconmended by 1;roner4
when the choir becolLes sluggish or tends to take the conducting
fcr i;ranted.

This device catches the indolent and inattentive

siner and jelts hiLl to attenticn.
In conventional conducting technique, the r._Lht

c is

laainly concerned with the netronoxIlic beat while the left
hand
indicates such things as shadings, phrasings, durations, attacks
,
and releases.

however, the conouctor has the privilege of using

whatever techniques that he finds effective in accomplishing his
purpose.
The Axconranist.--une of the conouctcr's most valuabl assets
e
is a good accompanist.

In the small high school there may nct be

a capable and exTerienced Tianist rhcm the conductor
can ask to
accompany the cherub.

In this case the director may have to train

a faculty nenber or a student for the work, or
he ncy even have
to play the accompaniLents himself.
The wcrk of an accdnist is good or bad,
depending upon

13
02.£2rti , p. 446

44.
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the recognition, by the chorus and the accolTanist, of one great
artistic principle.

saccoreing to Bart_Ley,

thil: principle is

that the eo=poser, with few exceptions, has creattd nis work with
the •.Lea of writin6 a solo, not a duet.

The accompanist must be

willing to be the background for the soloist rather than the leading figure.
There are several outstanding factors wilich are inherent in
ideal accompanying.

igiany a good pianist can be developed into a

good accor..panist also if these factLrs are called to his attention.
Dykema. and Cundiff have listed nine of these points:
"1. The player must rsmenber that he is primarily
to assist rather than direct sinking.
"2. The rhythm must be steadily maintained.
"3. The melody must net be overshadowed.
"4. In playing chords, care should be taken to sound
the two hands simultaneously.
"5. The pedals must be easefully used.
"C. The player needs to study the acccmpaniment to
discover any special effects in it, such as Counter themes
(r.elodic strains not a part of the main melody), or realistic effects as of spinning wheels, sighing winds, bugle
calls, etc.
"7. If there is no introduction, such a perticn of
the composition should be used for this as sets forth the
melcdy or creates the atmosphere and ends rith a cadence
suitable for the beginning voice phrases.
"E. In playing for large groups as in asseLlly work,
a firm, full body of tone is essential, and the player
needs to have sufficient free:don from the printed pace to
be able to w atch the director.
"S. Care is needed to ktep the instrument in good
tune; otherr4se the singers may fall into habits cf poor
intonation.u'D
Evelyn Y. Mornbake has listed additional requisites for the
good accopanist.

nile she refers to the performer as the

_
14 _
IrvineL. Bartley, "7:hat i SzTected of an ,,ccoml,enist?"
ltude, LXIII, Le. 4(Arril, 1945i, 189.
15
i./R. cit., p. 27.
4
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soloist, the same al_llo,..tiens soul( be made to
.he chorus
,
.
10. "The accompanist ehoald have a deep interest
and sincere resi:ect for the soloist and for the rork
rhich he L.,: doing.
11. "The accompanist should perfcrm tecnically
as well
the person wham he is accompanying.
12. "The accompanist should have musiciansh
ip.
1-. "The accompanist should be poised and alert
.
14. "The accompanist should be acctuainted with
his
soloi4,!S repertcire and should be able to sight
read
1Lany singers depend upon the accompaniment
to keeptheL: on
pitch.

if the pianist can play the elements of each chord
clear-

ly and distinctly, the intonaticn of the group will
not suffer.
The ;ism) shculd be placed so that the singers can
hear it.
Y.hen an upright Oano is used, it is often diffic
u..t to arrange
it so that no section or individual will be
unable to hear the
At'

acccmpanimnt.
great deal of material on the teachinc of singi
ng is available, but seeks and articles tbt deal with the
training cf
accompanists are rare indeed. 'in discussing
this point, 1,uticr
saie:
"The mistake of acccmpaniments rhich are reall
y
detrimental to the success of the accompanie
d organization or the soloists, do not consist ordin
arily of
wrong notes, or wrong time or rhythm, or
of playing
too louuly.
or the most part they consist of errors
which, while they escape the ear of the avera
ge listener, nevertheless handicap the *nerfcrmsr.
xerha
ps
the first fault is in the fact that the direc
tor 1,ays
too much attention Xo the singers and too
little to
the accompanists."11

161ve1yn Y. KornbaIze, "hccompany
in, is an hrt," Lducatit,nal
zinc,1.Y.11(:J
- c7.tember-Cctober, 19k`f), 5.

iucjc'

17E. T. Butler, "Pcinters for the
Acconranist," The
XLVI, lo. ?kZuly-.ugust, 1lj, 12.j.
-

a,
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considers that training of accompanist:. is the mos
t

neglected of all musical preparation.

it is evident that the

accompanist's role is often underestimat
ed.

Ec can steady halt-

ing passages, he can help build up a gocd climax
; hc can create
atmosphere; he can cover up mistakes
of the singers;

he can in-

spire confidence and poise in the performer
s; he can, in short,
make or break a musical performance.
Vocal Technique
A comprehensive treatise of vocal dev
elopment is not
attempted in this thesis. How
ever, the writer has tried to
present an accurate description of
the mechanism of the hmizm voi
ce
and also to state the fundamental
principles of voice production.
Choral problems, such as blendi
ng, intonation, and phrasing
are
given more attention than pro
blems of the individual singer._
In developing voices for ideal
choral results, the teacher
must definitely plan the obj
ectives toward which he will wor
k
and spot the difficulties whi
ch have to be overccme. Ath
orough
understanding of the voice and
a knowledge of how to diagnose
quickly and accurately vocal
weaknesses are necessary if the
conductcr is to achieve the mos
t satisfactory outcomes.
According to Davion,18 ther
e are seven cardinal issues
to
be met: pronunciation, ton
e, breathing, phrasing, rhy
thms, variety
in dynamics, and imtres
siveness. All of these ele
ments are very
lE

On. cit., p. 21.2.

lc
- 4-xchibald T. Davison, Cho
ral Cond,ctinL(Camtridge,
kassa:.‘husetts, harvard Univer
sity Pres::, 1940), p. 47.

r'•
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significant in effective choral work.

Tic factors which could

be considered in a treatment of vocal technique are enoless
.

The

writer has chosen to organize all of these factors arolmo
the
following four dominant items:
tion, and interpretation.

breathint
,tone production, dic-

Several eleLents which possibly do

not come within the scope of these four headings are discuss
ed
separately.
k.
The fact that a number of vocal exercises are include
d in
: this study has been noted previously.

These exercises are listed

only as suggesticns—possible devices which may be the answer
to
same vocal problems which the conductor is most likely to
encounter.
No one particular exercise can be a cure-all for every vocal
weakness.

Likewise, no one device is likely to be effective fcr

every situatisn.

The conductor must exercise discretion in de-

ciding which techniques and devices are needed for his group
of
singers.

In coGsidering this matter of exercises, (;oward pre-

sents three axioms which he follows in his scheme of choral voicebuilding:
111. The exercises, and the time spent in
voice
exercises, must be short.
"2. The exercises must be very easy, so that
they can be memorized and sung automatically, and
thus prevent the mind from being diverted from the
object to be attained.
"3. he emeFcise must unfailingly lead to the
desired reFtult."
It would be impossible to include within one chal- tcr—or
.
one rolure—all of the technical c€ tails that con€

'L°Corard, 0-. cit.,

it

the

Woo
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province of chcral training.

Tile writer has present

the ele-

ments vhich she considers to be outstandin6 and fundaLental.
1Le conductor, hcrever, must decide for hiLeelf \that his students
are capable of doinE, r.dat his standards of performance shall be
and which devices he ;ill eploy.

bo iron-clael or aroitrary

principles can be set up ,:nd Liaintained througi, every musical
situation.
an

The conductor must use his discretion,musicianship,

corzLon sense in decicing whal, oest meets the demands of the

occasion.
A. Bresthing.--The foundation of the art of singing is breath
suprort.

The natural functicr of breathing is so cemmenplace,

and the process is apparently so simple and mechanical that many
people overlook its importance.

The breathing act obviously con-

sists of taking air itto the lungs (inspiration) and expelljne; it
expiration).

The obect of respiration in relation to sin6ing

is to inhale sufficientbreath to fill thc lunLz entirely, an

to

get such cormand of the respiratory muscles as to exhale the acquired breath to the best advantag-e.21

By exercising the full

catacity of the lungs, the condition cf the entire boCy can be IL.proved.

In deep oreathing every minute cell in all chatbers is

filled and exercised.
normal capacity.

The average person does not breathe to

The singer, however, needs to

habit, since good voice :roductien depends
proper management of breath.

/.ccording to

habits insure many beneficial results:

21Ilio., r.
221sid., p. 64.

eve1op this

to a great extent urcn
.L2 proper breath:Lng

COWEir49

kl) it improves the breath

•
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power and contre; for singing, ‘2) it oxygenies the blood,
it improves the circulatJ.on ana strengthens the heart, (/) it
gives that ieristaltic action to the

tmach, which, r.rel.ctcE di-

gestic)n and is a foe to dyspepsia, kb) it raises

ht

spirit and

baniehes headache, (c,) it improves the carriage, and (7) it
beautifies the complexien.
In emphasizing the impertance of breath contra.,

iticr

states:
"7.e speak of the breath of life; am treat, is the
life cf song. Beautiful singing is predicateo upon
correct methods of oreathing, without rhich, though there
be a perfect larynx and r.erfect4 formed resonance chambers above, the result rill be unsatiefactor r....l'4ature
herself is economical, and the singer should economize
the resources of breath. To breathe easily and without
a waste of energy is essential to the best art, and gives
a feeling to the listener th-t the singer, rhose rcrk
he has enjoyed, has even mcre in reserve than he has given
out. *A.he sense„,.of reserve is me of the greatest triumphs of art."'
In the discussion cf respiration which appears in this chapter, the writer does not attemit to present the topic in all of
its Ihysiolcgical aspects. * Rather, the sdbject cf breathina is
discusscC. only in its capacity as a medium for obtaining the most
dellrable vocal results.

It is irpertant to note that the prin-

ciples of breathing for singing also apply to instrurnental ;laying, with one significant exception.

In playine an ilistrument

more pressure is required of the diaphragm but less volul..e cf air.
In singing the reverse applies—less pressure is re.iuired of the
dia-phrag..:, but more voluL.e of air.
in order to trec Trc7cr1::, good pcsture iz f.1::erat1re.

„
r,
Rat..

e Vcice, Its :,.?roduction, Care, and Prarank L. Liller,
I'dcilirr.icr,
C.
York,
servaticnGew

Weft
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'eis descrioed the ccrreet
singing losture thus:
"The first iiportant step
in gcod cinginc; is position.
The studentk, ehould taice
a position of activity, 'with
uoth
feet squarely on the flo
or. One foot, left or right,
should
be d. ightly ahead el' the
other Lo that there will be
no
feeling of over-balance.
ihe body must have a bueyand
feeling as if tc epring on the
toes. Lhoulders are Lk
and
chest is high. This does
not mean that the shoulders
are
raised iD the chin or the
chin Tuned back into the
neck.
Itel the weight of the bre
ath at the waist-line and
the ex,.
paneion of the breath at
the floating ribs. The han
ds can
be held loosely at the sid
es for a time. '.hen singin
g has
actually begun, the hands
ehould be raised in front
of the
body, so that there is no
pull on the abdominal mus
cles.
The body is bent slightly
forward with the weight of
body on the balls cf the
the
feet."24
It is important for the
vocal teacher tb know the
physical
organs involved in breath
ing. This knoA.edge is ess
ential if
he is going to develop breath
control in his stu6ents.
ll of
the respiratory orEans can
be classified as belonging
to one of
the folloing dor.inant par
ts: (1) the abdor:.inal mus
cle the -all
which protects the stomach
cavity); (2-) the diaphragm
(a horizontal
membrane cemposed of mus
cles and sinews which sep
arates the cavity of the chest from tha
t of the a.domen); G;) the
lunr-s; (4)
the rib casings; (5) tra
chea cr windpipe the tub
e that connects
the nasal sassages an.
the lungs); (6) the lar
ynx; and (7) the
routh and nose, the inlets
for air.
The technicra Ircess of
respiration 1:4y be briefl
y described
as follors: The air ent
ers the nose cr mouth and
passes into the
trachea. The opening into
the trachea is covered by
the eiglottis
which is raised durinL
breathing. The trachea div
ides intc two
branches, cr bronchi, an.
one brcnchus enters eac
h lur.L.
••
.4. ....Lk:

,

.
24.nzra H. Y. Veis, Tra
ining the .r.dclescent
l'urgees rublishing
Vcice(Linnearolie,
Company, 19.6), I. 'as
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windpipe az-,c

broixhi aic the 1.assa,es w'aich carry air to the lun

tis each brLnchus enters tile lung, it divices into brailches which
in turn branch cut again and again,
penetrated by these p-ssaLcs.
like sac called an air cell.

4,

that the entire lung is

La,ch branch ends in a small pcuchThe air cell, the wa.:.ls cf which

are very thin, are surrcunaed by minute branches cf the bleed
vessele.
are

4.11 of these thin tails cf the lungs and bleed vessels

atapted that there is an easy passe of oxygen into the

EC

blood.

The larynx (or voice box), fcrmed by several large pieces

of cattilage lined with a mucous membrane,
the opening into the windpipe.

is

found just below

On the outside of the larynx

project two folds of elastic tissue called the vccal cords.2b
(See l'igure
:.ere are several ways of breathing--sach as the clavicular,
the abdcminal, and the ccstal zetiicos--bL.it in the follewi-aL explanation the acceitable one fcr singinL is given.
inhaled, the lungs autmatically expand.

Then air is

There must be some means

of adjusting tc that expansion and controling it.

The diaphragLi

gives wi.ly aalci extenes downward; when the singer begins tc sing,
the diaphragm is pulled back up into place, thus rushing on the
lungs and forcing the air out,

then this breathing process is

mastered, the singer can control the amount of air which the diaphragm forces out as well as the rate at which the air is expelled.
In this manner of breatninL there shoula be no movement of the rib

25 .

.Lda L. i:eveley, anc Guy
Few
General Iiolccy(pcston, 1,.orwocd i-ress, 1c)2, rp. 297-2C.
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casing or the chest.

The work is acne entirely by the dia,phrugL.

There is a natural inertia of the vocal cords before tile initial
attack is made in a eong.

The rreuence of .Lnertia re,uires an

added impetus to get the vocal cords in operation.

The diaphragm

can be derended upon to supl.ly this additional pressure.

To lo-

cate the diarbragm externally, place the hand just below the "V"
in the rib casing.

Shen air is inhaled, the diaphragm should

extend.
The student who is used to shallow, unsystematic breathing
may have difficulty at first in acquiring this new technique.
However, it can be accompliehee, if the problem is not arrroached
to hastily.

Thorough consistent practice is very essential in

learning to breathe correctly for singing.
The following cemiaents were made in regard to the breatIling
process for singing by Peter Tkach:
"xs the breath leaves the reservoir and passes
through the larynx, the position of the tongue is important. The tongue in the back part of the mouth r..ust
be lifted with the intake of breath; the chin must Crcp
back and never push forward. ?at of the expelled
breath must be diverted toward the bead cavity to get
resonance. The control of the breatli is in the front;
volume is in the sides and back. The breath is never
stopped with the throat. The moment of pause with the
breath held is one of the most important things in all
singing.
"Danger points: too much breath against vocal cords
causes tremolo. Too much breath will canse hindrance to
the elasticity of the vocal cords. Also avoid making the
diaphragm rigid, holding back breath, and stiffening the
vocal organs.
"Lmit as little breath as possible at all times."'
The question of whether or not to use formal exercises in

Lecture, Christiansen Choral L,chool, :A11:;-, 1946.

teaching breath control to hAgh school singere has lone been a
i_ureell and Glenn2Y insist that,

matter of cbntroversy.

or school

purposes, Lreat-ing exercises Should be used sparingly, if at all.
They maintain further that the objective may be realizea through
correct posture and 1J:rase-wise attack.

Obviously, there can be

little value in abstract breathing exercises which have no practical applicaticn to the problems at hand; at least this seems
true from the student's stanupoint.

Coward favors a rigid appli-

caticn of oreathing exercises for serious

lo work.

he also be-

lieves that systematic technical training in breathing for choral
groups is theoretically desirable, but he has found this formal
drill c.o be impractical.

He justifies these conclusions by the

following reasons:
'!(1) Though elaborate breathing exercises are imperative for soloists, for choral singers a few definit_,
well-directed exercises suffice.
"(2) Zhenever I have tried to impose a eystematic
course of breathing exercises upon a choir, the members
all with one consent began to make excuse, and arrived
after the exercises were over.
"(s) I have never known a case where the persistent
use of breathin,, exercises in rehearsal time has not had
the efitct of (a) killing the interest in the rehearsal,
(b) of doing more harm than good, and (c) of causing, if
persisted in, the aissolution of the society. Therefore,
instead of draldng up an ideal scheme of what is theoretically desirable, I shall confine my remarks to what experience has shown me is practicable." 8
Coward con.inues the discussion by telling how he accomplishes
the purposes of breathing exercises rithout actually using the
formal exercises themselves:

• 2/

ci.

cit., p. 267.

28c.i. cit., 1-4). C1-62.

t
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q;ow while my experience has proved to me the futility
of the bad tactics of a frental attacx in the natter of 311posing or a.,tempting breatning exercises during the rehearsal
tine, I never neglect the subject, out gain my cozect oy a
flank tApvement. on al possible occasions—say, when lona
runs have to be nezotiate:1, ioi notes sustained, staccato
passes attacked, a climax reached, or a piaaisimo 1;araze
contrclled--I always refer to breathing as the key to the
situati,n, and taking a shcrt exerciee that seer.m to grow
out of the necessities cf the music Iext the chcir to el o
it willingly. The conductcr must seize such opportunities,
and keep his singers engaged cn breathing Exercises until
interest begins to flag. This, however, does not often
hai.pen, because the,9hject will have been achieved bcfort
that time arrives.""
en the ether hand, 1.ay choral conductors, such 0.. Tkach and
Lrone, advocate a direct approach tot he breathing prolem through
a fev well-chcsen and caref,illy eirected exercises.

Lack conductor

nust decide for himself which technique he shall fellow.
The exercises belcv are a few of those which have been used
effectively by cutstanding modern °here/ directors in develoTi.ng
breath ccntrol.

r._

_

2. Rapid panting like a dcg necessitates using the diaphragm.
This gives the beginner the experience of actually feeling the
movemert of the diaphragt: and demonstrates the sensation rhich
accoLpanies this manner of breathing.
3. flowing Exercise: "Inhale a full deep breath an blow
cut quickly, as if to blow cut a candle, &Cr.& distance a.ray.
erect this severc. tiLec. If done 'Leo efter
1;14
heginninc of vocal work, there nay be a sense of dizzines
S
29_ ..

p. CL.

t

•

or light-headed feeling, tut thiF iv no ineication of
weakness. 'It cc:..es from an ever-supply ,c,2 cxz:Len.
exercise rill trine tL,t breatninc more to a dee: rosition
and force the use c2 the diaphraExl. The ..ore bi.eath is
blown out, ;he Lore can be taken in, L:elice a strengthening of the breathing muscles.".20
1. Your-part ireath
"1. Hands in place at diaphragm--tirping body over
(standing position)
"2. Lip breath slowly through mouth - E counts inhaling.
"3. 8 counts hclding
"4. 8 counts exhaling
"To this while moving around. Vith pctice cne should
be able to holt the breath for 20 counts.""
°This wonderfully useful exercise is very simple. It
consists in taking deep breaths as I walk along the streets-say for a distance of two hundred yards. Lach restiration
is taken rhythmically--that is, Curing each six strides,
alloring three steps for each inspiration and three for
each exTiration. The tiLe allored can be varied according
to the wishes of each singer, soL.e only allowing four sters
for each respiration, while others will al;ow eight steps-four for inhaling and fcur fer exhaling.""
B. Tone Preduction.--The singer is his own instrument.

re-

cause of the intangible nature cf this hursan instruL,ent, it is
difficult to acquire a scientific unterstandinc of its ccrtrol.
The condctor rust know, in a general vay at least, the nature and
operation of the vocal apiaratus.

The organs connected with tone

producticn may be divided into three ;arts

tl

the bellows

(trachea, brenciA, lens, diaphragm, und the thoracic and abdcminal
muscles), (2j the vibrators kthe larynx and vocal cords), arc, (L,
the resonators which arc of two kinds, fixed and Lcvable structures.

E.E. cit., p.

O.

31
Tkach, .tecture, Christiansen Chcral Lchool, aziy,
:2Ccrard, sa.• cit., p.

t

Ss.
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The former ccnsist of the cavities, i.e., the vestibule,
the
pharynx, the nasal cavity, the sinuses, and the chest cavity,
according to sme authorities.

The latter ccnsist of the tone

velurE (soft palate), the lips, the cheeks, and the ,aw7.

These

are the flexible rescnators which form vowel and consonant
sounds."
The mechanical process involved in the singing act
is

I

P

ceedingly cumplex.

EX-

The teacher should have a working la-ler:ledge

of this process; care shoule be taken, however, to avoid overemphasis of the separate physical factors inherent in
voice producticn, in teaching.

binging can never be -satisfactorily reduced

to a mere scientific study.

If the teacher feels that certain

physical facts in the stucy of the voice should be presented
to
the members of the chorus, these facts should be brcugnt in
gradually anc for a srecific purpose.

It would be extremely un-

wise to approach the beginning chorus rith an analytical treati
se

A

of the technical problems and aspects cf the vcice.
I. C,uality of '.one.--Tone quality, which is determined by
the
distribution of the overtones, involves an intricate coordi
nation
Of the resonators and the vocal cords.
•

mcording to Zilson,34 the

basic principle of gcod vocal technicue includes proper mane
cent cf breath, an ,i.utor.atic adjustment of the vibrators, aad
a
free and unil..peded reenforcement ty the resonators of the tone

us.

produced.
1
1 -he sensation of a good singing tone is hill and
frontal.
shoule tr2 free

rd resonant.

Limy phytical factors ii:pede the

1..ureel1 and Lilenn, s.L. cit., rp 282-283.
34
U7. Cit., p. 166.

It

••

•
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preduction of a rure sinLine„ ton
e.

:.,oft hum:sing will give the

sensation of the ideal tone,
and it .s essential tht this
menta. cchceltich Le instille
d in the beginning student.
Ochn -i.. le Bruyn, an experienc
ed teacher of the voice ih
singing, has analyzed and cl
assified co=on weaknesses in
tone production. He has incl
uded those tones which the ea
r of
the trained teacher Lears in
the singer's voice that arc een
seu
as not beautiful, not pleasi
ng to the aesthetic feeling,
and for
that reason are likely to
be improperly produced.
1.r. Le Bruyn's
analysis, in part, is qu
oted below:
"Breakin.E. There are tw
o types of 'breaking.'
The first refers to a qua
lity change between quite
definitely grouped nott
S ixic is known as the 'r
egister
break.'
he secend type is hea
rd
as
a
co
Lp
le
te
of the mechanism and oc
collapse
curs more especially on
the higher pitches.
some of
'Treath insufficienc
y. :sreath insufficienc
be caused by a diff
y can
idence, nervousness,
fear of breaking, or fear of gettin
g out of breath—other
wise knern
as 'breath consciou
sness.' uften the one
sufferin from
this fault is heard to
inhale audibly before
phonaticn.
"Ereathy. Tone hear
dcrith the breath may
result cf intent, as
be the
in the case cf the 'a
spirate,' or
of inadve.tence. 4it
the least this is an
indication that
the vocal cords are
not well approximat
in
g.
"Too Eright. Lush
practice of bright vowe
as ee wet) or ay (m
ls, such
ay), to the consideraCJ.
e ignoring
of the naturally dark
vowels like oh (owej
or coh OLoonj,
will develon a tone
that is overbright.
Other tone colors
that parallel the ov
erbright quality al-e
those known as
'shrill,"metallic,' an
d 'straight,' the la
characteristic of the
st L..rgely
:ale voice.
"Chesty Tone. ...hen
the singer particul
chest vibrations to
arizes the
the much diminishing
of emphasis upon
ether vibraticns su
rfaces, the result is
heard as a 'chesty'.
quality.
"Consonant Lrticulat
ion Too Intense.
articulatio.- : of cens
Too intensive
onants can affect th
e expansiveness of
vowels and interfere
with the freedo.m of
the gictti
"The Glettal Click.
Consciously playing the s precess.
against the vocal co
breath
rds, as though the
voice were a trurre
often mesne thL.t rc
t,
leasin. the breath
iml.act at t.le end of
phrase iE accompanied
a
by a 'uh' or a 'c
lick' lise that hear
d

44
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in turning off a phonobraph.
"The Glottal Cou4h. \.hen the teacher'. ear senses
a sounu ccncomitant rith tone imitaticn, that is heard as
a slight cough in the larym., it is an incication of
overstress of the glottised attack.
"Too Lark or ploo:Ly,. liere we have the orposite to
extreLie orightaess and a pathology occasioned by excessive
practice of he dark vowels ana the relative aiminuatiLn
of attention to the bright vowels.
"Forcini; and btrain. Too strcng iliTact of breath
against the vocal cords for a desired degree of vocal
intensity forces the elnging and is heard unpleasantly by
the ear of the teacher. E-train relates more generally to
overtensing of all muscles of the vocal mechanism.
'Gargling. J, gargling tone is heard in the beck
mouth or throat and is a sounc which resemLles the veil
known remedy for sore threat. For lack cf better descriptive term we may have it that the vowel in this instance
is too shallow.
"
.Gritty. When the vocal cords hdme assisted in acme
pathological process cf the voice, or if they own directly
some crganic ill, the tone emanating from them sounds someties gritty or as though the edges of the ccrds might be
afflicted with foreign s-bstances like phleala or mucous.
Frequently examinaticn by a physician shows an inflamed
condition. 'Harshness,' 'hoarseness,' 'huskiness,' and
'rasping' are qualities classifiable within this cateorv.
"Hidden Vcice. The auditor has the feeling that the
tone is placed too far bac.c in the mechanism.
"lidoty jiality.
n overdose of eercising with the
vowel ooh
ioon) gives tile hocty quality with the ilead
Line sadly lacking in the,tone.
liasal tone is the negative aspect of
front head production. 'Dc not confuse nasality with the
French 'nasal,' which is positive, pleasant to hear, and
not incorrect.
"Pinched or Tight Voice. ';,-e have asserted that the
vccal chain is as streng as its weakest link. V:hen there
are these weak links, no matter how hidden or insidious,
the mechanikm does not run smoothly. Then the tone is
heard as 'pinched' or 'tight.'
"Diverse Cipality. The old Italians are said to have
striven for homogeneous quality throughout the range.
Larked quality changes eften are the result of faulty
registration. If on the same pitch bright and dar'i: vowels
do not indicate equalization of quality, careful liaison
has not been sought. Following the advice of Garcia, to
pair them in practice helps to secure the desired equlisation.
"Too Feavv.
n atterrt to overdo the natural strength
of tl2e innerited rechaniss for ti.e sake of loudness cr
volume gives results that both the eye end the ear. can
apprehend. The face becomes flushed with exertion, tile
tone in.tiie extreme case is heard as harsh, forced, and
raucous.

•
%
•••••
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'rico Thin. Civilization and cchsequent eedentary
cunditions o2 living tend to repress, from infancy, the
full empioyLsnt cf the vocal organs. lience we arc prone
to speak with something ar,proaching the oral quality, or
that prod,xed _largely at the lips with the vowel weak.
,c), when we try to build a voice, the strengthening process begins very cften witn a quality that is tco thin.
-al d On the Throat. Throatiness and its
near relative the 'on the throat' characteristic, are ugly
qualities that, together with nasality, are the mcst
difficult to eradicate. In these pathologies the head line
either is lacking or nasal sounding, and the stress: of
energy proceeting from the chest finds interference in
muscles operating stiffly or out of alignment with the
correct processes of singing.
"Vhite Voice. The author has found various definitions of the term 471-lite vcice.' Generally, this type
of voice is considered colorless and to lack the ringing
and vibrani. qualities. Probably a cause is located in insufficient approximation of the vocal cords."'3
In order to achieve satisfactory tone production, the
teacher
must be able to diagnose tne difficulties and
oe prepared to advance some remedial procedures at once.

..ince tone producticn is

largely ccl.cerned with the vowel sounds, a
brief disci,ssion of
the basic vowels is in order.
(az in father), the vowel most often used
in developing
flexibility and speed,

is

considered oy Veis

normal of all vocal sounds.
quality of a tone,

to be the most

It tends to lighten and brighten the

if the siiier modifies the position of the

mouth enough to affcrd a slight inner smile in
singing the vowel,
a purer and more sa-Asfying sound wili
result.

Tkach37 lists four

35
John V. le Bruyn, "Vhat Is the Latter
with LZ,r Voice?" Etude,
LVIII, No. 7(Luly, 19401, 453-41)4.
36

Q2. cit., r. 3.

37
lecture, Christiansen Choral School,

ly, 1946.
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reasons why the'flah" is hard to sing correctly:

(1) tie tnought

of it relaxes the vocal organs; (2) the ton6uc lies too flat; (3)
the larynx becol..es unsteady and is without definite position; and
(4) the palate

iF

not arched enough and is without firz.ness.

if

a tone is too hollow, there iu likely a predominance of the "oo"
(as in soon) quality and if a shade of the
will be im;roved.

112h" 15

acddu, the tone

The "ah" sholild also be used to L=nrove tones

that are too flat, open, or hard.

If the "ah" sound is not pro-

duced correctly, a very unpleasant, flat, and nasal quality
results.
The best vowel for preection of tone is "ee" (as in need).
This sound has cariyin
w.head voice."

;uality anC is tad best eznmple of the real

Tkachl8 maintains. that a choir that flats is usually

lackinb the "es" quality.

It is the most brilliant vowel and is

useful in trightening dark, throaty tones.
fecuses the tone.

.he "ee" points and

',:nen the tone becenes too rointed or

sharp,

however, the - "ee" must be ntodifiee with "oc" to tlake
a Taeasing
If the "ee" is not roodified en high
notes, the resulting

scunc.

tone v. ill be very disagreeable.
iie best vowel tc use in ettairinE reserance
is "co" (as in
neon).

it is useful in throTinE the tone Exay from the
hard focus.

piso it is excellent in LLprovinE the quality cf
strained "white"
- tones.

This vowel has a

dllcv, floating characteristic which

is very beneficial for vocalizing, especially in
nasal voices. .Too
much vocalizing on this vowel, however, tends
to produce a hooty
tone which night reflect in the quality cf
all

40..

ether vcweis.
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Cain

ZO

says that "oh" (as in note) is thc
most impertant

vowel,

it is located naturally in focus
in the center cf the
mouth cavity.
certain mount of resonance m
- be cbtained
frcm sustained tones on the vou
el "oh.0 Its main value is in
the velvety emoothess which can
develop into sonority vithout
attaining hardness under streng
pressure. This vowel is easy
'for most people tc sing with pur
e quality. It is even mcre eas
ily
-Tiltuced than "ah" 2cr many sin
gers.
-LI,
. is not always an easy mat
ter to get the student to
realize
.the weaknesses of a particula
r tone and to talderstand
tne conductor's ways of trying to
improve the tone. Cain40
suggests that
rather than merely telling
the choir to get a good ton
e, the use
of such expressions as these resy
tring about results more
quickly:
soft or hare tens, light or
heavy, serious or gay, dark
or bricht,
warm or cold, colorful or rla
in, happy or sad, wild cr rev
erential.
All of thc vewels and diphth
ongs are hybrids or combinations
of "ah," "ee," end "oo," while
'-oh" is a coisbination of the
m all.
Figure 23 shows the relation
of the vowels to each other,
and
Figure 25 shows the physical
position of each vowel sound
as it
is produced. 'she vocal
tcacher must uncerstane how
e ash vowel cr
diphthong should scund, and
he must un6erstand the tec
hniques involved in approximating the
desired tone.
The exercises uliich fellow
are a few of the cnes whi
ch the
writer has found helnful in
developinz, wons other things
, the

cit., P. 75.
40Ibi
d., p. EC.

The. Vowel Triangle
vowel triangle 6bove shows
approxi=ately the proGressive
depression of the tongue fror i tc a, L116
its progressive rerecessive positio9p frcr a to u.

veley, and Bailey, cr.
an6 Oanes L. Cz.ttell, 1- sssntials
cf Ztench
rk,
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Iribner's Lcns,
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ttacl.: and

elease.--One of te :Lost
Etrikinj features
of' the :rcfessional cho
ral enseli.ble is accura
cy cf attacks and
releases. There should
be absclute unanizlity in
pcint of entry
and this depends 1ely
upon every singer 1 bei
nG Ireraed with
breath. The ccnductor
shculc 'Lake sure that
every eye is on his
batcn ark, that evcrycnc
i. reaay to bin
before givini, the, initia
l
down beat of the eon.
t the cam.encenent of
a nunber
ccn. ducter usually stands
_
poised with the baton
ullifted anC, by
,.
.•••••
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makinc a deliberate pause, L,ives
the singers a cLance to prepare
sufficiently for the beginni.:g att
ac. If the first nord of the
scng begins with a consonant, ther
e is a c-sazicer that tie consonant
7-ill not be articulated quickly une
accurately encuch. if the
first word begius with a vowel, ther
e is a daner that toc nuch
breath will be expelled suddenly,
thus tending to m,ale the tone
breathy or siightly cif pitch.

,
41

Consonants which come at the end
of a phrase usually are
mitted by inexrerienced and untrai
ned singers, or they are not
articulated uniformly. 1:ro
ne
maintains that raged releases are
more frequent than ra6ged attacks bec
ause of tl) lack of breath
support, (1:) anxiety to get breath
for the next ihrasc, and (3)
failure to articulate final conson
ants viccrously ani. together.
The c?,orus rut be made to feel t
il:.;ortance cf precise anc accurc.te
attacks and releases. They ii.ust be
trained also to watch the
conductor cLnsistently if ',dils
phase of artistic finesse is ever
to be achieved.
Tkach -

.t?

hcc listed seven pri:Iciples
of attack and release,
.as follos: (1) .L.ecessary
attack preparation: ka) prepare breath
,
-(b) prepare vowels, and c) pre
pare pitch.
.,;) J, release is
slight .17aUSE for the irta:Ke of breath
for the next note.
:Poor
attack io caused by startiLe, the tone
z.ith the Louth only half
open and slibing to pitch. (4) J.sk
students to drop thE.- tjay-never ask the:: to cren their mouths
. (5) ,arays stop tht tone with
44

cit., p. 4e.
45_ ,
JJec,ure, Christiansen Choral

3.c

of the breathin

ruscies at

the start of the bone, Lhe vocal cords anu other vccal organs are
overwcrked.

2-_t the instant the tone

sign of collapsc in ‘.r.iy part of the brcath 11.echanism.
III. Llending.--kiot only is it necessary for the

iugcrc in

a chorus to produce good tones individually, out they riust learn
to fit their voices into the whole harmonic enserble.

be-

ginners must be taught the importance of listening to the. rest
of the group.

une of the most difficult problems the ctnäuctor

faces is that of subduing the loud eric penetrating voices and of
bringing out the soft, timid voices.
which are ueeful in achieving
of these are given below:

There are several exercisec
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.ftnother interesting blending exercise
which may appeal to
hiEh school pupils is to have one pers
on sing soLie simple wellknovn song, such as
wallee hiver" and have the rest of the
groul: to hul- the harrionic chords.
s a rule the harmonic b6.ckgrounc will consist of the tonic, domi
nant and suodcminant chords
(1, V, and IV), and their inversio
ns.
Lyiema

anu Gehrkens46 consiOcr the first reou
isite cf un-

accompanied singing to be the ability
of the voices to blend.
They recommend the 7racticc of slow-mov
ing chord,.1 probressions
sung as vowels as an exceiieht :..ens
of achiev1n6 the unified
effect vich is fundar-ental in good
ensemble singing.
IV. intonation.--Closoly aliied with
blending is the problem
of intonat.Loh.

To maintain perfect 17,itch at all tires

iF

a worthy

goal, but the uirector of the first
year chorus must not expect
too much of his beginners in this
direction i:::mediately. Intonation is an ever-present problen,
even with professional choirs.
46
2.. cit., p. 112.
•
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47
insists that it is important that the singers stay in
Wi1son
tune with each other even though the group gradually orcps a few
vibrations in the singing of a number.

,dso he has found that if

a choir is "in tune" in spirit, it is remarkable how often the
pitch and harmonies are "in tune."

fr

Father l'inn, noted choir

director, further emphasizes this point, thus:
"Fear, distwite, and L.ental fatigue frequently
affect the timbre and pitch of a tone. it is n.cF,t
important, therefore, to eLtablish the young sil-igers
in a cheerful 11:ood. Duch rebuke is a =istake. The
controls of singing are 1..ental, and the singing
necessarily reflects the state of in of the singer....Sound advice .in this connection:is to'keep the
singers smiling. tn48
In order that the cLnducter :Lay intelligently approach the
problem of intonation, he rust first be familiar with the con-

...!*

ditions which cause flatting and sharping.

Christiansen has

listed the following causes of flat singing:
"1. Conditions of the indivicAm1
a. Fatigue
b. Inertia
C. iuLjajty
d. Uveranxiety
set-up
e.
"2. Conditions of the room
a. acoustics
b. Ventilation
c. Weather
"3. Technical causes
a. Shallo breathing
b. Repeated syllables on the same pitch
c. i,00rly produced tones
d. i:ot listening to the rest of the chcrus
e. bwooping tones
f. Singing in the wrong key for the roc= or group
g. Unrreparedness 00 per cent of flatting is due
to this)

• 470r•
48.
C. C.

p. 144.

--itme of z.c:..e ?rincirles cf Oicral Technicutik,cston4
n e
p. b.
.•••

••

-

10.0
••

•

h. Poor attacks and releases
Tight lower jaw
Tong
ue in the,Nrcag place
o•
A. Poor posture"'

1.

uther factors which cause flatting are:

a seating

arrangement in which the singers are too
far apart; (2) defective
or inaccurate hearing; (3) too heavy a tone quality
("chest" tonc)
carried toc fax into the upper register;
(4) inability to sustain a tone without sagging; and (t) poor
meory.

Basses are

often responsible for causing the entire
chorus to drop in pitch,
particularly if their part lies high
.
Flatting

is

much more likely to occur thLn shar
ping, since

flatting is so closz;ly linked with
irproper breathing, tone proouction, and diction. acpranos
frequently sharp on florid passa
CE.
.Tactically always sharping is
caused by tension, which may be
attributed tc over-anxiety,
e-cessive effort, or over-t
raiLig.
Singers who hi_ve a decided trer
olo cr who produce a forced brea
-Lhy
tone are likely to sharp. 4,
large per cent of sharping will
occur
in the first soprano section.
If there are a fey sopranos
Who
habitually sharp on hi,h note
s, the conductor could change
them to
the second soprano section for
songs that have a high first soprano part; it is probable that
they will keep on ;itch if they
sing in a ic'aer range.
There are several dancer
swots which are liely to
cause
pccr intonation, and which the
cLnductor should anticipae.
Cain
lists seven of these plac
es:
"1. 4:i.scending .L;eiodies will
be obscrvec: tc re .r_

491Jecture,

Christiansen Choral School,
July, 1946.

the

13.9
tor of the musical hill a _Attie
under the pitch with the
cvcrz,.LL unacccLpanied singer. 2. Inter

vals which ltap
from the medium part of the reice into ti--e top
part must
be ratched s.7. the tcr. Z. 1:1elodies wLich
ascend and then
'turn upward again td resclve will generally offer a place
for the rtsclution to ue slightly under the pitch. 4. 1-&curring intervals in sequence, such as two or three fdurtiis
in succession, rill rarely ccne cut on the sa...e tone as the
one with which they started. L. leading tones, especially
on inner parts, are very likely places for fIattina to occur
.
The altc and tenor parts especially should be watched.
6.
The occurence of a sharped fourth after a natural fdurt
h
in a rodulation. 7. ustained tunes of any cone
iderale
length ray sag even while the singer is holdi
ng. This mcy
be nue tc lack of breath control."50
One of the rest concise and practical analy
ses which the
wr,ter has f,und on the problem of chora
l intonaticn is presented
51
by Carol
Pitte,
outstanding music educator, in an article
for the Etude.

In her introCuctory remarks 4.iss Pitts state
s 17hat

a choir is an orchestra, and that the human
vcices are the instruments. These human instruments should
be played upofl with tae
skill and care of the orchestral playe
r. It is very important for
singers to develop the habit of criti
cal and analytical listening,
and only when this has been acccmplish
ed will there be choral grouris
comparable to good instruLlental
organizations..
Liss Pitts has cutlined a detailed
procedure to follow in
building and perfectini; the criti
cal hearing which leads to good
intonation in choral verk. Because
the writer ccnsiders this
suggested procedure tc be. unusually
definite and complete, it is
quoted in part in this chal.ter. The
cohductcr of the becinning .
chorus will undoubtedly find this
Trocess too long and cetailed
50
Cain, c:• cit., P. 82.
51
"1ntonaticn," Ltace,

(February, 1944), VO.

lee
to be of psractical value for his ciagers.

eueever, there are

rany suggestiene given which may be ueed effectively even
with
beginning students.

The plan is az follows:

"Unison.--lhe first reouisite of a geed ense
nble is
the unieon, ehich, of course, Leans CL. CI_
quality,
01:1, itch, Oi color, a :set difficult thing
tc secure
in any oraanization, either cheral or instruLe
ntal. The
following procedure is helpful: Bound any
tone. Have
each person sing it in rotation, using a hum
or open
vowel. The result is usually astonishing
in the variances
revealed. i%cpcat, having each singer sust
ain the tone
fcr four or nore counts, asking the group
tc select three
or four that they consider excellent.
Lext, have those
chcsen sing together. If a beat or wave
can be he,
the unison is not true. Gradually ada
one or Lore
vcices until the result is CNE tone.
"it is usually more satisfactory to
use -women's
cr
voices alone for this first step, as
the problem of tuning the octave is present
when Loth are coe,bined.
after following this procedure in
each section, all 17.i.rte
should be tuned together until a
satisfactcry result is
cbtained.
".he Octave.--The foundation of
all harmony is, of
course, the fundae.ental or rcot and
its cctave. These are
seleom in tune, the root usually
being
interval is mat frequently sung by the low. Eince this
outer voices, it
is well to tune basses and scprancs
first. 1:eediees to say,
the result will not be good if ther
e is not a rlzre uniscn
in each section before they are comb
ined. if the altos
and tencrs, aided by the ccnductor, if
necessary, decide
when the result is satisfactory, the esse
ntial habit cf
critical listening is etrengthened an6 the
sense cf hearing sharpened.
"altos and tenors should proceed in similar
nanner, and
finally all four sections should be coal
ined. if the low
basses use the pitch of
first - epace below the staff, the
other secticns will not find anypitch diff
iculty in adding their cctave. 1"hen a choir can sing
open cctaves in
tune and sustain without pitch deviatio
n wavering, or sagging,
the first rcund is von.
""The Fifth.--,Iter satisfactory octa
ves are secured,
the fifth ehculd be introduced, preferab
ly by the inner
voices in unison and then in octaves.
"The leird.--e,dd this interval laet,
as its 7resence •
earlier Lay make cctave and fifth
deviation less easy to
catch. It is help_ul to alternate
from major to rincr, and
vice versa, to accuetc the chci
r to hearin4,the third, an
eeeential if ti-e group is to stay
in tune.""
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V. ,nz.xLc
..-7The 1.,rob1eL of the narrcv; vocal rantLes of the Lingers is usually encountered in beginning choral vcric.

'..he asxunt of

nor.: that can be dene with inoividual voices in this connection
rill necessaril

Le very

The total aLount of time spent

on exercises and drills must not exceed ten or fifteen minutes if
luost of the rehearsal time is devoted to the learning of
songs and
building uy the rererteire.

Therefore, if the voice ranges lie

'nithin a narrow coLpass, JA is sug6ested that at least
the first
songs be celesteo to fit those natural ranges of the
singerL..
- .
Later, when the fors.al instruction in the tecnn
igLes of singing
is gradually introduced, the director should use a few •;:eil
-chosen
.exercises which are designed to treat a number of diffi
culties.
ma,crity of the exercises nhich the director is likel
y to choose
rill inevitably help to extend vocal ranges as well as
to it.:Irove
tone production, breath control, fle:d_bility, etc.

lhe folloring
-l'.el.
V
crcics are particularly u3eflA1 in increasing range
cayacities.

•

vi. Flexibility.--Ihe term flexibility has often
been used.

'to refer tc the distlay of technical skill
in
that ficribility is cloSely related to thE
beautiful musicLl effects.

.ngin.

It is true

tc prteuce

It shoulC, however, tece..e a yL.rt of the

sinver's natural voice technie If it is to
be of lasting value

singing cc-a-J
.
:et be accmIlishtd vithcut frtedoE
and resonance in tone 1,:roductien.
the lyric quality of the voice.
singer over
his

i'rco.

in singing.

Levelorinc flexibility enhances

%.hile it increases the cie6ree of
voice rrouuction, it also increases

The exercises lirted below are esteciaJ.ly

helrful in developing this vital phase
"To deveicr flexibility of the tongue, sing 'la'
without movina the Lxuth--let the tongue 6c :_11:t.he
vork.
in
alrx

Vele+,

cr• cit., p.

sir

14a,
VII. Vtlume.--The quality cf a tont
is much more important
than its quantity. The lack of vol
Lme i.. not usually a serious
proulem in hi01 school choruses, unl
es:. the membership is
Rather the problem is that of dev
eloping the ability to control
the volume. Unless the conductor
calls attention to the fact
that there are different deg
rees of loudness and softness
in singing which are indicated with sig
ns ano markings, these differenc
es
are not likely to be observed.
t'inginz, on the same level of
eLpression is monotonous to tle
listener. List) singing wit
h uncontraled force generally
results in a shrieking or
yelping tone.
This is not only c.isagreeabl
e to the listener but pos
itively harrxful to the singer.
The following exercises
will help call attentien
to the importance of crescendos am.
diminuendos and develop
skill in controlling volume. The con
ouctor should emphasize
the fact that
this type of skill cannot
be mastered unless the
entire rbembership
is constantly alertand
attentive in watching the
ir director.

*V'

I;

PP

eiracr:;42;,
Ple,

Occasionally one finds a.
high school chorus whi
ch sounds
weak because of limite
d membership or whose
members are reticent
about singing with a
firr tone. In this cas
e the ccnCtActor must'
try to increase the
enthusiasm and resl.o
nsiveness of the singers.
After their self-c
onfidence has been bui
lt ur., soLe ccnstr
uctive
work should be begun
in actuall7 developin
g power cr rcluz.e in
vcice production. x.c
cording 'Lc Lvanson the
factors 1-.1h.;..4*
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ccntribute to cyartity anc po-oer
of vocal technique arc (1)
increasing the reconnns.e and (2) unus
ual energizing of the
breatning muscles.
"
'
VIii. Rescnance.--.‘escnance in rusi
c ILeans the intencification and enrichment of a tone by supp
lementary vibration.

4, cer-

. tain amount of resonance is necessary
for a g000 singing tones in
producing a tone r th the desired reso
nance two things are
necessar: (l) freedoni fcr unrestri
ctee vibration and (2) space
fcr tne viLrations to accumulate.

The singer must learn to keep

an open spacing in the mouth and throat,
an 0
. alLe allcr the tone
to resound in the cavities of the head
. Ilthough in many cases
the students naturally produce free
tones which follow the natural
cavities fcr resonance, some students
rill have to develot the
habit of lctti
the tone flow freely through the mout
h and ..zad
resonators. USE of sustained consonan
ts m, a, and 1, or ccmbinationc) of these with vowels are exce
llent in prcducing a resonant
quality. 4.1so the follcring exercise is
very geoci.

1
•

44.414

sio

A.,

illthough sone resonance in singing is
very desirable, if
carr..ed io extreme the result is a nasa
l quality. Crystal Laters
discusses this element in the followin
g cuctation:

55Zacob
Lvanson, "ClassrecnI Choral Techniqu
es," Yearbock
(Chicago, ..Iusic Snpervisors Naticnal
Conference, 1 - 2), p.

f.

"'al radio and concert singers v;ant resenancc and
none of then. can afford to have a nasal quality. The instant the round rincing tones of :ame. klagstad are heard
,
for example, one realizes that here is a voice with the
luster of resonance in it.
"4,111.ost all vocal Etudents have at first nasality
to a decree, especially in syllables rhich contain
one cf
the nasal censonants, m, n, or ng, before cr after
the
vowels. If it is befenfe the vowel, it sometimes
liners
on, making the vowel sound nasal. If it is after
the
vowel, it is sozuetiLee anticlpated and nasalizes
the vowel. ,
:out this is quickly eliminated by some thoughtful
practice."6
L. Vic,rato.--There ha.:: been a great deal of contrcvers
y
over the matter of the vibrato.

-before the problem.

is

it is neeesear: to estaolish a definiticn
of the term.

discussed
some music

educators coneii.er the vibrato and the tremo
lo to b e synoncmous
terms.

Holiever, the

than the rule.

iter feels that this is the exception rather

The writer has selected the follorine defin
ition

of the vicrato for this etudy:

it is a slightly tremulous or

pulsating effect for adding warmth and beauty
to the Lone or for
expressing changes in emoticna: intnsity.

The ideal vieratc in-

volves variaticn in pitch ane lLtensity at the rate
of arcund cix
vibratiens per sccone and has a pitch extent of a
semitone. The
tremolo, cn the other hand, is an extreme fern of the
intensity
vibrato, an unrleasant or unmusical reiteration of
a tohe.

It is

a vibrato that 1P.cks pitch vL_riaticn.
.1.arely will one find a voice with an over-devel
oped vibrato
in the beginnin6 high school chorus.

k.,n the contrary, the young

voices rill probably be rather ustraicht" and stead
y.

If the stu-

dents meet the chorus rehearsals regularly, the
censir.tent use of

Crystal Waters, "Tne -ost apc.
7ztude,1o.
arcri, li14(i), 165.
7'.ebstcr's Celler•iate
1:asLachuvetts,
c: C.

ay to Improve Ycur Voice,

lifth 1,dition(rincfieids
Lc.? eutiishem. -1S4v), 1.
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the vcice uneer cor.l_etent
direction will perhap
s help develep a
sc,all vibrato ii21 tie, wit
hout any deliberate'pr
ocedure to achieve
this. 'ale writer fees
that only in very unusua
l circumstances
would it be wise to try to
develop vibrato deliberat
ely in the
first year chorus. Eoweve
r, if the teacher feels
that there is
a der,nite problem caused by
lack of sufficient vib
rato in the
voices, one of the fol.Lo
wing exercises collie be
used in remedying
this:

The voice with a trer.o
lo, although fairly unu
sual in hiLh
school students, may dis
turb the b.Lend and int
onatien of an entire ensemble. Theref
ore, it is well for the
director to understand the principal cau
ses of the tremolo, and
to know BMOC remedial procedures in tre
ating the problem. Tka 38
ch
lists several
elements which cduld cau
se this condition: (1
) too much breath
is sent rArectly thzo-o-h
tlac vocal cords instead
of directins it
toward the chest; k2' inc
orrect placement of the
laryn=; lZ) exccssive straining of tie
tl'Iroat muscles;
forci:1_tic
and y;o7eer of tix tone
on the wrong rescnatin
g roint on the palate
;
and i5) disregard cf
cvertones.
The biz veicer ane
these with low ranges
are very susce7,tible
_LJ:cture, Christiansen
Chcral
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to the treL,olo.

"4-.1.' is the vorel rhich shcrs the
" ob.ae" cf

the tone to greatest di

vitae.

:kach also suests that the

greatest asset in controling the
tremolo is the mental attitude
cf the singer himself. The desire
of the student to correct tic
condition can be effective, alt
hough it takes a long tiLr bef
ore
good results are al...parent. :re
ath support is very closel
y ccnnected with the difficulty; the breath
pressure on the vocal ccrds
needs tc be relieved. The lar
ynx can be placed in the
proper
position by singing the vow
el "ay" or the syllable
"zinc." ,„11
forciLlg shoul(: be relie7ed.
In atte::pting to rerlac
e the tremolo
rith a good vibrato, start wit
h the h= on one sus
tained note.
Gradually work with cne
vowel at a tine, in t'ni
E. crder- "ee,"
"co," -oh," "ah." 4,
cng tones sung nodera
tely Ecft (rp)
rith a deliberate attempt
to :Lake the tone smc
cth czr.d straight
.are excellent fcr remedi
al treatent, as in the
exerciFe beim:
a

ee

a..y

GO

da,

.4 (
.
0 .4
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Blauvelt emphacies the
impertance of overcoL_ing
the tremclo
as fellcws:
"Such a defect can ruin
the entire effect of
blended voices in choraar:.octh
sin
gin
g.
bleating voice =ay
be all right ina she
epcote; but the human
voice is too
wenderful an instrument
to be thus degraded.
pure tcnes are difficult
Ltraight,
to attain for beginn
ers; but
once attaineL they pro
duce a beautiful cua
lity.
singers censtantly dri
rtict
ve to keep this goal
in their daily
nctrithstaneing their
technicaa
doing they hope to rea
ch perfection in .t.e skill; by so
ir art."- 9
C. Diction,---vne cf
the cuts- tar:ding
characteristics cf rrtist
ic
•
c9'vf1aElr€1t,
",
iC.2(1ece=ter, 1c4Z,,

Ccrrecticns for Kat
L.inginL," Etude,
7E7. .

choral einging is EcLo diction.

only is it eecential in con-

veying the r.essae of the sonL, to the iiet
ene'r, but it also

•_.

a direct effect upon the tone quality and into
nation c2 the choir.
in rorkinE with untrained sincere, one is
constantly aware of
dictional faults. The Zact that the
singers then:selves usually
Cc not realize that these faults exist make
s their correction
very difficult. Careless speech habi
ts and sectional idiceyncracies are often responsible for this
problem.
:Dcfcre positive remedial work is begu
n, the teacher s?_culd
in so:1:e way make the chorus sensitiv
e to the importance of dicticn
in singing. One of the moot effectiv
e means of doing this is to
reccrd some songs rhich t he stud
ents consider that they sing
fairly rell. if, when t*:!e reccrd is
played, the singers ::till do
not aTparently notice the blurred
incoherence, the teacher enculd
have them listen to a recordinL cf
a professional crbir.
he conpariscn alLiout inevitably rill r_aae
the a:Lateurs realize their need
.
-2i.-cr the sake cf clarity,'the
different phases of diction
shculd bt.. defined before proceedi
ng further. The elerents rhich
'constitute good diction in sing
ing are ccrrect pronunciation, clea
n
enunciation, rzld distinct articula
tion. Pronunciation refers to the
: utterances of words with rega
rd to sc'and and accent. Enunciti
on
refers to the action of the spee
ch organs in the formation of vol.:els
,
• consonants, syllables, and words.
These definitions were adcl.tEd
CO
by the lz.xrican .t,cadeny of Ldn
inL.
iloquence and inflection are
sometireL connected rith vocal
diction, although they are rrin
-cimally concernEd ritn'speec
1. 1 and oratory. :_loquence i
delivery in
proptr style and Lood,
inflection has -to (c v;ith deli
very in
LL .

_rne, or.

I. C_L.
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delivery in proper pitch and acen
t. 61

•
T_c establishL:ent cf a unifcrn 1,ro
mmciaticn is very iL.rortant. Lince there iss uch a ride
variation aciong stuuents in
the 7ronanciatien of even commcc: words,
this rust be the first and
basic step in achieving Good diction.
Purity of speech is closely allicd to the rhythm of words.
The next step, as the writer SCE::
it, is to perfect articulation to such a
degree that the listeners
can uncerstand the text of the song. In
regard to articulaticn,
Dyke-a and Gehrens said, "The grea
tly enhanced effect of
siniiIthich results when the list
eners know ;41st that is being
sung at Every instant should Lake ever
y group an:riticus to attain
this hiGh debree of artistl-y."E2
Lcott gives a brief resuLe'of articulation
princiIaes as
follows;
"ingin6, in a sense, is idealized declanat
ion. U)enever possible 'sing as you would speak,' plac
inL more stress
on inportant vcrds (nouns, verbs, anc part
icularly on qualifying adjectives and adverbs) than on unin
pertant words
tarticles, prepositions, etc.) in quic
k music this can nearly always be done, though slow, exmressive comp
ositions do
not admit cf it in the- saLe deGrec
In singin, as cm-pared
with speech, vowels are greatly trolonged; so.
that unless
the censonants are exagerated, both in stre
ngth and generally
in length, cords are entirely overbalanced
in favour of the
vcwels, and btecrc-c unrecognizable. The
sung rxrd, in short,
must be the spoken word raised to a higher
power, alike as
regards consonant and vcrEl. If your rord
s are not
It 1._eans that ycu are nentally fuddled; if
they are clear,
it means that you understand
what you are sirir
aout. Licquence in words is the chief
end of all - good singin- r.6;5
assed singing tends to blur clarity
cf diction. Therefore,
61
Or. cit.,

•

p. 45

,4

EZ

..:enLeCy L.cett, i.adrial
.4n7.inr(Lcnccn, 0xford Universi
,..Press, 190i), II.
ty
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if best results are expected, there L.ust be sme fern of diction
training. ,
gret

any chcral c‘nductcre insure rrcrer nerd values

and uniform emphasis by having the entire group speak the vords
in the strict rhythm of the Lusic a number of times until unified
and correct response

is

automatic.

his drill is also an excellent

device in achieving trecision and exactness of entrancer,
releases,
changes in tempo, and rests.

The significance of dicticn in artis-

tic expressicn is exTressed by Blauvelt thus:
"Distinctness in vocal expression is paramount; for
living thoughts are embodied in words. And music, by its
sound, its rhythm, and its expression intensifies and revivifies the thought embodied in the wCrds.HC4
In order to get distinct and intelligible articulaticn, specia
l
attention should be devoted Ix ccrrEct vovEl quality and distin
ct
consonant delivery.
1. Vcwels.--Jal sustained sounds in singing must be done
cn
vowels, the simplest of vocal sounds.

Vowels are prcduced with

an even flow of breath; this flor is interrupted or stored
by the
consonants.

The beginning singer often finds, to his astcnishment,

that the mere act of singing changes the vend l sound.

Iundan.ental

in vccLl art is the ability to sing pure vowel sounds on sustained
tones with ease and freedom.

Liter this habit is formed, the con-

sonants ray safely be attached.

be vcrel sound, nowever, is the

fundamental basic material of the singing

voice.

.one Guality,

resonance, evenness of scale, and the lyric possibilities cf the
voice are determined largely by the ray the verels are produced
and
• controleo.

Lcott states:
"k,onscnant utteranc!e especially gives the measure of

64

".
t..".

Cit.'

p. 787.
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vitality in singing, tut loveliness is rather with
the
vowels. Lifferentiate the VOWEiS 4c Z.11Ci
you can.
In Lne,lish there are thirty and more which need to be
defined. Ibis means vigorous use of the mouth, for
it is largely by the shape of the mouth that vowc.1
difference is secured. I*
Each properly yrcduced vowel scund is dependent uion
a
its positi
p)sition of the mouth and throat cavities to
Give the tcne
resonance, strength, and quality (see Figure 25).

The vowel scund

rill receive maximum assistance froL: the tongue,
,aw, .aps, End
throat muscles if these organs are in the proper
position.

The

singer's first problem in producing a certain
vowel is to find that
position and retain it through the duration of
the tonc.66
singing long sustained independent pure vowels is
excellent
for the initial work.

however, vowels must be used in combination

in practical singing and this phase must not be neglected.

The

following exercises are recoraiended as beneficial in
develoy.Lng the
technioue cf singing independent and blended vowels
.
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Ibid.

cr. cit.

cit., r. 57.
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4,pproximate Focal Pointy forfor the Vowe
ls
Figure 25 9

e9Cain
, cr. cit., p. 74.
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Ti. consonants.--Jmy letter
rhich represent

inpression

made upon the rAnc when the sou
nd is abrurtly, ILriCL17, Cr for
cibly stopped by the 3_ips, teeth,
70
nose or palate is .., conLon
ant.
.erecise, clear-cut coneonant
s are ansolutely essential
in good
articulation. They add meanin
g and effect to the vowels
; they
give significance and emotional
content to the words; they
put
feeling and interpretation
into the flow of vowel ecu
nds. The jaebleis involved in the singin
g of consonants are (1)
the control of
the degree of force or stress
required and k2) the Let
erninatJ.cn of
the duration of the sound.
Greater breath fressure
is required for
singing consonants than for
singing VOWEIS.
Conbonants nay be :Listed
under seven classific
atJ.ons, each
class being determAned by
the place at which the
sound is stopped.
Since the tone is never
interrupted in the =out
h cavity, the joints
of stoppage are at the fro
nt of the mouth, in the
teeth and lips,
behind the mouth, in the
throat, palate, or nos
e. The collsont.nts
and their classificationL
, are: (1) labial
consonants--v, w, b, and
p; (2) dental consom.nt
s--d and t; (3) palata
l consonants--1, r,
j,
and oh; (4) nasal conson
ants--m and n; (5) gut
tural consonants-hard g an k; (t) asp
irates--h and q; and (s
) sibilants--s, z, and
cc at the end or,wer
d.71
Coward conciCers conson
ants to be even mor
e important—and
neglected--than VOWeiS
.
believes that unsati
sfactory results
with consonants ccrie
from the singer's lac
k or knoviledce of,
and
control of the muscul
ar action cf the lip
s, tongue, and palate
in
°Corard, u• cit.,
r. 82.
Winallman and Wilcox,
sp.
. cit., pp. 151C.
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securing the desired delivery cf the scu
nd.

The folicwing

tion gives his recommendatione in overcom.m
g . this muscular
ertia and lack of control.
"The Lost anxious stuoent cannot perfor
m these actions
withou. pieliminary exercises, which
should te designed to
Live a maximum of benefit w1 .1,11 a min
imum of troubit.
uch
a set of exercises is proviced for ini
tial consonants in
the following alliterative sentences,
which, as many of you
know, have proved to be very advant
ageous to those who have
used them conscientiously:—
Pearls please pretty Penelope
B. Big Ben oroke Bertha's bouncing
ball.
"T. Try teaching to tax temper.
"D. Dear Lora danced delightfully
.
"Th. Thin things think thick tho
ughts.
Thee, thou them that thou thee.
(thou used as a verb)
"Ch. Church chaps chirp chants
cheerfully.
;John ;Jones jumps jauntily.
Clever cricketers keep catches.
Guy gives gcod gifts gracef
ully.
Yair flirts fancy Yrench fas
hions.
II V•
Vain Vernon vowed vengeance.
Lild-mannered ulen make Loney.
9T. 1:ellie never noticed 1:orah.
hound rough rocks r,ed rascal
s ran.
IiL. Lion lil
ies like light.
Use voen usn't whine.
"Iznercise for final ccnconant
s is rrovided in phrases
like the folloi.in:-"Tip-top-triy,.
search church porch.
"..,
:cb rub tub.
lodge Lodge.
"Bri6ht white
woke
Luke.
":2red led 1.ed.
nuL.swag-bag.•
"In practicing these phrases,
not the Rre saijing of thei., but keep in mind that it is
how you say them, that
counts."44
L. Interrretation.--The problem
cf interrretation rests almost entirely with the conductor
. however, the chorus must he
responsive tc thc conductcr's suz:
gestions in the interpretation
of any musical compositicr] if the
effect is to be unified and
artistic. Choral interpretatidn
is not a matter of nere sponta
nccus
inspiraticr. 1:,ather it - is tLe
czarlination
hours cf thout,ntful

•

cit.,

11.
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analysiE and study of the cor.oition.

he conductor needs

tc arrive at a conviction as to uhat te ccroscr intended
to
cxyrcs.

oran

Laintains thst the conductor nust strive to

:ecreate te col-poser's original vision.

says further, ":Lav-

in

p
.

a

first thoroughly and sincerely absorbed the
spirit c: the
=usic, the conductor is in a position
to arouse in his players
or sinEers) by thc intensity cf his
ern beliefs, a reflection
of this spirit uhich will, ail tLingc being
equal, usually succeed
in catching the essential significan
ce of the cu.positidn."73
Interpretation and technicue are very
-Closely
ly there can be

no

ZalieC.

LA.117E—

artistic and genuine interpretation
7:1thout a

basic centrolled vocal technicue.

on the other hand, technical

skill by itself, althouEh iLye
rtant, is not enough to satisfy the
dends of the intelligent ..nd
zusical listener.
iere nuct be a
conbination o: both. :Preer F.tat
cs:
"Technique is the control of
the yhysical Lleans by
rhich interpretation is
conveyed. Uthout so:-e technique,
natural or acquired, nc intc
ryretation is pcssible, and
rithout interpretation,,tech
nique sdunds lice a series
of acquired 'etuntr,.'IaI'&
Yreer75 also suggests three
factors th-t contribute in i.aking an artist, in addition
to intellectual perception:
the
ability to feel, () the desi
re to e=press that feelinE to
others,
and (3) the pover to control
the ranner of ez:tressicn. Lc
two
73

"1--.one 1,rinciyles of
-.1, :L.-A(December, 1.9.Z. Intertretation," Part
9), 17.

1,

...-,,cic T;ducaters

.:Jarscn Y'reer, :
.- 1---c Ice.c.:::•. ef .... .cr
_r,,..k.2.r. 1:: .:.crif.;
(.i.cndon, ,
- inthrop r.cgerd, AJtc.
,
, n. C.), r. J.dio
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1.5e
ccnducterf:, are likely to interpret a musicz ccm
positio:.
a
- in
exactly the same

way.

based upon his
ship.

aci1 will have his indiviCual reactions
bi..ckgrouno, experience,

nd musician-

It is net the 7:Titer's ccntention that
the ccnducter's

genuine, feelings abcut the interpretati
cn of ar.y choral number
Ehould be ignored or minized.

However, the cenducter should

strive to ccntrcl his own impulses
to the extent that he remains within the bounds cf good tas
te and gece mueicianship, and
displays respect for the crigin
al intenticns of the compcser.
The
suggestions fcl1e7ing are off
ered with the _hope that they may
serve as a guide tc the inexpe
rienced conductor in keeping his
musical interrretatien sincer
e and, at the sat..e time, abcve
reproach •mut Ically.

4

Soine of the important elemen
ts in choral interpretation
arc:
(1) text phrases,
) cadences, (-;) time ant rhy
thm changes,
(4) the various types and
styles of music, (.:) the acc
ustics of
the root:, (C) the ta.stc of
the 6roup, and (f) the abilit
y of the
groui.. The lindtaticnr cf
the singers and the physical
surroundings are very ili.Dortant
factors which should not be
overlcoked.
_76
(7f-7:axe
has outlined the elements
of mus.ica/ expression
it- into four divisions: (1)
the reF,ulaticn of rhythm,
(2) the
applicE.Aien, variaticr.,
nd control of dynamic (tonal
) E....nd
emotiona.I fcrce, k3) the
pertrayal cf various mental
states, em- treme moods, and fancies,
and (4) ranaLer..ent of wor
ds, diction,
- verbal ahadings by er.t
ha.sis, tone-celor, etc.
The recornition of
thes€ factors is extre:.ely
neceecz::.ry
gecc. choral

cat., P. 94.
-

1 E7
The conductor must decide ho u he can best utilize these elements
to arrivc at an accurate and nusical - acceptable interpretation
without subduing his own initiative and feeling.
-here are smite traditional practices which are imiversally
accerted and observed by

usic authcrities.

a list of these general rules.

1.ronc

has formulated

It 'Lust be rememberec that the

degree tc which these practices are al-plicd. will vary according
to the perioc in which the nusic was written.

The list is as

follows:
"1. /13 a rule, repeated notes should nct De sung
e.::.actly
the same dynanic level.
on
2. in such rassages as the three lower parts of
the first Thrace of Brahms' mctet
Saving Health to
Us is .rought," the first cf each of the two notes to
syllable should have a little accent.
T--

#I
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"E. Uften an ascending nelody line calls for a
crescendo and a descending line for a diEinuendo.
"4. uften the composer reaches a climax through
harnonictensicn.
"E. In polyphonic chcruses each voice is equally
important, although all are not equally so at the
sane moment.
"6. The text in songs serves two purposes, first,
to Convey neaning--ideas, imagery arae, thought--and,
seccnd, to convey emoticnal states inherent in the
meaning of the words.
"7. Do not always take a breath at the enc of a
phrase. boEetiLes the text demands that two phrases
be connected without a break, cometines the music required it, sometimes both. kLxample, "1:reak Forth, U
1')eauteous; hearen1;r Light," a chorale by Lach.)
"6. l.ach phrase has a climax, a ncte and/cr word
to whch all the others lead or frcm which they drpi_rt.
9. It is well to remember also, ii bui.,cing a
cltmax, that accent or emphasis ray be imparted to a

,- •

15E,

•.4

tone in other vs th
y saes: rower. 1.-erely placinc,
loner note a.L.onc shorter ones, cre.:•-..a.L.t.L.e,
tend to give it i„rea.ter erphasis than the others.
"1:). ....na.lyze each Thrase also for color a.nd mote.
"11. just L.:: every ihrase rust be studied a-nd ceveloped froxi, the standpoint of the notes i.J1CA WC TO E;
constitute it, so must the phrases. be stucied and re- 77
lazed to each other in terns et the whole conpcsition."
Tempo, one of the Lost inipertant factors in conductir4,, is
indicated by (1) such Italian words as andante, ma.estos.o, alleg
ro,
a

and largo, and (2) metrcnomic narkingF.:.

Ihe nature of the cor-

positien--its mood, style, anci the i- _erioci in which
it was written-rill point out how strictly the conductor should
adaare to these
markings.
Severa.1 i.uic educaters have fcrrdulated 1.i.sts
of principles
tc 6uice the cLnciuctor ii musical inter
pretation. TTC of these
lists are incluced in this study. The
reac5er will note the sii6ilarity of the ideas of the two writers cuotc
d. The first ijt
presented was me by lheodore 1.ormann,
,ssociate .erofessor of
usic •i.ducation, University of :..iss
.
ouri. Ir.cieenta.ily, all of
these examples given by 1.-orriann are chosen
from instruzental literature, but the points they illustrate aply
equally well to vocal
music.
"1. Every work of art is founded upon
the principle
of unity.
"Z.
second principle of aestl.etics der.e..
nds that
even as
have underlying unity in art work,
there
must
also be present the element of contrast
if we woulci
avoid monotony.
"(a) ,-3.1 sy.copations should be
a.ccented(Example
Example A.

Schubert:

Urifinished

•
77
C7).

cit., Ir.

1.: ym•phon7r

U

15c.?
1.(b) Ivery melodic ncte ;receded Ldy a rest is
accentee. .(Lxample L.)
Lxar.ple i.

AWIAMW
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1,czart:

byliaphony in .b
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"(c) The first note cf a Ercup of runninc notes
is accented, even when falline, on cm unaccenteu Tart of
the measure. (ExaLlple C.)
.

aydn:

ALilitary

yr-Thony

imminimmommommwor
wousivarassawaraiumr
41Nram
onaiim
irsirapriesaarlis-imirmmlimaimiramixamiiamwssoramoma
ss
_ marsoi
r

"(d) The longer a melodic note is, the ratore
intensely must it be played. "Strength toes uith strength
."
(Lxample 14)
1_7-ant1c L.

I

• 1111.--4.111111/111

<

'Leber:

Der Yreischutz

fo.

"(e)
rhytnmic phrases do not ccinciclewith
the regulz.r pulse, they take precedence over thc metric
pattern. (Lxam-cle L.)
Imar2ple L.

I-P•eethcven:

rpncny

":. Tempo plays an i::-.7ortant tart in the dete
rmination
cf accents.
",-1. In diECUSEiLL; nuance in teL:pc, it
was pcinted.cut
that accents may be given either by lent
heninc the rz...lue
of anote cr by increasing its irtensity.
...zrecluently the
-two types of accents are uF:ed tcether.
"5.
1-ay be given L note by Leans..

1

Vo•

of the swell. ,i/0
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The list of principles rla.ch Coward Lade
as a guide to
musical expressiin was written after
much research and inquiry
into the basic rrinciplcs of -rt. Coward foun
d a strikin6 concurrence in the fundamentals of the two
fields of aesthetic
exIression. His list is as follow
s:
"1.11egard the swell as the basis of the
beautiful
in music, and the chief source of all effe
ctive expressiLn.
"2. Take care that the patterns of desi
gn do not
occur with mathematical regularity, or
the
eff
ect will
be mechanical.
"Z. Always go froE somevi-iere to some
where, rising
directly or indirectly to some rousing.
cli
Lax, or toning
down to sme equally effective poin
t of repose. -ave an
ideal to aim at.
"4. Ccnform to the demands of the 'lin
e of beauty'
by getting, then needed, variety of forc
e and design in
each note, phrase, or movement.
"5. ;.ever treat a note, phrase, cr
movement in an
isolated manner, but let it be cons
idered in relation to
the whole movement, cantata, or oratoric
--learn to think
in musical continents, or, as ioodin
says, 'in mass.'"/
kemcrizatiLn.--lhere are two scho
ols of thought in the matter
of the memorizing of choral music.
1;oble Caine° emphatically
states that all music should be
memorized as soon as possible.
Unquestionably, any chorus can oevo
te more effort to an artistic
performance if the siners are
confident cf tbe note, wcrds, expression marks, etc., anc do not
have to rely cn their music.
Also, if the members are free fro
m the dminaticn of the printed
symbols, they can give their comp
lete attention to the conductor
.
On tile other hand, memorizing
takes time; it necessarily limits
76Theodore
1'. L'ormann, "Some Principl
es cf Interpretation,"
Part
Lducators
XXMFebruary, 194o), J-21.
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the number of scngs th,t may be
Ltudied.

There is also the fact

that the first year chorus is
likely to become ocred rith the
many repetiticns necessary for
memorizing choral wcrks.
It is the writer's opinion that
, while mericrizatien of all
the numbers learned in the first
year chorus would be unwise, at
least one or two songs in the
repertcire should be memorized. It
is usually found that young choirs
memorize more ral_isly than 6o
adult choirs. This statement may be
justified by the fact that
the high school students are constant
ly in the atmosphere of
learning. hegardless of whether or
not each student is in the
habit of consistent di1y study, he is
at least surrounded by
situations and incentives which are
conducive to learning.
the high scbccl chorus rehearses mere frec
luently, as a rule, than
the adult group. Thus, there is net
as great a chance for the
students to forget their parts betw
ten rehearsals, and the frequency of the repetition of the part
s reinforces thew crk already
accomplished. In the average high scho
ol chorus, there are few
good sight readers, and considerable drill is
necessary to clinch
the learning of each part. It is likely that
in this process of
detailee; part-learning, the siii6ers will
have practically memorized
a song without realizing it by the tirA: Lhe i.arts
are learned.
There are several apprcaches to -4..he problem
of Llemcrizing a
choral nur_ber.

1.encrization may be acccmplished incident
ally, as

the previous paragraph indicated, in the trocess
cf the initial
learnir€ cf parts. on the other hand
, ti- e ebective may be elec..
set fcrth at the first reading of the senL
. Ir this way all of
the r.-embers r...ay definitely and. lurpcsef
ully 1.ork tcward the goal
'fre.s: the beginning.

Best results can be expected if the. ciff
icult

•

4114.

•

•

•.11.
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secticne are isola.tc6 and mastereo slowly arc: thcrcuchly.
reaoinc through a number from begilinind to end leaves many cctails unnoticed.
'
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Yacial exprevcion and mental attitude are tro iirlortant
factcro in interpretini: a vocal number:

Cain

advise.: the con-

ductor to teach the reLberc to understand and learn the text and
mood of the song as they memorize the notes.

if ne emphasis is

given to learning the spirit an6 11:essace of a song, the number
=ay be rendered ;it

perfection ar(

laolc the deolz-

er emotional eleillent so essentiLl in good choral terformance.
In suaLarizini, the value of some memorizing in high school
chiral vork, Krone says:
"It is undoutedly true that the greatest fle:libility
and the test conditions for performance are obtained when
the ramie is in the zingers' heads instead of their heads
in the music, and we would always want sone of the rel-(_-tory
memorized for th,..t reason. :c:oth siniers and cenductor need
the thrill that coles
vhen the notes and ;:crOs c.re
thorowhly lcrned and they can give all their attention to
naking the sonc
for .Caturation.--4eal
vocal technique and real interpretation in singinz do not "just hanpen." :Aeither can they be
expected to aT,Tear by masic after two or three rehearsals.

Lo song

can becc:.,.e a living rart of the chorus repertcire until its mechanical elements are I.aztered, and until the singers have had time to
absorb the marline- of thc text, the mood,
of the composition.

and

the general spirit

Therefore, the conductor should allow his

c-rorus time to mature with the mng, tc make it a ;:ermz.nent 1;art
4

-of tl.eir nfntal set-up,

f21

L -1. cit.,

OP

taw
•
• • .

In this cha;ter the writer has discussed scr.e
of tic outstanding phases cf rcheasal anc
vccal technique.

larLe nuer

ef books, articles, bulletins, etc.,
rhich treat the prcblen
haustively have been lb.Lis
hed, and it is haghly recoELended th:t
the hi6h schccl director stuey some
of' these many authoritative
sources now availahle. 4,1though a
rdnute ana-yeis cf tc rcbler_ is not riven in this chapter,
it deer_ present (1) a statel_.ent
of the important as7:cts of rehearsa
l and vocal tEchnique, k )
fundamental zrinciples of the
problem, the understandin6 of whic
h
may be cersidered indisrensabl
e tc intelliLent and effectiv
e
choral training, and
some suLgested devices ane
techniques
which are receLLended tc use
in voice develcIment and in
everce1L1n6 some particular vcca
l difficulties.
are tc the teacher what tcci
s arc to the wori=an.
ScrLe devices must be emploYed
‘in achieving an acccrtable
vocal
ccntrol, rhether they Ftre fom
al enercises cr scc. subtle,
mem
intangible means. .f.t any
rate, each teacher must use his
,t.idgLent,
eiscririnaticn t and sense of
arprepriateness in deciding -cha
t ccvices he rill emrlcy. The
desired goals toware, which the
.
ccnscientious conductor is wcrking
are; (1) a rell-crEanized
and
e::'icient rehearsal reutine,
ar (2) the cevelcti.ent of
a. Eccd,
basic vocal tcchnique for all
the si::gers of the orraniza
tion.
In any truly artistic perf
ormance there Lrc ccrtn
f9mda- mental laws cf riusical enT:ressicr. tha.t. MUEIL bc ctse
rvfC. heyond
this., forever, there is a
wiOe ranbe of Tbssibilitie
s for the
..perfcmer'F. 7erccnal intc
rpretaticn. Unless a scnc
rear PcLeti:incLEViCEE

•;4:

cmctimally to the conductor am: to the chcrus, the a,.a:ience
is rot likcly to be Lxved by the rendition.
er.ctional ex7.(rience as well as a technical
Lie:ctrfcrned must really live--zust have a
L.:canine: to the sineers--if true
rretation is to be achieved.

16b
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'Ihe maintenance and success of a beginning high school chorus
depends uron its efficient manaeLent as an organization, as well
as its having good leadership musically.

In order that the clut

L; function smoothly, tte director should be a carable organizer
and executive in addition to beinE, a Good musician.

it is not

necessary for hin to attent to every detail personally, 'cut it
is essential for him to know hor to plan ahead, to delegate authority, to un(- erstar.d the procedures involvec in rurchasing equipi_ent,
and to establish the principles of operation that he feels rill
insure successful and cflective outcomes.

Good mem:cement is based

on the judicious use of Leans to accomplish an end.

The cb::c ive,

or end, in thic proble__ is the attainment of a Tcrth-vhile,
functioning organization for the high school chorus.

Ibis chr-

ter is devoted to an analysis of some of the means involved in
the achievement of thil3 obective.
z.•

itudent Officers
ricre the conductor is relieved of routine natters and
the actual handling of business involved in rehearsal and concerts,
the Lore time and energy he can devote to the vocal training and
performance of te chorus.

l'er the director to perform such

c-erical duties as diE- tributinE: and collectinG MUEiC and checl:i
attendance is to yaste valuable rehearsal te.

It ir_ust

foolish for the highly trained, responsible e;>ecutive te s;end
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his tin.e doing the work of the file cler".: as
it is for the ci,f4c:uctor to neglect the ilLtortant phases of c,is
trivial details.

to attend to

- esponsibilities such as those already mentione
i
d

can be succeeefully assuLkd Ly students -;,ittlin thc
club, and the
wise ;;Lnductor

t ake advantage of this opportunity.

.he extent t which responsibilitiee can safely be delegate
d
to mmbers of the chorus depends largely upcn the skill of
the
director in wcrking with pecple and the reliability cf the students.

Ihe benefits of experience to the students in holding

cffices and efficiently filling those offices are self-evieent.
-ot only does participation in the business cf running the chcrus
I

tend to make the student:_. feel that it is thdr organization, but
it also helps build up aLong the menbers such desirable qualitie
s
as dependability, initiative, leadership, ccoperaticn, and good
citizenship.

High school students are generally eager to help

their teachers when n.ade to fedl that their services are impertant
and their efforts arpreciated:
z

if the students_are to be given

certain duties for which they are held accountable, hotever, they

;

have a right to expect to Share in the planning of the club's
Acs.

he conductor cannot c.npect a democratic, cooperative

crrnizaticn if he is dictatcrial in his dealings with the members
cf the chorus.
ihe most arercpriate tie in the school year for stutent
organization must be decided by the director.

Certainly a cm-

plicated system of officers, comdttees, and duties should not be
attempted at the very Leg-inning.

...he chorus rust get to know the

ccnauotor, and vice versa, an& they must get used tc
sinzing and

ira•

•'

•

1C7
working together.

qemporary cfficea (such as librarian and

secretary) may. be appointed by the director until the ci.crus is
ready for formal organization.

The first Leetins of the ciub

shoult be devoted tc getting the members interested in choral
work and building up an enthusiastic love for cinidn•.

4„ri

immediate deluce of rules, reculations, and assignment of re_
sponsibilities will, in all probability, have a negative effect
in establishing- these attituoes.

lAuclent organizatich should

not be effected until the sludents are ready for it.
In a great

any cases, the traditional offices (rresident,

vice-rrEsident, secretayr and treasurer) are expected to be electe6 fur every club in the school.

.,dvocates maintain that these

honors should be made available to the students.

tither schcols

do not aprrove of stucent elections for any crganization.

lhc

T:olicy and t raditicn of the school must nct be overlooked.
If the students positively do not desire an electicn of
officers, or if they are indifferent to the idea, it would be
extreiLely unwise for the director to force it on them.

Eowever,

it is entirely v:ithin his rights tc appoint as Liany persons to
,

•

assist him as he deems necessary.
In order that the reader may become acquainted rith the

4

possible offices in the choral club, both elective

d aTrointive,

the following list, to-ether rith the duties anc functions generally involved, is presented.
I. President.--?he rreci(ent, an elective office, usually
is given such reeronsitilities as

ailing rehearsals to order,

'- making announcements in rehearals and ccncerts, sureri
,ising

41•1
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tryouts, rerresenting the chorus in student governuent or cn
occasion that deriends a club representative, helpin6 in
maintaining order at rehearsals, a.sstaminE, duties not ass
igned
to other cffices, ant in E,encrai relieving- 1.ie cenciuct
or of
problems other than musical ones.
II. Vice-President.--The ciuties of this off.
..ce, also elective, may inclu,e assisting the president arr
,
anging details of
transportation of the. group to concer
ts, checking reports of the
wardrobe custodian, E.zd welcoming visito
rs at the rehearsal.
Sor_.€ times the vice-president is automa
tically the social chairman, and frequently he heads the
membershin committee.
III. becretary.--Under the gui
dance of the director, this
officer Liay check attendance,
keep a record of points earned by
each member if the point system
see page 176) is used, send
courtesy cards, answer invitati
ons, for the chorus to sig,
keep
a register for parents, guests
, azici aluuni to sign, keep a scra.-.--book of p_rograt_s given by -Lhe'
organization with writeus and
p.Alicity notices, c...nci record any
business sessions of the clib, suc
h
as electiLn of officer.
ften the secretary isE..
- sked to help the
publicity co.r.mittee, especi
ally in senainc, informa.tiLn abo
ut p,ublic aii:ea.rances to the local newspa
pers.
he sere
is usually
elected, but raw be appointed
.

Dr.

Tr(asurer.--Th.is office is con
cerned nrincirz.=.11y rith
collecting due, fines, ren
tals fcr ccrti.:riec cr robes,
donations,
asses=ents for Eccial events
, or for tran crtati. tc
concerts.,
contests, or ar.y speci&..2.
trips. If any pro,
-.
..ec
t is carried on durinG the year to make money
for the orga.nizaticr., the
trth..Furer

4

•

4
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of course, receive this t.oney and keep a reccrd cf the proceeding.

The treasurer is usually held responsible also for

the paying of bji.

legible, accurate accCunt of all n.oney

received and ezTended is very essential.

This officer, usually

elected, may be appointed.
V. Librarian.--This cffice is one of the most impertant ones
in the organization.

The librarian has charge cf catacging, filing,

repairing, passing out, collecting, and checking out all music.
In addition to keeping a file of the music belonging to the club,
the librarian is often requested to keep a.list of nu=bers performed publicly, rith their dates.

This prevents undesirable

repetition of certain nunbers in public.

ecause of ths nature and

responsibility of this ,00, many choral liorarians have paid positions.

This is usually done in the professional or long-eetab-

lished choir, however.
in the

'Ihe liorarien fcr the beginning chorus

all high school rill not usually find the work to be a

burden.
VI. -nusiness imanager.--This position is almost alrays appointed by the director, since it entails a great deal of responsibility,
ene_Ly, and executive ability.

it is very important that a well-

qualified and capable student fill this post.

c Lust cooperate

closely rith the director in all business details asscciated with
the chorus and its activities.

.i:mong the duties that reay be assiened

I-

to him are:

I

arranging details of the concert such as publicity,

ticn-et sales, progras, ushers, and stage arrangements.

Sonctik!es

the business manager is also given the job cf securing piano-movers
and someone to pull the curtins at public performances.

we •
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VII. V:ardrobe Custodian.--If the schoo.L owns robes, vestments, or costue..es of ,,ny kind which tire chorus uses fcr puoiic
aplearances, there must be sone responsible 1.:erson to see that
they are checked cut and returnee properly.

file el: the nun-

-ber, sizes, and cdndition of the garments is desirable in order
that an accurLe record 'Lay De kept.
T

J, wardrobe custodian, either

appointed or elected, performs these duties.
ir

VIII. The ,
4 coompanist.--Vihile this imrortant place is not
usually censiderea an eifice, it is quitd often filled by a student.

This should alwaz,rs be aa qppointive:
2osition, cince much

of the success cf the or,;
.L:nization is denenaent upon the
and efficiency of the acccmpanist.

Lven if the accompaniments

are played by a faculty tember, it is rise for the ccnductor to
appoint several students

if they are available) upon when Ile

can rely tc relieve the faculty accmpanist in an emergency.
- diecussion of the accompanist, hi. qualifications and trainiri; 1
, is given in Chapter VI.
L.Ltudent-Conductors.--hn e:c.cellent way of previding training 2cr talented chcrue meMbere is through student conducting.

le-

Lode ecricnce for those pupa.Ls who are interested_
continuing their study of music in ccllee, it gives the director

4i
= a

chance tc help individual sections cccasicnally.

The member

elected by the director to be the student-ccneuctc2 Lust here
definite muzical ability End ci;;alities of leadershil:.
be able to ta.:e charge of the rcheareal rhenevcr the
cane( cut of the rem.

11-c_
:sr is

Ltutent-cconducters are often riven cutics

in assisting the eirectcr, for f_ne-tezzc€

axe cf Fuch del-L.:11s

•
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'Lefcre rehearsal as prcper ventilatLn, heat, liLht, and h_ving
:

T.

, the ccnductor's music

tand, batc6 à.LC podiuL in pl-ce.

'lhe writer feels thatEtucent choral cenductinr is a v(ry worthy
ano deriri„Ile

f student organization, if there arc stueents

in the chcrus who have the necessary bacground, training-, and
intereEt.

However, it is extremely doubtful that such suments

L-ie found in a mall hiLh schcol that is sjust introducing
into it

7,-ogr , if this is the case, it ri..ay be a good

for the, director to exp_ain the basic fundarentals Cf ccnducting to the entire chorus and let sore of these rho a_e interested
e.xperimnt with directing the group.

This will, rerhar:s, lead

to an active interest in chcral cenducting and eventually sere
ca-.able student conductors richt be trained.

'as°, when the prin-

ciples cf ccnducting are understood by all the nelLbcrs, they will
be better able to follow a oirectcr.
L. .cction Leaers.--in large cileral clubs, especially the
.Or.

professional ones, rimbers with outstanding 1- usical and lea6drshi:
ability are selected frcL each veice :Tart as section leaoers.

^

lea6r is held responsible fcr the attendance of the members of
hiE

Bes.Loes, he must call sIecial sccticnal rehearsals

whenever necessary and make

cl,lrc that the entire section knows its

-art in all of the r:usic being learned in the chorus.

V.hile this

1:1an is practicable for the larc,c, highiy-trained grou:, there is
sli;ht chance that it could be uset, with amate r rusicians.
Constitution.--The desirability of drawing up a formal
c netituticn for the high echcci chorus rust be des-..Ced 1)7 tre,
ry7"r-t71- arf, tce club itself.

If a ccnr:tit7A -Len is fc:lated,

...

ND

•fx•

1 7:f - 4
certain esseatial fcat-res suou...c be included.

lurone states

th-t the consti'tuti,n of a chcrus L.u:_t provide fcr those
"1. J,
izatic , n.

-

rcL.ie statinL thc purpose of the orz;a1-.-

sectien devoted to ;...mberr..hip
req...tirenents,
officers, ...nd ti2eir duties, electier.s, cc...L.ittees,
and
CO on.
.. section dea..ing ritrt r..ies cis con6uct, care
cf rusic, dues and fines, a.bzence, arc tardiness."1
Lor...c other elements which should be treated
in the docurent
the policy of the club in regard to the differ
ent ty- es ef
nerbers kT•robatienary, active, and honora
ry); order of business
procedure; provision for

E4..-

ents;

neetinLs.; the rotinz- -privi-

leges of the various ty-oes cf rLerlers; wh..t
ccr.stituts& a quorur..;
engz:Eements; honors aff a,-aards; and forfeiting
r.eberi.
clubs require razt.i.cipants tc make
loyalty

ore

merbership pledL,e, proLisin

nd ccol-,eraticn th.rouchcut the year.

it is not likely that the first ye....r
chorus 7:ill require as
detailed a-c.c: coL-splcr_ an orgar.ization as has
been descriLed here.
Indeed, electing a list of officers rurely
as a ratter of for,
or becallsc it seer.:_s derccre:tic,
officers h..vc real functions.
Ulsen,2

is

aste

of ti.e, 111110EE tic

lercoratic procedure, acccrdint:, to

r.ct a matter of electir.L officers; it is

froi:. day todczy-.

r.atter of

The first ye.ar chorus should avoid surer-

flueus or overlappinL, offices anc. s1uld
concentrate on those which
are necessz.--ry

deciruzle in establisLin- and maintaininz

snooth-runriiv, orcanizo.tion.

ri•

oft.,
t•

•

••••

.

.

•
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Uradinc
'1-he .:;.uestidn of

ivinr =arks in hi -.. Ecccl rusi
c subects

has lent
: been debatedsLcnt„zuic
cOucators.

,:ccurate Erad1r4g in

any subject is a problea, and.
tlu subjectivity of MUEiC ctuCy L.ak
es
recific and fair gradin, extre::.el
y difficult. l'wo questiuLable
1.racticcs of grades have arisen
aLong luusic teachers as a result
cf this difficulty.
OLC havL avcided grades
L.erely
indicatinc- whether the
wcrk vas satisfactory or unsatisThis is discouraging Lc the student
and Lends to 1..ake
him feel that there is nc incentig
e to co hisbeet. The tendency
in the other extreLe is to
the Lucie -.race as a sort of brib
e.
BY 6iVi:
ni unusually high marks the
director attracts students intc his organizatien. lic,iever,
the student is inclined tcbc intcrestec in ti?e• club, nct fcr
its c
- articular activities,
iccause he grade boosts the scLo
lastic average. ',Ise it enccura,
:es
r.‘enbers to think that the club is
not es:ecially worthwhile if
neetinc the =init.= requireli,ents
is sufficient to insure a high
grade. -±,ctf. of these Ir^tices
may endanger the prestige of the
music Cepaent.
if no actual grades are given
for chcrus,
evaluaticn cr rating shculd be
worked out.

SCL.E

syster of

f letter grades are

used, they shculd be accurate
and it_ir enourb'to mean something
to
the students. They should feel
that they have earned t1 F. narks
they get.
:be t-,7c cutstr.:ning points that
sheuld
AIL

r:onsidered in grad-

ing chcral wcrk are attendance and
self-ir,proversnt.
organi

6cue musical

,rant marks solely cn the basis cf
attendance, but

this element alone, imtorti.nt

as it is,

seems insufficient to the
•

t
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writer.

-

Self-iLproveL.ent is essential if progress isto ta,:e pi_oe.

-11 mel..bers of Lusical organizaticns are nct equalL talenteel.
rillsrofore, the effort v.ilich each one puts forth to live up to his
c;:n caTaoilitis,,,.nL to asce:j_ish the riost ;- !ith whatever abilities
he possesses, i.a t:ort accurate an

just indication of

grace shzule be than in his initial talent.

'hat the

in any event,

it is .wise to guard against letting azr particular grading system
P

or scheme become a fetish.

•

It is the writer's opinion that, when one is giving
r.arks to
T

meLbers of the high school chorus, it is better to err in grading
too oenerously than in faiiin6 to give the pupil all that he
is
cue.

,..fter all, mu,ic is saccieti_ing to be enjoyed, and the student

should be enceuraged to participate enthusiastically and
wholebeartsly.

If he is 7orried about tile acaemic results of his

effert:., this attituue of spontaneous love for singing
and for
choral -;:crk is not likely to result.
Honors and 41wards
ur-ntin, awards and honor:, for achleveLient is a practic
e
i

'which dates back to ancient times.

11 1
t by .(7Alu-rei (.arci

,,ccordIng tc a survey nade

Chen and reibrtea in Honors and f„wards in

d'merican high Schools,

the bebtowin6 of awards of some nature

is almost a universal rractice in the slrerican high school.

T.i1-

son4 states thi.t awards appeal to one of the stronEest
IsycholcLical
motives of man, that is, the dez.irc to succeed anC
receive

4

•

-
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reconition ..or achievement.

Thc need cf stImulati.n by extr.Ln-

sic motives is an easily-recognized element in the makeup cf
hur-an beinLL.

Tie presence of the greup affords a definite opror-

tunity to Le -Av te the iiiembers and L.aao attractive the attainLent
of -n award or erecial honor.

The natural desire of pupils to

conforr . and to excel, and the desire for group arpror, --these
are forces which shoulc be recognized and capitalized upon by tc
director.

advances arguments both for and against the

rractice cf giving honors and wards:
"ixguments in he -.ffirmative:
"(1) Honors andwrards stimulate interest and participaticn in music.
"(2) Honors and urards are excellent means for giving
recognitien to merit or service.
"(.1..) Honors and awards encourage sustained effort in
music.
"(4) Honors and awards stimulate the desii.e fo_
provement in music.
"(5) Honors and awards serve as extrinsic motives which
may be transferred to intrinsic ones.
"(6) Honors and awards are comaen practice in everyday life.
"rt,uLents in the 1.;egative:
"(1) Hcnors and ars....d are artificial stimuli and
fail tc interest tne student in the music itself.
"(2) Honors and awards develcr cenceit and create
a false sense of values on the part of the recipients.
"(Z)1 honors and rrcs i.ay becce the ends rather
than the means fcr encouraging ability in music.
"(4) honors and awards f; -ten attention upon the
reward and detract from a permanent desire fcr improvement in music.
"(5) Eencrs ad avc-rde zerve as e;:trineic r..otivatica
which is not likely to lead to an intrinsic love of rusic.
"(6) Honors and awards give students the idea that
rarticipatien in usic activity should lead to some form
cf compensatien."ihe mint syster..is used to atrantaLe by man:: choral directers.

rp. 29./t -29e.
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,ithough this practice Involves detailed
and accurate records,
it does put the entire system on a iih
er rlane and LaCE any
award earned carry ILportance, since
it entails a great deal of
consistent effort on the l'urt of the
student.
he fcllowing
system was set up and actually usec for
a hiGh school :axed
chorus by -r. Cla-de 1.
who is at present a:member of the
1-usic fac-lty at 'este-rn:
1.11iinor letter l3 inch)
l•
Your semesters as an outtanding,
contributing member.
Total of 92o points earned—at leas
t li5 a semester.
C. J.t. least ,wc semesters in the
first glee ciub.
II.

iajor letter (b inch)
ix semesters as an outstanding
'ccntributing menber.
B. 1400 points—at least 176 a seia
ester.
C. t least four semesters in firs
t glee club.

III. Points earned as fellows;
Lach rehearsal—three points
B. Lpecial awards--:maxiuum of O poin
ts a seLester
1. Librarian duties
2. secretarial work
Z. VC:1*k on cczu.,ittee
4. x.etive work cn Ii:usic Council
C. Lash public aplearance as
soloist-10 points
D. Lach public appearance in ensemble
-- points
lbeductiens from total pcints as
follcws:
Tardiness—L; points each
B. Excused absence (except athl
etics or Ili Y)--3 points each
C. Unexcused absence--10 points
each
L. Unexcuser absence frc
b1ic per-formance--5 points
E. Deduction for discipline made
(according to the seriousness cf the offense) at the discreti
cn of the director.
,iwards may be in the form of lett
ers, pins,* medals, cr merely be the recognition of haling
acccmplished an honor of distinction.
5.1.1e annual awardinc of a cup to tne
outstanding music stucent in
the schocl often has a high noti
raticn value and does a great cLa1
tcmard inspiring the young-cr stuc
ents to take part in and to e:Ice
l
in iusical activities.
44.•
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To nany Lusic educ-tcrs, awards are not only unnecessary
in

ECMC

eases, harmful.

The opponents of the systeL. believe

th-t the privi1.6e of singing beautiful music, especia.i.ly undci.
the direction of an enthusiastic and truly musical cenductor,
should be sufficient reward in itself.

There is ad anger that

the teacher nay deperk. upon the motivatien of the award to substitute for the highest type of teaching.

4-.1so, there is the

darer of letl.in„ awards become ends in themselves ratner than
r.eans.
It is the writer's opinion that the problem should be viewed
obectively, always keepinE the needs, tra.Ations, a
cies of the rarticular situation in mind.

tenuen-

.lore than likely the

first year chv„rus wil.L need the added stimulus of awards.

:Susiness and Finance
illthough many routine matters involved in choral wcrk can
be locked after by student officers anc conmittees, there ssre
some rroblems of business and finance that must be handled by the
director alone.

Davis6 believes that too many people think

nsicians and others rho have to dc vilth the
fools when it comes to business and noney.

..rts are necessarily
If the choral con-

•1

ductor establishes hielself as an intelligent and efficient tusiness
manacer, he will accomplieh something or great value to himself
and to the music program as well.
Lach school system has, its own sysi,en of financial routine.
The new director must study the system and learn how it works
soon after he begins teacnin,.

1941),
t•

r.

If he understands the school's

-mtre Than a i'tfch-ri7.e'c1atcn, k;. C. 5-fdrchard,
67.
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plan for purchasihg supplies and equipment and
how the LL.(sical
orcanizaticnie needs are

o ue met, he will save himself c(nsider-

auie worry and, posibly, ez.harrassLAtnt.
with the policies an: rf t,„Ll.i.t.lon

Je should try to coml)ly

sct u. by t..zo.
.loel board and

administrators also.
Contrary tc popular belief, it is cyite possi
ble to find a
coed nusician who is alEc a practical .:1( effic
ient :;cr.

1:.hen

tc conducter is dcini., busines, it ic vcry ii..or
tant for him to
be sensible amt. busineEs-like. Smell cluc41itiEs
reliability,
rremptness, accuracy, and neatness are ez,Zntial
tc Lccd business
prccedure, and the director ehc-ld not uncer-esti
Late their in..'crtnce.
The school budLet

is

usually formul,ted tond adopteo scLe

ronths Leferc it actually ExeL into p.ractice.
director

is

;resent at tl..c tc. the I,tid6ct lc Lsd., Lis choru
s

may he cliE;hted or cverlcced, er:ccially i
:.ized until the fel1c.- 7ihz year.
fcr the chorus, Cr
'sub:i
amcunt.

ijnieLs. the c.'"oral

it will not be cr-

If V,t_;.c ir cc clirc:riaticn

nuzic (e;.artr.ert, the ocnductcr nay

a reouest to the board cf education for a eupl.l
cr.-.cntary
his recluest nay be grantec if he can convinct
the board

nelLers and the school adnanistratore that
the a;prciriaticn ie
Coeclutely essential to the success cf

orc;anisaticm

other LanO., he i_cy Le forced to wait until ti ne:It
rerJuerts are considered all include( in the
buc,ct.
c_nt;ci;Ltc thc

On the •
bcfort his

-t try mu',

'4111 bl

ior thc fellciAnc ye, se tha, he

1- repareC. to

ncoc^eary

4.1'i

fcr a

reascnahic but s'„..fficient aricunt =he:. the
ne::‘ tudi_tt
an a7.-1.:re7rit:Lch fru:.

4.)•7 rivet
•

••••

4

•

1 7c.•
-ear, it rcy be necest_..ry for the chorus to raise .L.oney i:or its
su;:lies

cciai1y 1..ucicj witnin itcf.ScLe.ti:..es Cues cr

fees L.-1.e recluired cf

LerLberf., to use for tis -urroce.

of

wich VEX/CUL 1:1Cil SChCCd. 1..u:ici-1 or-

ganizatic:-_.e

founo

dancoc., ccn-

cert ., ruEL.e

in,cTe-rtiez, scavencer hunts, cake

beauty contests., 1,-.6ZaZiLE sale:, minstrel shows, ice cree.:_. sur-;
ors,
cocc-cola machines, stirrers, donations from merchants, ancinc
for tardiness anc: absences from members.

:he students in the

chorus or other faculty meLbers would :probably be able to
advise
the vocal teacher ac to ;that mone.,7-11,akinz; rlan is likely
to bc
p.ost euoctsFfv-.1 in that locality.
.1:nowing the L-e.-2.-ket and .-:-curee s of Lu:7-21y
It iz r.ct enouLh fel' the conductor to know
how Lo select
the t_acic ar.:6 other r_laterials thz.;..t ho needs,.
and 'bow to dctain then.

1.e must knc-a 'where

t lziow te various n.a.rke tr..

rust

-mow,. at least to some extent, the usual quality
of their :..crchan-.- dice.
rust be able to coLltare trices and values.
L;elections
should be made only after careful, ob;iective
study rd caivaticn.
If t'!-.!ere are Eccd music surr.li centers in or near
the town, t-:-48
r_reeents ane xcelient orrortur_ity for the director
to examine the
-7;erronally.

Kev;ever, if this is not the case, ex e;:tensive,

ur-to-date file of CZo.tiA.C.S- S of i,00ks, music, am.
i.;encrie. Eusic
stippliez shoulc b(

:.art cf the ccructc

,,nly after

director zubL.it 1.-.11 order.
L:•u.rchase ercceetzres
cchool- require Vriat an official

t

1
1E0
recuisit.L(n

systcL.

file( 'cL;cre zny
cenfusicn in beckkeelL.

ter

recuisiticn craws en 2unds allocate( to the chorus
delartnent, it can Lc iec

L.he

,nc '..u(Let recerds.

iUiC

if it

nt. sicned by the ..irector.

requests materials rnich ordinarily coir.e froi

ctien

soLe ether

of the Lud-ct, the rc:‘uisition rust be iseued by the persen re2:c_sible for that i.articular section.
heelAn

is

.,ften this kind of

merely a natter of form and i

takenc are of by an ad-

Ldnistrative official u;on recue:t, o.a1 or written.

In nearly

all cases, the surArintenc. ert--or rrinci;af, if he is the high'
est acILinistrative efficer--r:_.1Lt arr,rove the request.
1-)urchase .e.ouisitions.--Urders for school saplaies cf any
kind usually must be aoccranied by an official requisition for
Turcase.
an

This scrves as a ;retection for the boad of
the Fchcol aL;ait unaathcrize( orders.

.r.lsc, it is a

budget control...rid accurate bookmeasure which insures ;roter
in tie event of an euergency, t

oirector Llay have an

irEkdiatc reed for sore itm and feel that he cermet wait for
Lhe usual routine to be accomr_Lished.

In this case, -rocedure

in ccntacting the firm and ordering the material

is

justified only

if (1) the action has been ap;reved by the sul7erintendent;

the

requisitiom rill be sent yrom7:t1y; and ka) the requisition rill be
accmranied by a note rhich states that it is for r.atcrial already shirred, otherwise a bucy erc*r de;artent iiy

end a 4u-

:licate

••• •

,•••

•

6rccf .--if orders arc to be filled 1:retly

accurae-

ly, the director shculd be sure that he haz Eiven sufficient infcrmation about the Laaterial he wants to rurchase.

i& list of

the syecific itell:s of informaticn which should be included in
an order allears ih iAlarter IV of this study.
‘,rders.--Eaving music, cr other nattrial, sent
to the conductor on ar;roval is an effective device fr study,
analysis, and evaluation of the available ieriJ
definite choice is mace.

efcre a

This I.ractice is a courtesy extended

to the custmer by the firm and should never bc abused.

Uen

an order is sent on aprroval, it is only fair to e:ITect the
recirient to return the material in good ccnditicn within the
tile limits allowed by the vendor, unless it is turchased.

C;orresrondence
Correcroncence,

substitute fcr personal contact and

rerresentatiye cf tic organization* should confcrn to the ethics
and rrocedures of good business trancacticns.

.he choral conductor

may have torely en corresrondence for such this as rurchasing
sur-ilies, and 1.,kir13 L...rrangements for contest2. and ether out-cftown rerfermances.

In all events, he should reriember tk.t prom-It-

ness, courtesy, neatness, reliability, clarity, c.nd lejibility
must be observed.

The form used need not be elaborate, nor the

staticnery emTensive, but both should reflect the taste and rcrsonality cf the writers
1,e cords
.A.lc there is a need for a recc.c.-.
;:cciin,: system in the

p• • .
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music deT.,artraent, only those records

roce

should be kept.

ich serve a definite :urr

ihe follovAnL are soi_e of the records that

i..ay Le necess..ry if an accurate account of the equip=ent
basiness natters of thc chorus are to

kelt:

nO

inventory of all

supplies, file of rienbers rith pertinent information aLout each,
catalog of books iic music with
these itenss;

rE

O.

definite system: of checking out

cf concerts, attendance, payr_ent of cues,

officers; a file of correspondence; an(.1. a record of all requisitions, purchases, repairs, or other LUSine CL transactions which
S.

occur in regard to the chorus ana its fuCticns.

Elarly.z.ry
'1-ne. details cf orEanization ana the daily routine jobs
connected i;:ith choral work nay

and unir_rortant.

it must be rerielLbered, b.owever, that a s:-.coth-running chorus results only if all of the factors involved

tuaLly function.

une

characteristic of the pi-cies- Lona-1 chLrus is tie attention to, and
rE rfecticn of, details.

he choral director %lin do vell

o note

this e..nd af.phasize the importance of the r outine procedure, in
rith a Le6ir.ning•group.

:_ach ciuty performed should be

considered a contribution tewr.
,
.rd the csecired unity i_ne oneness that
is the highest attainment of d-ny gr.cup enterprise.
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C:1.2-71'.1. VIII
Pik LIC
The culminating activity of any performing organiza
tion is,
in nost cases, the public appearance.

public performances

have numerous gad definite values, they should
be indulEed in with
discretion in the early stages of the
chcral organization.

There

is a danger that the members of the chor
us, in their enthusiami
over their progress, vsill be eager to
put on a yrogram before they
are adequately prepared. This eage
rness should be rewarded by
sore tyre of public perfcmance as
soon as possible even though it
be slightly crude. k.,f course, the
first year chorus cannot exrect
to attain the degree of perfection
which can be accdmrlished by a
long-established and well-trained
group. However, even the beginning chorus can, with persiste
nt and thorough traininL a.:d under
a skilled director, Show r.arked
im;roveLent in accuracy, tone -,rcducticn, diction, anu interpretati
on within a short period of time
.
Lefinite ylanning is required
in the preparation of a public
program of any kind. 1:eariy auI
of the techniques which have been
described in this study will be
involved, directly or indirectly,
in the success or failure of the
attempt. The standards of the
perfcrr-ance must be high. It
should demonstrate the quality
of
work that is being done dy the
chorus in the regular classroc=.
The value of the terformance,
to the students an. tc the
community, is largely dependen
t upon thc
discriminat.,en
in the selcctien of m
e, hli. sldil in traaning the
chorus, an
ability to organize anOmange
the event.
In ananalysis cf
ment occurs in the

ic

ublic perfc=ances, the foll
owing state1eucators 1,aticncl 1.cnference
GoLmittee
;

•
I-

,•
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hercrts for 1944:
"The educaticnal philosophy bac.: oi all public perfore_ances lies in the fact that the particii.ants
are given orportunities to exercise many adreirable
social traits which in tend tend to influence individual and comr4anity behavior. ialeic e.cre than
other curricular areas exiets cnly as it is perfcrmed,
whether privately cr ru.,licly. It exist ce recreated each time it is mane audible. To rule out
performance, therefore, would rule out music. '1

Ape-1

Values of Public .,.:pearances
Lany school administrators, as we1i.. s the teachers themselves, fail to realize the great benefi -L.s which can be derived
from public performances, net only for the studente, but for
the
schcc.1 and ccm:..unity as well,
first c2 all,

it is important for the teacher,

e be aware of these values in order to do the

beet roseible job in r1annin6 the year's work fcr the chorus.
Also the Cirector must be prepared to explain the advantages
of
the project to the schOcl administrators and perhaps even
the
school bcard.
tial.

Their support, in undertakings of this sort is essen-

brief discussicn of some of the outstandinz values to
be

found in public performances for the high school chorus follows
.
1.:otivation.--If the students know that they &re wsrking toward
one particular event, such as a ccncert or a contest, they rill
more easily understand why long sustained practice on individ
ual
conro:.
- 1tions is necessary.

Luring the preparatory states, the

tirector must insist on carcrul attention to such details
as e.:zact
phrazir., tone quality, dynamic shadinEs, and clear
diction.

1
.
Saral:
- Yancey Cline, ChairEan, "Public Performances,"
Committee
crtskChicago, usic .educato
rs i.ational (..onference, 194L), p. 90.
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Unless there is scmc obvious :active, some definite ;cal in ViCW,
t'rie sinGers are iie1i to become restless and to E.SSUnle a carles: attitude toward detailed worlz.

.:he public ccrctrt irovicd

an tvediate incentive fcr hard zerk and is a direct stil.Aalus for
the students to try to make the cranizathn a success.
Intet-raticn.--The puclic perfcrmance tends to unify the varicus phases of the music department as well as the different de-artrents of the etire school.

uften the cocper-tion
.
.

„ a.A.1

schdol is enlisted, even if the proect is sponsored by the music
department.

The operetta, for exas:ple, demands that students and

faculty Lembcrs frcs. alrost every branch of schco2..ctivities vork
tcEether towaxd a comuxn cbjective.

This is goed for the schccl

in that it helps to ciininate the feelinG of ces-Tettion between
departents and t ends to trrin

atcut

reater cccper.
tidn

under-

standing ar,onz the var1c,J.2 grovcs.
70:1(.
,.--fre;Lrat cn of a prccras. to be

iven publicly

makes necessary a cicsc associatien of all the participant:.

.he

conductcr has an opportunity to ezercise a great deal of influence
in this daily corta:t in teaching high ideals, direct-, and indirectly by exar.ple anc by sach clualities as ccurtesy, 7-tience,
idntness, ccoperaticn, az.:bitien, loyalty, depenability, and toler.
ance. The rehearsal period is usually a time of relaxation. ihe
stuent is mere

to reveaJ. hinself as he many

activity cf this type than in thr_
cal)

ringinE ac

nature, it

is

:crnal classroo:I.

thu, bc-

of z.inGinf- are very p(:cc'LL by

pcs'fbic fcr the —4-rector to

'rc- t1-1c7

ac

really ale.

CiCEA. tf

If .fe is vcrtlly cf his

LtUuCrAZ

•

•

•••

he .AlltCz
...c..va.nta,e
.741.$,J4

-•
4
.

-

. ell; teach ccy

ir

hew to

be L CCI citizen:. as
14..he

unuzual cy..portu.nity to-

LE

Ct

tor. ether ane how to

1cn

ho.,i to cing.

u1ic Terfone..nce i

of value to the schccl and to the

I

ecLi..unity in that it proviLes a. rholesol.c tyl:e of entertainrient.
-erforcance of rusic lc in itself a social act.
be expreseicn e: one grout to alict.hcr

If there ie. to

rcul:: through the t_ediuiL of

tone, both perfcrrers and listeners are neces.sary.
au.Cience for a hiLh
thetic one.

-Licuz.11y the

1.-3erforr.a.noc ic a frier.dly and syr.lp,a-

I_ucic Eervc2 to trinz., the i.erforL.ers c-.-.;.nu the audience

into closer relation:-..hit., thus fosterint, a cleser affinity between
the school an(s. the cer=unity.
:
..-ractica
l value of censtructively
Ln

c5vertic-

schcci, cm: the chorus itself, muct net be overlooked.
roint has been trez...ted to

1:C.L_C

extent in Chapter II.)

it is

a r.u1.;licity based not cn large acsert'ons or ctatistical
•

but on direct ano obviel:

result.

...s lone:

5 the rut.12.o perfcrnce

ic not erelciteci for the personal a.dvertisement or aggrandizment
of individual teacherc or studentF‘, it rsr..ains a very coral.encla
.ble
•••••

weans of acquainting the rublic with t'ne

or...: of the sci?ocl.

The

Ierforniance can give 1.:cint
and reality to the work done in the
cchcol--a concrete evieence of su.ccessfui teaching E.:11c1 learning-can 1'z...rely

one

y any other ::ethed.

xibc accorplishnents of

the cheruz, if they are at E.."_•.1 worthtt...i.:.c, deserve to i.e .share
with the reF.t of the schcel, ;re'
-t', an( friends 1.. the cor:..unity.
is one cf the r.:t:t effective Leans of crt atin
Etucento a desire to L ein the club; it also helps tc
cr.tiuJztic 7.1)7: ort ;7

;c.

t

er.7.:anization trcu :.et
.

othcr
xii

Up
itYs

•

•

,• ,
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i. the writer l

cr_inicn that, ordinarily, tile

financiol needs of the chcrus should be ...et by approprlation
`7TC,_

the rCGU1Sr School fUnCIS,

f'rce t the 7,ub1ic.

thus 1eavir

i lerforc..ances

Kowevcr, a digression from tills practice

be nececsary if an appropriaticn

is

iLiossible pe..e if the money

is actually needed.
Lducational Value s.--Through careful and wise selection of
l_ublic performances by the chcrus can be a subtle and, at
t

the same ti:Le, oefinite mean:
, of uplifting the rLueical standards
and tastes or the school and ;he conmunity-.

.i.lthough this cannot

bc accomplished to a great e:.:tent the first year, at least prcLress
can be Lak.c in laying a basis upon which to build in the years to
.rcllow.

The iv.portance of eiscreti, h, patience, and gratual ad-

varcement in this matter cannot be evereL..phasized.

,.ny abrupt,

revolutionary pclicy is cert,..in to bring abcut antaonisr., with
resulting negative or hostile attitudes toward the entire music
Ircgrata.

Langers tc t_void in kublic ,.ppearance s
he reputation of the teacher, the chorus, and the school
largely oetermined by what is inniFdiatcly acco=plished.

There-

fore, it is the director's responsibility to himmelf, to his
group, ane to the school tc make sure that

Tubica

earance

is a fairly Eood representation of that the club can do.

Unless

theFe rerferram cc are vi/ Ell fcunde6 on c:rffnite educaticnal
ectives, they may become a burden which will creatly .LE ssen their
value.

If the director can a:.tici.7.7,ate sere of the pitfalls before

OD
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thry ocur, a great r.a.nc difficultieL, maz,,

c eliminated.

cf the dange:-s 7hich may easily be avoideo by foreciEht

:ALR

no care-

ful t1annin6 are as follcs:
tl

any program

..re tec

12) Often the music used is not vorthwnile musically or
educationally.
(3) On the other hand, the music selected may be cf a heavy
classical nature rhich is entirely too eifficult for the chorus
to perform cr for the audience to appreciate.
(4) The prcE.ram may not have a sufficient amount of contrat
and variety in the numbers used.
(5) The clorification of the conductor is frecuently an obvious obective.
(6) The importance of soloists may be over-emphasized.
(7) The tire consumed in rehearA.n6 often interferes 7ith the
reEular schcol schedule and disrupts the school rrocram.
1.iany programs require tcc much outside time, such as etra after-school and night practices, from the students.
(9) The iLportance of appropriateness and good taste in state
appearances is sometimes overlooked.
(15) Public performances occasionally encourage jealousy
•

amone the performers and a feelinE of rivalry betwEen thc chorus
and other organizations.
(11) The expenditure of a great deal of money for the public
Terformance is undeciralle.
(12) The desirability cf performances rhich call :cr lonL an
fati,uing trips is oi;en to question.
-•-•

tcc mush ei_phasis is -dared cn the progra:., other

•

W..

I

ir17.ortant eeucaticnal Thases of choral work 1;.L:y be neglected.

Perfermance

c: Prograas.--Choral performances fail into
different classifications.

tlark,

perfermance Lay consist of the

rendition of only one nuer at a commencement progra, for ex-grip-Lc, or it may refer

o a ccmplete formL1 concert, or evEn

the procucticn of an cpera.

There are many posibilities from

rhich to choose in deciding on the best form of program for a
particular group.
1. The General Concert.--The program which the first year
chorus is r.A)st 1Liely to present rcuic, in all probability,
COLE under the general concert classification.

The three most

c=iienly used plans for the ordinary choral ccncert are the
chronoloO.cal type, the mood type, and the contrast tyl:e.2

The

first of these is ce--pcsed cf numbers ;:hich are arranged in loLical
scquehce from the 016 to the new, each nuLber being of significance
in a certain period of musical development.

in the second type,

a definite mocd is e Etablished in each section of the program.
Concerts which devote the first

to sacree music anci the last

to secular, ro,ild generally come under this cl.xcification.

in

the contrast type, various styles of musical rcrks are set off
in sharp relief a,ainst each other.

Variety Should be stressed

not only in the spirit of the text, tut alo in Loc.( and muslc.
1:ven contrastin

,aan,

keys -re reco=ended cy many Cirectcrs.

cit., p. 101.

1C:0
The general ccncert rCSECFSCS severa
. desirable characteristics rhich can hard', be gained fro
m any other tyte of ihusical
occasin. -Lt is suf:iciently fcr
:_al and impressive to presen
t a
real chailenEe to the studnts.
if it is rlannec carefully,
it
viil not place too much burden
on any intividual or grcup.
Preraraticn is made easier by using
the material which is being
studied in the regular class
rehearsal rericds. rrom
the standpoint of the public, the genera
l cLncert presents an opp
ortunity
to view the work going cn in
the schocl. This type
of activity,
if properly handlet, strcngly
tends tc enlist the sup
port of the
public and to enccurace the
cormiunity to take price
in the school
and in the chorus.

A
?

II. The ,
--usicale.--7hi1e the
general evening ccncert
features
the large musical crEani
zatiens with occasicna
l sclutts, the afternoon recital, cr musica
le, generally stresses
solo terformance.
'ihis more intimate type
cf proErar,_ serves as
an cutlet for talented
students, both soloists
anc enseLbie greurs.
w::_icales undoubtedly enrich the music -pro
gram and cffr rian7
crncrtuniies from an
appreciation basis to
both performers _nd the
listeners, however,
it if7
r'cubtful whether a hij
h schccl which has
had little or no
music previously in its
pro„_ran cculd presen
t students who rould
be sufficiently advanc
ed uo rerfcrr in this
type of program.
The Pageant.--The zi.
usical play in explarded
form, cr the
paLEant, is a pcpular typ
e of rerformance
among high schools. It
has many cf the advantage
s of the cperetta,
especially in the fact
that it enlists the ccoperati
ve effcrts of the entire
schocl. In
anarzinc the pa,_eant, il
en sale, "It lencs i
f to the creative

WO.
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"
ex:ression of large numbers cf indivicual
s. It can ofter serve
a uemenstration cf culminaticn cf the music
al work of an entire year."3
Pageants are usually developed around theme
s cf historical,
religious, or social significance, thus cffering an unusu
al opportunity for integration with other subjects.

Pageants built on a

local theme have a special appeal to the community.

The problems

of organization, training, timing, ccstumes, and ccordinati
on of
all the departments must not be overlooked.

however, under the

guidance of a director who has the musical_ ability
me leacership,
these difficulties will not be insurmountable, and the
pageant
may beccme a genuine educational anc musical exper
ience.
IV. The Cantata.--1.:any oZ the attractive features
found in
the operetta, without its disadvantages, are four: in the cantata.
nuber of factors account for this:
of selections in the fi1

o

(1) there is a wider range

the cantata;

they are based cn

texts which are more interesting anc which gener
ally have a higher literary merit; (3) muiically the cantata
is often superior to
the operetta; (4) the organization of the
cantata does not demand
such elaborate and expensive preparations; (5)
interLet in the cantata does not tend to wane as quickly as ln
the case of the operetta; (6) the singing of the cantata is core
often a lasting musical
experience. V.hile the cantata possesses
marked advantages, it is
not without its limitations. It does
not arouse as much initial •
interest and excitement as does the
operetta. It fails to capitalize en the high school student's love
fcr dramatic sitbatiuna.

e
••=•••••

Cite,

104-1.):).

•••••
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It dos not utilize

arts allied to rau'sio or empaa-Aze tiir

relationships to the el:tent that the operetta does.

LaEt cf all,

it dces not enlist the cooperation of the entire school in ec
cumon rroect to the cane decree that the operetta or pi.ccant
4
do.
V. The prderet4:.
r --rihe 1Lerits and criticisns of the eyerEtta have been discussed at lenEth in Charter V.
of that analysis is not deemed necessary here.

repetltien

suffice it to

say that the operetta is one type of perfor=ance which ccul
successfully De sponsored by a first year _chorus.

Ecwever, the

director should be thcrcuchly aware of the needs and possibilities
el.' his hich school as well as of all the advantat,es and disa(:ventaees :invclvcc. in producin

an operetta before choosing this

type of performance.
VI. The Crera arx the Oratorio.--Both of these larcer foms
have also been discussed previously in this study.
production of these

reater 'w!orlcs

as;iration, an uncertain

is

":.hile the

certainly a

ant.i

of this nature for the first year

- high school chorus would be utterly in7poesible.

Yew high schools,

11.articularly in the snail teTn, could produce the larze nurber
cf -all-trained anc talented zingers that are deD.anded in such
- te chnical performancEs.
hi L1-1:

Cce c4
' arias and choruses frogs

cleras ano oratorios, however, are to be encouraLed.
In addition to the types of programs already nenticred,
-One re are numercuc sLaller rroects rhich are populr esyoCially

.

4.
Ioid., pr. 105-106.

1.7
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ihe cl.crus ir

hi ;_t Fchcol.

in the

cive ar:if-t - nce in
seascnc

UC

C1S

1t2.€L.as tiA

rroi:,raLs,

tc be afi:ed to
fellcrin:

-ay

ici..y .ft€rnccn vester ccncerts,
carclint:, candle-1i:cervices,

aserAly

cor..7encen.ert exercises, c.ne even, rerhaIs, r.instrel c"acws.
1...az,crity of cilt

ou=inc to tre cbcru

frcr

the rchocl itself, acccrding to the Lbsic

SCUrCES

ThE

other than

ucaters 1:atienca

Conference infer::_ation Leaflet Ile. LO6, will cc..c fra.. civic crLan.:.zatiens,
.
Parent-Teacher organisations, local churches, local
raCio staticnL,
conLAInity evert.

ic coEnittees rlanninz vclricus neighberhco6 are
-12criinAion in acce;tinr: ane tact in re-

fusinc invitatfons riust be e:zercise6 by t

director, EE;ecialLy

for Vie first year chorus.
-17re

fc7. cnc of the :_oet fascinatir.. z:.nd

challenirg cf all chcral ;reblenc.

It is in the well-crLanized

;erfomance that the interts, resourcefulness, iL_aziration, and
tarAcv of the con(uctor arc. t'rle chorus are reflected.

he skill

an6 inz,enuity ;dch cre used in ;lanninz.; the 1..rezrar..
- ELy sl,ow results not only in the daily rehearsal, but. also in the choral
rerl: or the high Echcol in years to follow.
1..11Ln cne i

the lencth of the general concert,

it is well to reLet-ber that the reertoire of the becinninc chorue
vill of neces:_ity te limited, if the nuLbers arc to be ;resented
with any dc rec of finesse.

The lencth of the non-:rofessional

cencort muclly varies frc:-..

.11

herr to an herr cnu a half.

1.(ucaticr ixsearch :;ounc4,
..•

•

• C
an:
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inzist: en limitinE, the ;roiL;raL to cne
hour.

,

the audience.

1-_ct be sc lonL; t.t it beccnes tireso
:_e to
it ic aiwg_ys wiser to have tiie lis
teners leave

'ith- feeling 02 regret that the
1.;-sic is c7cr.
1;.e rriLlary turr.ose ef sciecl nus
ic traininE, is tc previce
e.Ierier_ces for the students; thu
s, the entertain. nt of p,..rentsano friends is
a secondary objective. Theref
cre,
TroL,ra:. buildinE, the studen
ts thenseives shoule be ccnsidere
d
first cf
needs, their irterests, an( their
,-_- rowth in
s±ill and. arrreciation. The
aucience must not be overlccke
d, neis iLportant to c ater to the
tastes and interests of
the listeners, at let tc
eez,e de6ree. ,Lile music tha
t will
;id
en their L:usical horizons
should be included, at least
one
6rcup of sor_LL that tl'e
average lauL.an 1ne7s and
loves should be
ueed also.
it i even a •goce idea
to have the aUdience
yarticil:-ate in the corcer
t Cy singinL :cp.e. famili
ar nuLler with
the ccruz_. 'ibis device
is offten used at the beginn
in c of a prowhen e veryone ,:oins in
singinc; "The L.tar t:pangis d
Lanner t"
"4-x:krica," cr sme other
ap ropriate, vell-known
song.
E;howmanshir., is an item rhi
ch is often neglected.
it is almost
universally true that eve
n allong reople who co
not cm.trehend the
E,..sical significance of
a nm.ber, there is an
innate recognitien
of crd re's: ect for a Goo
d performance. The cua
lit7 cf a procram
need not be lowered by usi
nL the additional fea
tures of
costu:_es or robes, sce
ner:-, etc., to Live add
ee cclor
ano in te r :t tc the T
rfcrman cc.
arc
t:LnL. iiL

•

19b
f,cener:- ver:: effective, if szilif.,Ally uc., in reinforcin
cr draL

cilL

c.ften. cc:-:(ntatcr i

:-•4

=ocd

ea7,urec tc give

:rogral" note:, about each n',..ber or grour of sons. ( f
. course,
any device 7:ich tends to ohez.;-en the cccasicn cr to bring about
crit-ca,_ cr antagonistic attituce toward the uncertain

LAI:A

be avoiCed.
In any perfomance involving a large number cf students,
confusion and awkward pauses are thely to recult and detract
the general effect.

.,ded tiLinis and efficient LanageEent are

essential if this situation is to te avoided.

Low directors

)- to have ensemble cr sole numbers perforLing in front of
the
cui- tain while groups are t.oving on and off the stce.
In

e.tting up the program itself, principles of variety and

unity should be renewed.

L:Arevie contrast between c7raps is de-

sirable, bu -. within each group there should definitel.y be
bet7!esn tre nuLbers.

Lach son t; should help

those that are adtjacent to it.

unity

acvantaLeously

f:acred and secular, or serious

and humorous songs are not ordinarily lixed.

If :.:egro spirituals

are used, .they are generally placed in a separate grcur,
since
they constitute c. distinct type cf song.

Two or nere colLpositions

il minor keys do not usually ar.„ear togetner.

Lncores, if they

are enccuraged, should be in keeping with the meod
and style of
the song it fclio,:s.

in the present-day choral rerformance, it is

cusidered g000 taste to include something in new
MUFAC.
L-1

positions of the redern school are very difficult, and as their
value !- aFT not had the.o7por .
- unity to stand the

test cf

scirctien fron the lar6e acunt of material availal:Jc i:: not
4

. easy to rake.
der•
49

I

3A-.€
.r.lthcuL

cffective nunbers should be used at the
beginninE

thc enk of t1-..c

it is unri_e to place the Lost

difficlt nut:Der to a:ireciate at eiti!
cr extrez.e.

Lr.

iscussinE

t1.is point, 1.ree cutlihes his theory of
concert .1_rogras, pianninE:
l'Buil6 your programs like a Eccd meal,
rith an
apyet.Lzer, soup, the piece de resistance, salad
and
desert. ...he 'a„retiser l and 'soup,' shorter
works,
Let the audience settle, provide for late-c
omers,
and get the choir wars,ed up for their
'piece de resistance.'
shculd Le :Jerks of a certain dignity, however, and effectively done, fcr
usually an
audience remellthers their first and last ii_pr
essions..
...he 'piece de resistance' is your 'hea
viest' group.
The csir and ausience have both been
prepared for
it andare ready to give it their grsa
test concentraticn. Lew is the tine for a change--t1
c
This may be a soloist, vocal or instrume
ntal, an
ensemble grou:, cr a group of lighter
werks t:r the
perhaxs an interesting grcup of folksong
arrangeEents,
inally comes the 'dessert,' rcrhaps
a group of faniliar or 'sure-fire' ecng
s that the
audience will remember, with a stirLuLati
n, Icsr. of
coffee,' a stirring clinaLtic number to
brin &_. the
tc a successful close."
he use cf scloists in the concert is,
in most cares, highly
Cesirable. - it is another means by whic
h variety in the program
may be °stained.

However, there

is

a danEer of cveremphasizing

tLe is:pertance of scloists rather than stre
ssing the contributicn
of the entire ensemble.
Olaf C. Christiansen ;C_oral Lchoci, 1946)
suggests that
tre musical 7rcgraL: be divideS into three sect
icns, thus:
I. Clssical, 11. Hes.7y, .nomantic, and
c1ucini; scice ant neveltL, numbers'.

1:ric (in-

Fellowing

he arranged the es:71;1e rrcgran below.
I. ClassicLi
Chcrale ;Objective ty7)e--big, classical
style;
temps legato)

4
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ILe (subective, ty Cordi
..:c;-:
the Ch..,rch of Christ ,mcveLent4 'Ldy Christinsen
...evce!'t —ctet
,chrech.
II. :.c::antic
jloria in L..,
- xelsie kcreLcendo effect cutctaudii,g) by
z.ac_auineff
-;ctiess hose
;howells
_yric
1. a:cautiful Yuletide by Chrietiansen
Lullaby on Christmas Lye by Chrietiaheen
(drat.atic climax.--expreeeicn and tempo
iLportant) arr. by Chrietiansen
Lnccre:

Beautiful :
-avicr

Christiansen stated tnat a lullaby should never be
the bcginnin

of a

i_iscellaneous

at

rcup.
ale. PrograL.s.--Civic clu'ct. frequently re-

duet the chorus, or small ensembles representing thi cncrus, to
reform numbers in a lighter vein at meetings, luncheons, anci other
sccial affairs.

The vocal and instrumental prcgram below is

airroximiAely tbirty minutes in duration, and cculd easily be interspersed throughout a special luncheon cf
1. In Yestive :-cod

civic club.
Carl i.usch

LraeL ...nsemble
2. I-eautiful reaL_er
1:terhen roster
,..adam, I Have CoLx
_ountain Scng
mall Choral Ireemblc
1..ecration.
-clix Boroveki
-;c1c
4. The Lrie Canal
izierican kolk Long
GocCue 01' I-Jaint
Ce;,bcy Sena
The hand
"Ashburn
hoys (lee C1ub8
The fcllcring r.regr.z: demonstrates the use of one outetaneiLL
organization ane features incidental anu solo nurf:bert3 to add
variety.

It is a rencramic

shc7ing the historical develo1:-

:lent ef choral music in ,-,merica.

cr• cit.,
••-••

•

•••
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I.

uic cf the Colonial .i='erioo
Chectef hyLr
- 17 1ian lillings
Love Is vene to
C.rcLit .0iceE)
Yan.:ec Doodle
.clo-)
Tracitional
II. 4- ..usic of the Civil Las :eeriod
Lattle Lynn c: the ileublic (Incieental solo)
Traditional
with Tem:: solo)
lhompson
COLE- "i.here i.y Love idES Ireaming
.tgoster
iixie
Incidental. Solob,
III. Folk
';.ere You
Sriritual, arc. burlci h
I Couldn't Hear i.obody iray
.ed ILiver Valley (sn.ali Ensell.bles)
Lountain Tune
Pretty
Lnee:..blee)
,..ountain Tune
k.war froii HoLle (hoir with Baritone Lolc
Ten
..
-iarper
IV. Popular Songs
Frankie ano
Clokey
ILedley of Old Longs (Lade
Improvisation
Star a;ust (Choir with Exprano Solo)
Camichael
V. imericana (Zol. LI:fted cncrue)
:r.a.ru.:al1 ihc1irsn
I. ...ay Lvery l'onEue
2. The Staff L'ecromancer
Z. .1 Lv.e Sublin_e erocess of lavg LnforceLent
4. Icveli-Lines'
The laEt sar.:1:1c proi;rc:m in th.J.s chapter

iE

COE:r:0E e d

religio s Lateic ano would be apprr;riate for
a vesper or church
service.

InstruLental as well as cherai_ m_z_bers are incluoe
d.
Service of —usic

Prelu6e, Trio in G

Haydn

StrinL Trio
Hymn, .:;ay
IE Dying in the -i:eLt
Prayer
Choir
Cheru..Ac Hymn
Hospodi Pomilu 4
Offertory Solo kVio_ini
:KM
c
Treble Cliorus
Lift ,
' hine LycE, (fro Eli'ah
String „liartet
,ndante Cantabile
Short Talk: *...uelc
%.orshir

Lathbury

--ortniansky
Lvovsky

1ence1sechn
Tschaikrws4y

-_

via

1111P

1St)
xhool Choir
Gallia iCantata with soprano Loioist
BeneCictionlv

ounod

_echanics in prerarinki a kubl c PerferL.al.ce.--The selecticn
of the nuEbere and the plans fer the progral- Should occur early
in the school yez.r.

The direc -cor xut .nticicac the ccoasioils

which will Ozmand choral performances and be prepared for
them.
ejood proExam will not -,1,ust happen."
of ak,vance work.

It involved a

.tzt the beginning of the year the conductor should

select a number of possible songs which will be suita
group.

..iter the chorus gets crgaLizeo silo. the work

under vb;.,r,

he

reat deal

e for the

is

actually

be better able tc decide definitely on thc: nuril-

bers, to use in pu—lic appeara,.ces throughout the
year.
._he school administrators and faculty member
s sheuld oe consulted before deciding on the date of any progra
m cr cencert.

if

the event is to be a success, it should be planne
d so that it will
`1.

not conflict rith other school or cou.i..unity
activities.

if

possible, a concert should not be scheduled in a
wee -t: that is
crowdee with other important programs.

This places the choral per-

formance at an unnecessary disadvantage.

I:.hen the date is eettlec,

it shcuic be ..nrcun
r.
ced to the school and tht town as soon as
possible.
A publicity committee should ue appointed,
preferably cm,posed ot students,

EC

orcarize(:

The first appearance of the chorus rill necess
i-

that the program nay be advertised in a well-

tate usin
7se71c

all o: the publicity devices which are
believed to
at to attend, !:ince - t1
.-le organization .1*.os not laL7C a
(..".7L7f..;-ca...

a•

•

p.111. 1.

•

--

t:

.r.t€U.

C t

ostc2r
radio .:77.ctr, theatre

•:(r.to EC t tc civic L rcui,o,
Z;TIC; cut-cf-tc-

eirectcrs--t..ef:e E.I.e :21 rzi

vcnt,iç b. -oreuLht tc t
421

r'attCrr, ;CrtZ.••inin,..

cced taste i

uLiic.

in

to rublicity, adherence to stanc:are.s cf

esocnt4 a2.

:orriLitteeo shoLld. also i,c
^
ticlatiF

;cint€c. to assist in such

ii•'-titi-.,ore i

csc.ccr-rAttcez
unlE-s

t.enticn cf th

by ;hich the

costm:_es, Iirc;erties, oecera-

c be an ac1-11.7.-sic-n fce.), and ushers,.

nceL. not be raCe v.:- entirely e: chcrus

tie :_irectcr feels that the adc.:C duties inveltreC.
it is 7cry desirable to have the Lelilbers

el* te cheruz. fed ies;ensitle fez: t1-.€ success•
'tut r.cr, to the c-::tent that the res;enci"hilit:- beccr.es
er rtzuoic, Eto6ent:--, an

thco.c in ,
4- e de-zartr.ents of ort,
Lie. C "ftCrl calla u-,:co tc helpin

t'!!ese -:::•elininarics.

in sor.‘e cases, faculty a...scictance r.F;,' also

be needed, es:•ccially

clurinE, the Ierfern.wace.

is

wise, now-ever, tc refrain fro: seekimg, the assistc.nce of ot..L,c- r
teachors in
IP

ro.
-.
.ccto
that LIE E.- iv-en by the choruo alcne in view

ef t'ac fact tht the:
,
cwn

cr€

1"r busy with the dutiec of t!lei2.-

art. _entr.
';:co:ible, iriane shoLaci be tuned before the cencert

c,t-cf-turic

lanc can

rlattc r cf tc

Ir.azidical:
CheUit

bc uneer 12-;e direct or.21-.erbe

dnoinc
; on tLe :encral cutc
•

cf Lhe

the

S

44,1

avEilable Latcrialt, anc the fino.Lciai statuf:
cf the orz;anizaticn.

.‘t
t

.t any raL.e,

.zhoulc bc 7.roLy...,

of F_onx. .4ind, if

for no ether reaccn th.cin that they are a
:erale
inferticn as this cilculc be included on
then.:
alle nature c

tci:erfernance; by 771-=

datc,

;rczrar... ie ;reee..ted:
-

the direr:ter, the accc:;anist; tl:e title,
cerpcser, arranger, and
peifornlers of each 1.11eical nur_bcr7

notes, pcceibly; audience

instructionf:, if necessary; ieccanition of ushers,
ccnnittees, and
courtesies extended by businesE cell:panics, and the
rerscnnel of
the chorus, if tbere is rocri; al:el officers cf
the crEanization
are usually included; and announcen_ents of
coming musicale vents.
There are niany different accel-Aabie styles of
iakin
ed or nirxegrazhed -•*c-rar
„.. ".

ur the print-

The Lost a7:rcpriFte and rracticablc

style for the ;articular procra::. will
deIcnc. en the nature of the
A

performance and the taste of the printer as
well as that of the
ccnducter.

all r"eanc, tLe proLrcz" rhculd be a-i
attrEtive and

arprorriate ae 7cssitle, r

rcj.ccs cf the particular style used.

a.tual rehearsals:of t;.e c,.crus arc, of
ccurze, te nest
dafficult ant Lxst inpertant asr.ect in the
preraration el: a prcgranl.
technicus are .
4io1yzed in Chartr 1:1; cc reTetitien here
is unnecessary.

Ir recards to the perforca.nce specifically,
it is

essential that definite instructio..a bc given to
the etuoents in
such ratters as wearin
pertn.ent en the stL:.e

aTparel, c. ettin: cn and cff the stae, deane bac;:-sta,c, posture, anc' prci-Itness.

order to save confusion and misuncerstandin

at t

d:'-estcr- issue a!rE.:'
--cr ins;ructicr sLfet
dett.ils

•• ••••
ercrycnc --.•

n

,• ...

••-•

4••

.

r

In

csncert, 1.&2ly
i7ir

ccr:zirte

--r

efcre the ccneert bezinr, a short period sheuld
be set azic,e
".•

_clicrue c‘..

aeLeble, 7a.a. ur

a

VCC4:.ait.€

cr

_hie is a L,ocd c1-7ortunity

ti

fer t c cchc_cter tc i_ive l.ct :_inute inctrcticns, esl-ecially if
u_c;qf cted cha..gcs bavc

c_ne tocet the

to 1)(7

a

oeit roesiele rerforaals e.

:roper frea::€ of 1;_ine tc
.,fter tbe TreLrL

rcu:

there arc ceverai detaile,

SUCh 4Z 7.(..CifIC

; tl_e ;lace of the ;erferbine, returning rrelLertics, and leavini:
Adeo,

:..ance in geccl cci,ditic, which eheuld nci be °ye:locked.
it is custmary tc te

in the 7rcrer infcrLatien concernitiL the

concert tetf.e lccal newe7l'arers in crder that
vie

or write-u; of 1;ee event.

1-,ve a tea, recertion, or

EGEC

re-

here L.z.y be

Qcciaxicnair; it is desirable to
inc

ef eiL;le Eccial affair for

the Ierfo.r.eLe--an( toesibly their parent: an( friends--after te
ccncert.

'4here is a teneency acnt7 students to aseuL.e an attitu6e

cf carelessness ancl inei.tia after the i.iLediate irxentive of tl- e
great care Lust be e.-...eroised to

rublic concert is reLoved.

raintain the Lorale EJIC interest of the chorus fol'iowinL,

he ;er-

Contestc and Itetivals
z%nctl-,er „y-I:.e of Iublic a.plearance which

is

noterxrthy is
is maw

the high school city, state z.ne. natcnal music meet.
:( in the forr: of

centeet, feetival, cr a cen.inaticn of the

ile events cf this typ_e can be easily abueeC, they can

twc .

be cf great value if

roperly handed.

The Centest.--e Listery cf :Lucie contests dates .1 : 6C::
events rLre ihcludc:

eixth ccn t.ory h.. G., vdicn
=ic

ccl.imetition

• t

:rntl.L the twentieti7 centIlr:

Lere cr ices szren,-: entrcic! fr

cu

the

the 'united

_Llt_eugh
77::t.cr

to

uric educaticn

LI: is

41,

4
today.11 In descritin

-Lie contest, iryke.:La arid uehria ns rtate:

"riPrie contest,
its name impliee, is a matcr between coL.petiters
varicus devices, are gre led
into varicus classes so that sac .1 conteetant is, presuL.dLly,
azainst saL.eone who has abc-dt an
ed_ual chance cf vinnin6. 'J:c this end, specificatiens
are set up regarcin_ the aE.e and school yea...z, c: individuals, ant the size and experience c grouts; and
restrIctiens are made regarding the material which is
performed. The items to be marked are frequently announced in advance. The markinE is done
one or ncre
adzudicators who are recegnized authorities a.nd whc
usualiy are drarn from territory outsi- e of the region
from rhich the contestants come. The inners....arc
generally given banners, certificates, or more announcements of placement.'•

Lorne of the argusents which may be advanced in favor of the
centest are found in the analysis which follows.

lirst of all,

the music ceLpetitien has a high L.otivatiou value and stimulates
the students to -cut forth their best efforts.

lt tends to

standardize and elevate music in the educational system, si-ce
the list of numbere waich may be used is ::..ompiled by autLicrities
rho have, as a rule, reliab4 z;udgment and good taste in the
selection of

music

literature.

Tere are Lally social values to

be derived from the centacts made v;ith muL.ic stutents frem other
schools, and the educaticred benefits which coi,e as a result of
the contestare numerous:

it sharpens the student's discrimination

of rha, is good ane poor; it raises standards of choral perfori..ance;
it is an epportunity for self measureLlent; it broates and increases
apT•reciatien of good music for all the students sice Lhey listen
• r•

to their c7n numbers and many other songs perfcrmecb

11 --tre_ercaaric tei-iriens, LE.cit.,
1

,104:
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•.•

r

or

r.

other grcups.

V.
he Ocntest

alsc be cosidered a teachine
device.

has difficulty in ccrrectin

12 a dirccte-l-

in his chcrue SOLk specific faults,
a

sta-.ement frcn. the ccntest judge rein
forces what the director is
attempting to teach, a
thus tends to take the students resIect
and ar7reciate tzeir own director mcre
. The music contest involves
the advantages an Iroblel.x of sportm_anshi
p which are found in
athletic contests. The advocates of comp
etitive Leets maintain that
it trains the students to win generously
EziC to lose graciously.
Opponents of the contest maintain that
Cespitc the fact that
it is a driving force and a motivator, its
evils outwei,h the benefit:.. The outstanding weakness cf the
contest is fcund in its
tendency to set ur standards of cemp
arative vale, thus indicatinj,
the superiority of onc group over othe
r grours. 4-ry situat.cc. rhich
selects only one winner is li&ely to
produce unfortunate reeults.
The attention of the audience as well
as the participants is
focused upon winninL a place rather
than enjoying the music.
tition does not unite reopler-it separate
s theL.

•

ealcury between

individual students, grdups, ante ven
directors themselves .Ls
.
encouraged by the contest system. then
the major emphasis is placed cn
wining or lccir.c-, educational 7alues
are fr
ocrt:r1ccked.
In s.. re cases the tenure of 66J.t:
chcral director depends
upon the success of his chorus.
Particiration in music meets usually
involves a great ucal of expense and
planning, and places a tremendou:responsibility uron the teacher. Tran
sportation of large grourc is
one cf the biggest problen_s to be cons
idered. In the ordinary contest,
single adjudicator criticizes, er-i
vater.. and decides upon
tic,, final r
.. 74J. t. is
f=. well-lmown fast that there are often
many
points of disagreement in vocal and chor
al fields among nusic

•

•

authorities: INery critic

IlLE .is
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czm ideas and ci.inions Lased

urcn his bac4ircund, trainir4f, anc experience.

,:ince tL,ese fc-ctors

vary with each intivicual, no two judges are likely to have exactly
tc,e saLe outicok.
test ratins
able.
contelA

W1L

Iherefore, the validity an

reliability of con-

criticist-s made by adjudicatcrs is often question-

Centering the aims of the entire year's cheral stlLy on the
is

detrimental to the regular schocl 'or

in that it makes

the re:_ainder of the pro6ram seem uninterestinL ant. unimpertant.
It is the nriter'e opinien that school music shoult rarely be
placed on a coLpetitive dasis.

Individuals are born with varying

aLlo...nts of talent; opportunities for deveiopin6 and traininL special
skills in music are more limited in some localities than others;
sone schccis allov; more time and money for musical activities than
do others.

Therefore, in thelight of all of theL:e ane other differ-

ences, it is tifficult, if not impossible, to rbake a truly just
comparison betreen high schoel choral groups.
The westival.--zmother type of the Llusic meet is the festival.
The tem, has been used to describe a great variety of events, Ea:Le
of ther, even approxiting tue contest.

Eovever, in beneraL usaLe,

the festival refers to a cooperative music enterprise, sc:..ething of
a holiday, in which the tompetitive element is almost, if not entirely, deleted.

he contrie,ition of each musician is impertant in tills

sharec. project.

Lyke..u,a, arto Gehrkens describe the festival thus:

festival ray, tentatively at least, be cefined
as a joyous cccasio“ when varicus groups cooperate in
a procram of music which in magnitude certainly, Erni
impressiveness possiblj., surpasses anything that any
one
of the participating gro:Is alone could produce.
This
term properly describes tfrz, musi1 ..vcnts s.arried
out
in rlan.: of er universities in the s,-,ring when
univcrsity
frce 7hich
eencertz
icr in ti:e year are no:;
-ey chLruses ron
'dcrinc to7:nc, by a visithL syr...cny
crchestra, and

2(.6

by imr,ortco scloists."
Ihere

tvc disti.ct tyres cf festivals, kl) te cmpetitive

an( t, the non-coctitive festival.
vanta,c cf th(
plan.

rcrhaps

cutstanding ad-

festiva.l. over the contest

iF

its ratig

de various gro2s arc no lenger rziL:arily concerned with
de-

featilig an orpnent, but the individual I:crfcrt.ance is judged
surericr, excellent, gccd, avera6e, or below average, accordi
ng to its
cTn merits.

This rrcviees for the situaticn in vrL1ch many grouts

are aLout equal in abi.i.ity.

In this system it is not necessar:- to

use all of the rating levels unless the pei.formances actuall
y inCicate that some grours would fall in each of the possible
classifications.

1Jusic educaticn in America is indebted tc the late ITank

Leach fcr thc intrcducticnc f this new rating system.14

..:,en

tIJe method is in creraticn, each grou-21 is corpeting with
its(if.
other advantaz,es of the festival arc:

its nature is such that

it rer=its a larger nur.:ber cf -:-.rticirants than can pcscibl
y enter
a ccntest.

-he small school as well as the large one can benefit

from the experience.

Z-;tritin

c self-ccnsciousness, altmst inevIt-

aLle in tae conte.Lt, are miniLized in the festival.

CriticiEL.s and

suestions made fcr the inexperiencet ccLuctors cZ the various
choruses are usually welcoked because they are offered in a
construetive rather than a fault-finding sririt.15
Lisadvantages of the festival are reacily pointec out by the
advecates cf the contest.
is at the rcot

Indivicual responsibility, they s,

all Trogress, is weakened.

-4- 11sen, or. cit., r.
lb-

and Liehr.:erE, v-.

it.,

Vr•

T. :pi:*

Because stront

ich

war

.
_
as reak ck.oruses ae au..itted, there

is

a./7
not enouch incentive to

wor'r: for a perforL,ance that ehos real 1.clis
h.

i1c the event-

ie more -zlea ant for tile ti4.c, its benefits
are not as permanent
and far-re,_chin

as

c_ the contest.

linally, the r.ateria_L

which is suitaLle for Eazr ;.-erfer.1.-.2:ce must neces
sarily be
than the best in music literature.16
Lne

stateL,ent of the two types of music meets is

COT.CiEE

presented in

Ezi:dbcck:

pechaly to

"The contest ali..i,

winners: the festival is priarily inter
ested

in coLlinin,s the rusical p
- owers of all the groups."17
parison of tne
iceas.

__ach

ES-

is

anc the f estival,

In the cm-

findtwo contrastinL

a vita/ force, an6 each has played an
important part

in the developi.ent of hi6h scLcl rusic.
herent weakne sses and advantaL- es.

In each plan there are in-

The reader probably already has

;.;uite definite opinions as to the relative
values of the two systems.
There is no una_AeraLle answer as to ;- .hich type
is Ecre desirable.
music director must knov,his own situation,
evaluate the contet and the festival, an4, in the liOat
of that analysis, choose
the event unich i

best for his school.

trends torard the CoLbined Contest and Iesti
val (Coml)etitic:.Feetiral;.--The tendency to merge the contest
ano festival is Etren,l,
in the United Ltates today.

'ihis coLbination Ilan has been devised

in one'
. to retain the stit,ulation of the conte
st icea and the friendly, inforl.al interest of the festival.
.iikem
a and .ietrkens descrite
this tyre of music net as follcs:

loid.,

Z1 Z.

i7...:;?kema
and Cunoiff,...o. cit., t. 344.
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°.e sa_ely aseert tnat a portion of the meet will
be devcted tc competition by indivicuals anc groups
and
a/letter pertion to rehearsig and IA.rforming by large
r
groups, made up ,f noet, if not all,
the participants
in thE competitive events.
considerable portion o f the
material used for the col_petiticns which, let us say,
ta-ie
place in the earlier part of the day, may be drawn
from
the .material which is to be USCG by the ccmtined
grours
in tne latter part of the day, when, for instance,
it is
71a_ned to have as a climax. of the meet a performanc
e of
a larger rens:
ln the combined rehearsals the ccnductors
who have eervedas adZuelicators earlier in the
day, will
have tae opportunity not only of welding into
a homeLenecus whole the ccntributicns of the vario
us participants, but also to point out in a constructi
ve spirit
what might have been done by various groups or
individualE to imprcve what they presented in the compe
titions.
i..cst of these corz-ents will be presented witho
ut menti,ni_g specific grouts or individuals because the ratin
g
sheets dictated during the competiticn will later
be sent
to the various schools. u15
lc

definitely advocates the competition-festival in

preference to e ither type alone because it, at least
in part, has
;_ost of the aevantae.es of both, while avoiding most
of the weaknesses found in each.

The motivation is shifted frcm an extrinsic
one

based en co.ptition to dn intrinsic one based
on interest in the
music itself.
In considerin

the desirability of participaticn in any form

of music 1.14eet, whether it be a local, state, or natio
nal event, it
necessary for the director to recognize the prcbiems
involved for
him anc his group.

In addition to the problems of the participants,

any event cf this nature involves a tremendous amount of administra
tivc
work in organization, finance, schedule, classification oi
participants, chcice of selecticns, interpretattn of the music, transporta
tii
housing, timing the events, system cf marking to use,
choosing the

16- , p.
_tic.
t14.
- 19
ur. cit.,

• -1

r.

119.

•111
d

•ddh

t•• •
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,;udges, and ai,nounceent of results and awarcs.

•

C. LAanten Belfour, Lxecutive 6ecretary, Penneylvania Foren-slc and iiusic League, UfliversIty of Pittstur6n, nue cataloged the
fc1loiiestiOflS fer :
-;:ic; well-run contest rhich, althou6h they
are directed at the adminietratcre of the ccntest, rill be help'rta
to the high school director in the study of the. problem.
"(1; Include inthe program only thoFe events Thlch
'legitirate'
are
in the music education cu_riculu:...
anchor the contest to the echools and obtain the cooperation of lead(r of school muric, (3) vary the prcgram co
that it rill appeal to many schools and attract riCe
partici:a:tien t
cocrcinate the contest rcrk in the
state by cccrating witha.11 of thevsrious agencies so
thatte pregr= .Ali
be unified, (..3), emrhasissheuld be
i. iven the exhibitcry features of contestE so that they
arc events of a putlic nature rather than mere tfFti: or
examinaticne,
cbtain cor.petent i lidges, since a ccntest is nc better than its Zuoge, (7) Cerise the reF.ulatin-.r in such away as to aseure the participation cf
bonafiCe high scAcci stueents. Lc net burden the schccls
with too much 'rec
(E) intrcduce educaticrA featuree v;hcn pcseibie, suci: as sight reacinE a.d cliic-,
(9) confine all business cormunicctions to public schcol
efficials; a7ci6 ccr-Litr_ente to interested relatives and
(10; rithhoiC release of test pieces T:itc_in
reasonal)le lilLits in orcer '4..o avoid tee much cuFtained
reparation.""

1

ircadcastin,
,
lengthy analysis of coral brcadcaFting is not included
;

4

chcru

rince it is f.::trel_ely

th,..t the beginhing

will venture into thie fcm cf public perfcrrarce.

rrilc

t're raeic is r...n excel.;_ent mediur ty rhich to accuaint the
public
rith

e

crk being Cone by a sore ex7-erienced and reil-trained

choir, it rould be an extrer.ely unrise atterpt for the
inexn::erienced
rchcol cercert alitience is usually syrpathetic, frier.y,

Thile the radio audience is wade 1;17 of pecl_le

"'"tat Have r.ltrtest7::
i.uic 1ducatcrs
-

fez- music 1..'ducation?" lc,rbock
Conference, 1C26;,
•

dm•,

•••40•

:,ucr t-_,e
- critically eir.ce a r.cc:orit:r of ti*.Lei. hav'e. no
I
ir fr:e stucent:; therzelves.
io cot:pare..:.-1 with pr,
..fescio4-al porfor=ers, a comparison
course, a Cecioed dif,L.e.vanta.e to the

ef
the

tendency to re orO L.2to intensify error: iL
intonalLer_,
tone

ki

ty

atta.c.: enc.. release, idiend, and rhyth-:_-.

writer advocates ctrent-,,1.-y- that the first yea.r
chorus, or any cherus
which is un-:re:a-ref:.

renOcz a. t.:..-caccaz:t cf a very

calibre,

avoid this t:,--pe of performance,
lecal radio statious ca
ircctor i

be of cervice to ti-4 cherL3_

e..kini;
- rcoorc:ins for the chorus.

be Lone fcr c s..ali

Usually this ray

to, an -_ it is unquestionably a wert1.--,,device

in teachinE,...nd Lictivating the hich school c:.eruz.

'.jhere are ;.- ..L.ny ari„-uments which have been
advanced beta for
and

p_rc raz,s for tho firt :roc.r

writer's ci;inion

the •hi,i;h so.hoel
cc better

appearance ocoasienally.

cr

It •

i."2.e

o2_-• ay

if it makes .SCLC, 1:inc of public

thiic the club will undcubtedly

the

perfection and polish of the professional
chorus, a perfor=.a.•noe -before a sympathetic an
tui1c'ir

appreciative audience

iIl 11E17: irmensely in

up morale and proper attitudes z_z_mng
the ttudents.

cert

never be c:_nsicteree,'

con-

cr an ez:hibition of skill,

but rather

actirity azic an c:.:-- erience

n-ee by 1_

7..!.rfcrr.ors and listeners.

arc:- tha.rc danc-L cn-

4.!Le c4.cra.- 1 conch,ctor 14.1.)t 1-..c ocry"ncet ef
the oor.irability o:
•
c cr:crr.z.n•2c
cr
...T. 'E.' at i; 1
C .7 7:table 're fon.a.nr.k, b/.forr Le.;inc any
eirr?-na-ementF

....••••••

•

tot

41,

V.

•

• it

enthuciartic effcrt, initiat.ve, a sincere cenvictio.1 that the
a

crtl:wilr.

it a EUCCCC:21 ti E

deierminc.tico, to

LC

c.:fcr:iec is c.2.z.c rt certain to be aediccrc

cne.
:ere is no answer to the problem of contest or festival
•

partic4ation other than in terms of a particular situation.

lach

school must decite, which is the wicest anc most arprcpriate pclicy
for it to follow.

In this chapter the advantages, disa4vantaLes,

anC pre:piens_ cennected with the various types of music meets have
been diccussed.

Tcday the trend seems tc_be toad the combinatien

of contest an: ::cstival.

It is the hope cf many =resent-day nusic

educators tIlat the col..oined competiticn-festival ray in time cce
to

e the predminant ty:7oe, if it can retain the values of both

trT_es 7hile obviatlr.

lost of the evils of each.

One of the Lost fariliar principles of modern education is
that the effectiveness of learninz anc teaching deend largely
upcn the inr.ediate practicallications rhich are felt to be
significant.

In thc light of this principle, the Imblic perform..nce

if organized with a vie7; to capitalizing certain values and avoiding certain dangers, shoul6 be reFarded as an :essential and inteal elerent in the music education program.
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